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Abstract
We discuss a novel framework for physical theories that is based on the principles of locality
and operationalism. It generalizes and unifies previous frameworks, including the standard
formulation of quantum theory, the convex operational framework and Segal’s approach to
quantum field theory. It is capable of encoding both classical and quantum (field) theories,
implements spacetime locality in a manifest way and contains the complete modern notion of
measurement in the quantum case. Its mathematical content can be condensed into a set of
axioms that are similar to those of Atiyah and Segal. This is supplemented by two basic rules
for extracting probabilities or expectation values for measurement processes. The framework,
called the positive formalism, is derived in three completely different ways. One derivation is
from first principles, one starts with classical field theory and one with quantum field theory.
The latter derivation arose previously in the programme of the general boundary formulation of
quantum theory. As in the convex operational framework, the difference between classical and
quantum theories essentially arises from certain partially ordered vector spaces being either
lattices or anti-lattices. If we add the ad hoc ingredient of imposing anti-lattice structures, the
derivation from first principles may be seen as a reconstruction of quantum theory. Among
other things, the positive formalism suggests a statistical approach to classical field theories with
dynamical metric, provides a common ground for quantum information theory and quantum
field theory, introduces a notion of local measurement into quantum field theory, and suggests
a new perspective on quantum gravity by removing the incompatibility with general relativistic
principles. The positive formalism as a framework for quantum theory is in conflict with various
interpretations or modifications of quantum theory, including physical collapse theories, many-
worlds interpretations, and non-local hidden variable theories.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Frameworks for physical theories
Physical theories or models are usually not formulated ab initio, but rely on a framework or meta-
theory into which they are embedded. Such a framework determines basic mathematical structures,
relations between these structures and most importantly, rules that prescribe how these structures
may be related to the real world.
One such framework is Hamiltonian mechanics, dating in its essentials to the 19th century.
A principal ingredient of this framework is a notion of time. The objective of the framework is
the description of the evolution of mechanical systems in time. Another of its principal notions
is thus that of a state space or phase space. A physical system at a given time is represented by
a point in this phase space. Dynamics is the description of motion in phase space. There are
further mathematical structures to accomplish this. Thus, a phase space is a symplectic manifold
(or something slightly more general), there is a Hamiltonian function on phase space etc. The
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relation between mathematical structures and the real world is usually not spelled out explicitly,
because it is considered obvious. Namely, the universe (spacetime) is filled with particles and
fields. A point in phase space specifies all particle positions and momenta as well as all field values
and their derivatives in all of space. Thus, a trajectory in phase space corresponds to a possible
physical reality. This direct correspondence between mathematical structures and physical reality
in spacetime is the hallmark of classical physics.
For the emerging quantum mechanics in the 1920s a new framework had to be developed.
This incorporated new mathematical objects, such as a complex Hilbert space and operators on
this space. However, the overall structure was kept in close analogy to Hamiltonian mechanics.
Notably, there is a notion of time, a notion of state space, a Hamiltonian (now an operator instead of
a function) describing infinitesimal evolution. The most crucial difference, unfortunately somewhat
overshadowed by this suggestive analogy, lies in the relation between the mathematical structures
and the real world. Instead of providing an “image” of reality in space(time), quantum mechanics
comes with an explicit and non-trivial notion of measurement. It is only through measurement
processes that an observer may relate the mathematical objects of the theory to properties of the
real world. This is an instance of the principle of operationalism.
Statistical mechanics is set in a statistical version of the Hamiltonian framework. There states
are statistical distributions on phase space. These may describe ensembles or degrees of belief about
a “true state”. Statistical quantum mechanics is set in a counterpart of the Hilbert space formalism
of quantum mechanics where states are described by density matrices or density operators acting on
Hilbert space. Despite the word “statistical”, density operators are not probability distributions and
do not admit a general ensemble interpretation. We also emphasize that an adequate codification of
the theory of measurement in quantum mechanics is only achieved in the statistical setting which
permits a full formalization of the principle of operationalism. Describing measurement in the
setting restricted to states as vectors in Hilbert space is awkward and indirect by comparison.
Both classical statistical and quantum statistical frameworks can be brought together into a uni-
fied framework known as the convex operational framework, see e.g. [1]. The central mathematical
object here is that of a partially ordered vector space taking the role of state space. In the classical
case this is a space of functions or measures on phase space while in the quantum case it is the
space of self-adjoint operators on Hilbert space. The former can be characterized by being a lattice
and the latter (roughly) by being an anti-lattice (see Subsections 5.8 and 6.10). Crucially, not only
the basic mathematical objects, but also the rules for extracting measurable quantities from these
can be formulated uniformly, not depending on the theory being classical or quantum.
Figure 1 illustrates the different frameworks and their relations. Given a classical mechanical
model in the Hamiltonian framework (upper left) we can immediately set up the statistical coun-
terpart (upper right) within the convex operational framework. The mathematical objects of one
framework can be transformed directly (that is functorially) into those of the other framework.
This is denoted in the figure by the upper arrow labeled statistical functor. Similarly, given a quan-
tum mechanical model in terms of the Hilbert space formalism (lower left), this can be directly
transformed into the statistical version with density operators (lower right), also within the convex
operational framework. However, in this case the transformation of the notion of observable is
not as direct and the statistical version is strictly richer with respect to the measurement theory
of quantum mechanics. To illustrate this, the corresponding lower arrow is drawn with a dashed
line rather than a straight line. It is labeled modulus-square functor, a terminology explained in
Subsection 6.8. This map was first explicitly described as a functor by Selinger [2] and called the
CPM construction. There is also a downward arrow on the left hand side, illustrating quantization
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Figure 1: Time-evolution frameworks for physical theories.
procedures which transform a classical mechanical theory into a quantum mechanical one. The
Hilbert space and the density operator frameworks for quantum theory constitute what we shall
denote here the standard formulation of quantum theory.
All the frameworks represented in Figure 1 have a certain basic structure in common. They
suppose a fixed notion of time and center on a notion of state space that is meant to represent
physics at an instant of time. The main objective is then to describe the evolution of states in
time. We call these time-evolution frameworks. Not all of physics is formulated in this way of
course. With the advent of field theory and the unification of the notions of space and time in
special and then general relativity a different perspective on classical physics emerged. In this
perspective spacetime is viewed as an entity and the dynamics of a theory is expressed in terms of
partial differential equations for fields. This realizes and exploits the powerful principle of spacetime
locality, which means that the physics in a small piece of spacetime only directly depends on the
physics immediately surrounding it and not anything further away. This change in perspective and
mathematical description does not present any problems in classical physics where the solution of
an equation of motion in time or spacetime is meant as a direct image of reality. On the other hand,
such a change in perspective is less straightforward in classical statistical physics which continues
to rely predominantly on a time-evolution framework.
In the text book approach to quantum field theory, e.g., [3] a spacetime perspective is also
taken, although this is heavily built on the standard formulation of quantum theory. However,
only a fragment of the measurement theory of quantum mechanics carries over to this spacetime
framework. In particular, while there is a notion of observable, its connection to a notion of
measurement is much more indirect than in the standard formulation. Indeed, there is only a
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Figure 2: Spacetime frameworks for physical theories.
very special type of measurement ever considered, namely that of a final state at asymptotically
late time with an initial state prepared at asymptotically early time. There has not been any
proper spacetime framework for statistical quantum field theory. The only partial exception is the
appearance of a statistical notion of state in the framework of algebraic quantum field theory [4].
However, the latter is similar to text book quantum field theory in that any relation to the real
world through measurable quantities is handled by regression to the time-evolution framework of
the standard formulation.
1.2 The positive formalism
The present work is concerned with detailing a novel framework for physical theories, called the
positive formalism. This framework brings together the two key principles of locality and opera-
tionalism. While the framework is novel, it builds on and incorporates previous ideas and results
from a wide range of fields, including quantum field theory, operational approaches in quantum
foundations, quantum information theory, monoidal category theory, symplectic field theory, dia-
grammatic calculus, spin foam models of quantum gravity, to name a few. Figure 2 illustrates the
scope of this framework and its relation to other frameworks. We explain this in the following.
Spacetime is treated as a uniform entity, without any split into space and time at a fundamental
level. Locality is implemented without a notion of metric by separating spacetime into regions
that are in communication through their boundaries. This notion of locality emerged with the
mathematical framework of topological quantum field theory (TQFT) [5] that revolutionized various
areas of mathematics starting in the late 1980s. This was originally motivated by insights about
quantum field theory, notably properties of the path integral, due mainly to Witten [6]. The
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implementation of this notion of locality in quantum field theory is also called Segal locality after
Graeme Segal who was one of its principal inventors and has since pursued a program to formalize
quantum field theory in this way [7]. This was taken up as the starting point of a program to
reformulate quantum theory, including measurement, in a spacetime local way, called the general
boundary formulation of quantum theory [8, 9]. The resulting framework, called here the amplitude
formalism, is depicted in Figure 2 on the lower left hand side. This already has a rich history
and applications, see Section 6. In contrast to the text book approach to quantum field theory or
to algebraic quantum field theory this framework already includes certain notions of measurement
that go beyond those of the standard formulation of quantum theory.
A predecessor in classical physics of this notion of locality can be found in the symplectic
approach to field theory of Kijowski and Tulczyjew [10]. A formalization leads to an axiomatic
framework for classical (field) theory (e.g. the linear case [11]), depicted in on the upper left hand
side in Figure 2. Quantization schemes that convert a classical theory in this form into a quantum
theory in the amplitude formalism have also been developed [12], but will not be the subject of the
present work. They are indicated in Figure 2 by the downward arrow on the left hand side.
The positive formalism was first conceived of as a statistical analogue of the amplitude formal-
ism for quantum (field) theory and presented as such in the article [13]. It was meant in particular
as a further development of the general boundary formulation of quantum theory. That article also
introduced the modulus-square functor that maps the amplitude formalism to the positive formal-
ism, indicated by the lower dashed arrow in Figure 2. However, it is only with the present work
that the full scope and content of the positive formalism becomes clear. This concerns operational-
ism and (quantum) measurement theory on the one hand. On the other hand, classical statistical
(field) theory also fits into the positive formalism with a statistical functor leading to the positive
formalism, as indicated in the upper half of Figure 2.
The structural similarity of Figures 1 and 2 is intentional. The spacetime frameworks depicted
in the latter are generalizations of the corresponding time-evolution frameworks in the former.
More specifically, splitting spacetime into space and time and then restricting to spacetime regions
induced by time intervals recovers a time-evolution framework from the corresponding spacetime
framework.1 Within the positive formalism classical and quantum theories can again be roughly
characterized by the structure of certain partially ordered vector spaces being lattices (in the former
case) or anti-lattices (in the latter case).
1.3 A motivation
Why is a new framework for physical theories necessary or useful? While the time-evolution frame-
works depicted in Figure 1 have a long and successful history in physics, they present important
shortcomings. Most obviously, these frameworks conceptually (but not necessarily historically, see
the standard formulation of quantum theory) predate in their treatment of spacetime the special
and general relativistic revolutions. It is artificial to describe a special relativistic theory in terms
of time-evolution in a particular reference frame. This obscures symmetries and unnecessarily com-
plicates the dynamical laws of the theory. For general relativity the situation is worse, as without
already (partially) fixing the dynamics, i.e. the metric, it is not even meaningful to talk about
time-evolution. We could also say that these frameworks lack an implementation of the principle
1There is usually an additional structure on the statistical time-evolution framework that is not recovered in this
way. This comes in the form of normalization conditions implementing causality, see Subsection 4.4.
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of spacetime locality. These are of course precisely the reasons why classical and quantum field
theories are usually not described in this way.
On the other hand, the frameworks that are frequently used to describe classical or quantum
field theories lack crucial properties that the time-evolution frameworks depicted on the right hand
side of Figure 1, subsumed under the name convex operational framework, do possess. This is chiefly
an operationalist implementation of measurement theory, essential for fully capturing the relation
between mathematical objects and reality in quantum physics.
Thus, for quantum theory in particular, a peculiar situation has arisen. Its standard formulation
is in an uneasy tension with special relativity and in open conflict with general relativity. Other
frameworks for quantum theory such as text book quantum field theory or algebraic quantum field
theory are better adapted to special relativity, but are severely incomplete in incorporating only a
tiny bit of measurement theory (via the S-matrix). This state of affairs has made it particularly
difficult to bring together quantum theory and general relativity into a single theory, commonly
called quantum gravity.
Most approaches to quantum gravity have navigated this situation in one of two ways: The first
is to embrace quantum field theory and accept the necessity for an asymptotic region of spacetime
with a fixed classical metric where any measurement is to take place via the conventional S-matrix.
This implies a perturbative treatment of the metric around this fixed asymptotic background metric.
It must be noted that such a perturbation theory is fundamentally more problematic than the usual
perturbation theory of fields that “live on top of the metric” as the metric is normally a fixed core
structure that quantum field theory is built on. Indeed, naive quantization of general relativity along
these lines does not lead to a consistent theory due to lack of renormalizability. A response has been
to propose theories that are distinct from general relativity, but are meant to recover it in some
approximation. The most popular of these approaches has been string theory [14]. On the other
hand, using the powerful framework of effective field theory it is possible to make limited sense of
the perturbation expansion of quantum general relativity in spite of the non-renormalizability [15].
This provides probably the most successful tool so far for predicting certain quantum gravitational
effects.
The second way is more ambitious in that it aims for a “full” theory of quantum gravity without
the a priori need for perturbation expansions. It relies on the mathematical content of the standard
formulation of quantum theory. Thus, quantization is performed of an initial-data formulation
of general relativity. The aim is to construct a Hilbert space and an algebra of observables on
it. However, the necessary absence of a predetermined notion of time means that most of the
operational content of the standard formulation is lost. It is hoped that once the mathematical
objects have been constructed, a new measurement theory relating them to the real world can be
worked out. The most popular approaches along these lines have been quantum geometrodynamics
[16, 17] and its modern incarnation, loop quantum gravity [18, 19].
In spite of many decades of work all attempts have so far failed to produce a theory of quantum
gravity. In light of the previous remarks, it is suggestive to attribute this failure at least in part to
the lack of a suitable framework. This provides a strong motivation for the present work.
1.4 Structure of this work
The positive formalism is developed from three different starting points, all converging on the same
framework. The first route, exhibited in Section 2 is a derivation of the the positive formalism
from first principles, based on locality and operationalism. Parts of this were previously announced
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in [20]. The second route, exhibited in Section 5 starts from classical field theory. Implementing
spacetime locality leads to an axiomatic description of field theory. Moving this to a statistical
setting turns out to lead to the positive formalism. (Subsections 5.2-5.4 mostly review previous
work.) Section 6 deals with the third route. Starting from quantum field theory, properties of the
path integral motivate the mathematical framework of topological quantum field theory. Applied
to quantum field theory this implements Segal locality. Augmenting this with local notions of
boundary measurement and observables yields the amplitude formalism of the general boundary
formulation of quantum theory. Moving this to a statistical setting, complemented with a local
generalization of quantum operation also leads to the positive formalism. This is the way it was
originally encountered [13]. (Subsections 6.2-6.8 mostly review previous work.)
In Section 3 some elements of monoidal category theory and related diagrammatic calculus
are reviewed. These have provided powerful tools for formalization, calculation and visualizations
in topological quantum field theory, state sum models, quantum information theory, the convex
operational framework, foundations of quantum theory and other fields. Many of these uses carry
over to and are unified in the positive formalism. Use of this is made in subsequent sections. In
Section 4 the convex operational framework (right hand half of Figure 1) is recovered from the
positive formalism (right hand half of Figure 2). To this end, spacetime is split into space and
time, and the usual notion of states and their evolution is recovered. Also, causality is introduced.
The classical and quantum sections also contain brief discussions of specialized versions of this
time-evolution framework, see Subsection 5.9 and 6.11 respectively. While Section 2 and most of
Section 4 are developed in a self-contained fashion, relations to other frameworks are presented
in Subsection 4.8 in so far as they are not specific to classical or quantum theory. Related works
specific to classical or quantum theory are mostly cited within the classical Section 5 or the quantum
Section 6. In the latter case Subsection 6.12 contains discussion of additional related work.
Section 7 serves to illustrate the applicability of the positive formalism far from its origins in
quantum field theory using two examples from the literature. The first, (Subsection 7.1) is the
quantum teleportation protocol, demonstrating applicability in quantum information theory and
exhibiting a mixture of classical and quantum degrees of freedom. The second, (Subsection 7.2) is
an example where the implementation of causal structure of the standard formulation of quantum
theory is partially relaxed outside of two isolated laboratories, allowing for indefinite causal structure
in their interaction.
The presentation of the positive formalism in this work should only be seen as provisional, with
many adjustments and refinements certainly necessary or desirable. Some such refinements are
discussed in Section 8. Subsection 8.1 refines the notion of probe (from Section 2) in the spirit
of that of quantum instrument. Certain refinements necessary in quantum field theory and in
fermionic theories are already worked out or implied in previous literature, see Subsections 8.2 and
8.3. Abstractions of the notion of locality are considered in Subsection 8.4. A concluding discussion
of this work is presented in Section 9.
In an effort to make this work accessible to a wider audience certain mathematical details are
glossed over in most parts. For the reader interested in those mathematical details this is partially
remedied with Subsection 2.14. Also, a few relevant mathematical facts about partially ordered
vector spaces are contained in Appendix A. These are referenced from the main text when required.
The present paper need not be read linearly. It is possible to start reading with either Section 2
(first principles), Section 5 (classical theory) or Section 6 (quantum theory). In case of starting with
one of the latter two it is advisable to read Subsection 2.1 first. In case of starting with Section 6
also Subsection 5.1 should be read first.
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A mathematical convention that we use throughout this paper is that the word positive means
non-negative, if not indicated otherwise. In particular, 0 is positive.
2 The positive formalism from first principles
We present in this section a constructive account of the positive formalism as emerging from a first-
principles approach to a framework for theories of physics. Parts of the content of this section were
announced in the paper [20]. The starting point is this question: What form should a fundamental
physical theory take? We have in mind here not physical theories for specific phenomena, but are
looking for a universal framework, based on generic notions of making experiments or observations
and reasoning about them. In constructing such a framework we would like to ignore our actual
knowledge of physical laws or phenomena as much as possible, for two reasons. Firstly, we would
like the framework to be as generally applicable as possible. Secondly, we would like to avoid the
biases and limitations inherent in the often arbitrary or accidental historical choices of structures
of known physical theories. Of course, we cannot hope to formulate empirical theories or even
frameworks for such theories without taking into account any empirical knowledge. The empirical
knowledge we do take into account is reflected in two core principles that we take as the basis for
our construction:
Locality refers to our experience that forces do not act at a distance, but through fields permeating
spacetime. In particular, we can parametrize any known interaction as mediated by “signals”
connecting the participating objects through paths in spacetime.
Operationalism refers here to the principle that we should describe the world through our in-
teraction with it, rather than in terms of an abstract and objective reality “out there”. This
is motivated by the key lesson of quantum theory that the classical view of reality in terms
of objective trajectories of particles and field configurations in spacetime is unsustainable.
Instead, the act of observation or measurement becomes central to our description of physics.
As to the nature of the predictions admitted by the framework, for generality, we should allow
these to be of a probabilistic rather than deterministic nature. Moreover, we shall not make any
assumptions as to the origin of probabilistic uncertainty; for example whether or to what extent
such uncertainty might be attributable to a “lack of knowledge”.
2.1 Spacetime
It is an essential aspect of any modeling of the physical world to be able to isolate certain features
of it from all others. Often in the physics literature this is subsumed under a notion of “system” as
to be distinguished from other systems or the environment. It would be possible to proceed with
much of the following construction by postulating some generic notion of “system” and its potential
interaction with other “systems”. However, the principle of locality allows us to avoid such a
questionable postulate in favor of a more empirically grounded one that turns out to yield more
predictive power at the same time. The price to pay is the introduction of a notion of spacetime,
even though a very weak one.
The first and most basic notion we need is that of a spacetime region. This allows for the
distinction of the physics inside the region, from that outside, i.e., the rest of the universe. This is
illustrated in Figure 3. Secondly, it is a crucial element of physical theorizing to make statements
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rest of the universe -
space
time
induces boundary conditions
boundary ∂M
spacetime region M -
∂M
M
encoding surrounding physics
arena for local physics to be described
Figure 3: Locality allows to separate the physics of interest from that of the rest of the universe. This
is implemented through a notion of spacetime region, which communicates with the rest of the universe
through its boundary.
M1
M2
Σ1
Σ2
M1
M2
Σ Σ
Σ1
Σ2
Figure 4: Composition of spacetime regions M1 and M2 along a common hypersurface Σ. Left: Composite
region M1 ∪M2. Right: component regions M1 and M2.
Σ
Σ1
Σ2
Figure 5: Decomposition of a hypersurface Σ = Σ1 ∪ Σ2 (left) into component hypersurfaces Σ1 and Σ2
(right).
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about the interaction or correlation between “systems”, i.e., here the physics in spacetime regions.
By locality, interaction requires adjacency, in this case adjacency of the two regions in question. To
formalize this we need a notion of composition, i.e., a way to view two adjacent spacetime regions
as a single region. To describe this composition we need in turn another spacetime concept, namely
that of a hypersurface. In particular, the boundary of a region is a hypersurface. Moreover, if we
compose two regions together, this happens along a hypersurface which is a piece of the boundary
of each of the participating regions, see Figure 4. We clarify this taking “pieces” of hypersurfaces
in terms of a notion of decomposition of a hypersurface into hypersurfaces. We take this to mean
the presentation of a hypersurface Σ in terms of a union of hypersurfaces Σ1 ∪ · · · ∪ Σn such that
the component hypersurfaces intersect only at their boundaries, see Figure 5.
To summarize, we have notions of spacetime regions, and hypersurfaces as well as operations of
decomposing hypersurfaces into pieces and of composing two regions along a common hypersurface
component of their boundaries. We call this a spacetime system. A convenient minimal mathemat-
ical formalization is as follows. We take regions to be topological manifolds of dimension d (the
spacetime dimension) and hypersurfaces to be topological manifolds of dimension d−1. The bound-
ary ∂M of a region M is clearly a hypersurface. The composition of regions along a hypersurface
is then a gluing of manifolds. We refrain from specifying further mathematical details as these are
mostly irrelevant for our treatment here. Moreover, any particular physical model one wishes to
consider within the framework may add additional structure onto our spacetime elements, such as
a metric or an ambient spacetime manifold. However, this does not modify the basic structure of
the framework as laid out in this section.
2.2 Probes
Guided by operationalism, we describe the physics inside a spacetime region M through a means of
interacting with it. This might be by performing an experiment, making an observation, placing an
apparatus or interfering in some other way with the physics in M . Crucially, this might involve a
question that is asked about this physics. We formalize this through a notion of probe in M , which
is to be thought of provisionally as the specification of an experiment, observation, apparatus etc.,
see Figure 6. Correspondingly, we associate a space of probes PM to the spacetime region M . If no
experiment is performed, no observation made, etc., we represent this as a special probe that we
call the null probe, denoted by .
The notion of composition extends from spacetime regions to probes contained in them. Given
adjacent spacetime regions M and N and their composite M ∪N there is a map  : PM × PN →
PM∪N that describes this composition. Physically this just encodes the simple fact that performing
two experiments together is itself an experiment. When the experiments involve questions, however,
then this map also involves a specific way how these questions are combined to a new question of
the composite experiment. We shall come back to this point once we introduce quantitative features
into our framework.
2.3 Boundary conditions
By locality, any influence of the outside of a region M on the inside and vice versa should be
mediated by signals traversing the boundary ∂M of the region. In particular, knowing the signal
at the boundary should be sufficient to determine this influence or interaction or communication
completely. We capture this in terms of a notion of boundary condition, see Figure 3. That is, a
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time
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boundary ∂M
spacetime region M -
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arena for local physics to be described
probe P -
observation, preparation, etc.
encodes interaction with local physics:
Figure 6: We associate probes with spacetime regions. These represent experiments, observations, prepara-
tions etc.
boundary condition is a complete parametrization of the influence of the rest of the universe on
the physics in a spacetime region or vice versa. More generally, we associate a space of boundary
conditions B+Σ to any hypersurface Σ (not only to boundaries). The latter is to be thought of as
describing all possible communications between potential regions adjacent to the hypersurface in
so far as they are mediated by signals passing through this hypersurface (as opposed to through
other parts of the boundaries of the regions). For the moment, we take the space of boundary
conditions to merely have the structure of a set. Pushing the principle of locality further, we shall
assume for now that if we cut or decompose a hypersurface Σ into pieces Σ1, . . . ,Σn, the spaces of
boundary conditions B+Σ decomposes into a corresponding direct product B+Σ = B+Σ1 × · · · × B+Σn .
This assumption turns out to be rather strong and we shall drop it in favor of a weaker assumption
in due course.
2.4 Values and pairing
A further ingredient is necessary in our framework in order to allow for quantitative predictions.
To each spacetime region M , probe P ∈ PM in M and boundary condition b ∈ B+∂M we associate a
real number JP, bKM , called value. Roughly speaking, this value encodes the answer to the question
posed by the probe P in M under the specific ambient conditions given by the boundary condition
b. Following tradition in theoretical physics, we suppose that any measurable quantity can be
represented in terms of a real number or a multiple of real numbers. (In the latter case one would
use a multiple of probes.)
We note that the values for a given spacetime region yield a real valued pairing J·, ·KM : PM ×
B+∂M → R. In this way a probe P ∈ PM can be seen as a real valued function on the set B+∂M
of boundary conditions. Similarly, a boundary condition b ∈ B+∂M can be seen as a real valued
function on the space of probes PM . Now, the space of real valued functions on a set inherits the
structure of a real vector space from the real numbers. Moreover, it inherits a partial order, also
from the real numbers. (That is, a function is larger or equal to another one if its value at every
point is larger or equal to the value of the other function.)
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2.5 From values to predictions
The relation between values and predictions of measurement outcomes is more complicated than
we have suggested so far. The reason is that apart from an explicit question we might pose in
an experiment, there is an implicit question arising as soon as we consider a probe together with
a boundary condition. This is the question of the compatibility between the experimental setup
encoded by the probe and the boundary condition. Crucially, this question even arises in the
absence of any experimental setup or observation, i.e., for the null probe. How can a question of
compatibility of a boundary condition arise when apparently there is nothing it has to be compatible
with? The answer is that there is such a thing and that it is the presence of the spacetime region
itself. By locality, a space of boundary conditions only “knows” about the hypersurface to which
it is associated. Declaring that this hypersurface is actually the boundary of a region M is an
additional non-trivial piece of information. For b ∈ B+∂M the value J, bKM thus is a measure for
the degree of compatibility between the boundary condition b and the presence of the spacetime
region M . While it is clear that precisely in the case of incompatibility this value should be zero,
the (positive) value it takes in general can usually only be ascribed a relative meaning, as we shall
see.
We proceed to consider the more interesting situation of the presence of an actual experimental
setup in the regionM . The first consequence of this presence is that the physics inM is generically
altered. This is modeled by a probe Q ∈ PM so that the value JQ, bKM is a measure for the
compatibility of the boundary condition b ∈ B+∂M with the altered physics in M . Usually, what
we actually want to do with the experiment is ask an explicit question. For simplicity we consider
an experiment with a binary outcome, which we symbolize for definiteness by YES/NO. Imagine for
example an apparatus with a single light, that will show RED (for YES) or GREEN (for NO) after the
experiment. The precise question we will ask is this: How probable is the outcome YES (light RED)
of the experiment given a boundary condition b ∈ B+∂M? To model this we need another probe
P ∈ PM , which represents the experimental setup with the answer YES. In the example this is the
apparatus present and with its light showing RED. Compared to the probe Q, the probe P “filters
out” the case of the response NO (light GREEN). Because of this we also say that the probe P is
selective. We say that the probe Q, in contrast, is non-selective. The probability Π that constitutes
the answer to the question is given by the following quotient,
Π = JP, bKMJQ, bKM . (1)
We can think of both values involved as representing degrees of compatibility. That is, JQ, bKM
is the compatibility of the boundary condition with the experimental setup, while JP, bKM is the
compatibility of the boundary condition with the experimental setup where the answer is YES (the
light shows RED). This also clarifies the meaning of the situation where the denominator is zero and
Π is thus undefined. The value JQ, bKM being zero signifies precisely that the experimental setup
and the boundary condition are mutually incompatible, i.e., their joint occurrence is unphysical. It
should be stressed, however, that in general the numerical value of numerator and denominator in
the expression (1) do not have any direct physical meaning individually, only the quotient Π does.
2.6 Primitive probes and hierarchies
The probes P and Q are part of a special class of probes, that we shall call primitive probes, denoted
P+M ⊆ PM . A primitive probe corresponds to an experiment with an (explicit) binary outcome,
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Figure 7: An apparatus with an indicator light with two possible outcome states RED and GREEN. The mere
presence of the apparatus with undetermined light state is depicted on the right hand side. The apparatus
with defined outcome states is depicted in the middle. The corresponding probes form a partially ordered
set representing a hierarchy.
which we symbolize as before by YES/NO. Obviously, the selective probe P we considered before is
such a primitive probe. However, the non-selective probe Q we considered is also a primitive probe.
This is because in such a given experiment we can always simply ignore the actual outcome and
replace it with the outcome YES. In this way, any non-selective probe that merely represents the
presence of an experimental setup is a primitive probe. So is even the null probe, by considering the
absence of any apparatus or intervention also as a valid experiment. In particular, the null probe
may be considered a non-selective probe.
It is clear that we have the inequality 0 ≤ JP, bKM ≤ JQ, bKM for any boundary condition
b ∈ B+∂M . This guarantees in particular that Π (if defined) takes values between 0 and 1 as
necessary for a probability. In terms of the partial order structure on the space of probes this
induces the inequality
0 ≤ P ≤ Q, (2)
where 0 ∈ PM is the probe that returns the value zero for any boundary condition. The inequality
between P and Q has another interesting interpretation here. It represents a hierarchy of generality
in the space of primitive probes. In the case at hand, the probe P represents a situation that is
more special than that represented by Q. Namely, in addition to representing the mere presence
of the apparatus it represents the apparatus indicating the answer YES (i.e., with the light showing
RED). Conversely, Q is more general than P . Similarly, we can define a (selective) probe P ′ ∈ P+M
that corresponds to the same experimental setup, but with the answers YES and NO interchanged.
In the example with the light we are asking for the probability that the light shows GREEN after the
experiment. We have then an analogous hierarchy and inequality 0 ≤ P ′ ≤ Q for this probe, see
Figure 7. What is more, in this case the selective probes are complementary with respect to the
non-selective probe Q and satisfy the additive relation Q = P + P ′. The additive structure here is
simply the additive law for the combination of probabilities of exclusive outcomes. With increasing
complexity of the experimental setup the hierarchies that occur become richer. The example of an
apparatus with two lights, each of which shows either RED or GREEN after the experiment is depicted
in Figure 8.
Boundary conditions form similar hierarchies of generality. It is intuitively clear for example
that the boundary condition “the ambient temperature is between 10 and 20 degrees Celsius” is
more general than the boundary condition “the ambient temperature is between 10 and 15 degrees
Celsius”. Associated to these are inequalities that hold for pairings with primitive probes (not
general probes!). What is more, the inequalities can be used to obtain quantities that can be
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Figure 8: An apparatus with two indicator light yields a more complicated hierarchy of probes.
interpreted as probabilistic predictions for boundary conditions. Say, in a spacetime region M we
have an apparatus represented by a primitive probe Q ∈ P+M and we know that a certain boundary
condition c ∈ B+∂M holds. Now we may ask what is the probability Π that a more special boundary
condition b ∈ B+∂M with 0 ≤ b ≤ c holds? The answer is the quotient,
Π = JQ, bKMJQ, cKM . (3)
One has to remember here that a boundary condition encodes as much the influence of the exterior
on the interior as the influence of the interior on the exterior. Also, this makes even sense for Q
being the null probe. However, recalling our operationalist principles we might be cautious about
these types of predictions. They seem to rely on a preexisting understanding of the physical meaning
of the boundary conditions which would have to be acquired in a previous step through the use of
probes for which we expressly assume such an understanding.
2.7 Expectation values
The prediction of expectation values of measurements with real valued outcomes is achieved in a
manner very similar to the case of binary outcomes. Consider an apparatus with a pointer device
and a continuous scale providing a reading in a range [r, s] ⊆ R after the experiment. On the one
hand there is a (non-selective) primitive probe Q ∈ P+M that represents the mere presence of the
apparatus. On the other hand there is a probe P ∈ PM that represents the apparatus together
with the numerical outcome. Then, the predicted expectation value E, given a boundary condition
b ∈ B+∂M is the quotient,
E = JP, bKMJQ, bKM . (4)
To better understand the nature of the probe P we note that it can be approximated in terms of
a linear combination of (selective) primitive probes. To this end consider the (selective) primitive
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probe that represents the apparatus together with the question whether the measurement outcome
is in the subrange [x, y] ⊆ [r, s]. We denote this probe by P [x, y] ∈ P+M . Note that Q = P [r, s]. We
proceed to approximate P by linear combinations of probes of this type as follows. Let n be an
integer to determine the precision of the approximation in terms of an equal spaced subdivision of
the scale. Define the probe Pn ∈ PM as,
Pn =
n−1∑
k=0
(
r +
(
k + 12
)
l
)
P [r + kl, r + (k + 1)l] , (5)
where l = (s − r)/n. The approximate expectation value for the pointer position on the scale
given a boundary condition b ∈ B+∂M is then JPn, bKM/JQ, bKM . In the limit n→∞ the probes Pn
approximate the probe P in the sense of uniform convergence of expectation values. More precisely,
we have the estimate, ∣∣∣∣JP − Pn, bKMJQ, bKM
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 12 l. (6)
We have seen that values themselves have no direct physical meaning, but only their quotients,
both in the case of probabilistic predictions (primitive probes) and for expectation values (general
probes). The scaling of the values and thus the scaling of boundary conditions and of probes
is thus arbitrary. This implies that the spaces of primitive probes P+M , of probes PM and of
boundary conditions B+Σ are closed under multiplication by positive real numbers, corresponding to
rescalings. We also take approximability to mean that any probe can be arbitrarily approximated
by linear combinations of primitive probes. Moreover, for positive probes, i.e., probes that do not
take negative values for any boundary condition this can be achieved with positive coefficients.
Assuming completeness, this implies that a positive probe is in fact a primitive probe and vice
versa.
2.8 Probabilities and convex combinations
Through the pairing with values, primitive probes and boundary conditions can be seen as functions
with values in (relative and conditional) probabilities. But probabilities for exclusive events can be
combined via convex combinations. An analogous statement hols for general probes and expectation
values. We shall take this as sufficient evidence that the space P+M of primitive probes, the space
PM of all probes and the space of boundary conditions B+Σ are closed under convex combinations.
That is, given (primitive) probes P1, . . . , Pn ∈ P+M and probabilities p1, . . . , pn summing to 1, we
consider the convex linear combination
P :=
∑
k
pkPk (7)
also to be a (primitive) probe. Similarly for boundary conditions.
To justify this further we consider the following example of an apparatus equipped with an
input dial with positions 1, . . . , n and one indicator light that is either turned on or off after the
experiment. We suppose that the dial position does not affect the physics in M , except for the
final state of the light. That is, the mere presence of the apparatus is represented by a (non-
selective) probe Q ∈ P+M which is the same, independent of the dial position. On the other hand
the (selective) probe Pk ∈ P+M , where in addition we ask for the probability for the light state to
be on, does depend on the dial position k. Suppose now that an experimenter is putting the dial
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randomly in position k with probability pk at the beginning of the experiment. Given boundary
condition b ∈ B+∂M , the probability for the light to be switched on after the experiment is thus,∑
k
pk
JPk, bKMJQ, bKM = J
∑
k pkPk, bKMJQ, bKM . (8)
Since we have taken the space P+M of primitive probes to be closed under convex combinations
as well as under scalar multiplication by positive numbers it is in fact closed under conical combi-
nations. That is, it is closed under taking arbitrary linear combinations with positive coefficients.
The same is true for the space PM of general probes. However, in the latter we can do more
arbitrary operations corresponding to the freedom to redefine numerical measurement outcomes.
This freedom includes for example the freedom to multiply the output value with a non-zero real
number. But combined with convex combinations this is sufficient to make PM into a real vector
space. Thus, the subspace P+M of primitive probes is precisely the cone of positive elements in the
partially ordered vector space PM . (Compare Definitions A.4 and A.5 in the Appendix.) More-
over, the approximability of probes by primitive probes (see Subsection 2.7) means that P+M is a
generating cone.
Similarly, the space of boundary conditions B+Σ is closed under conical combinations. We define
the space BΣ of generalized boundary conditions to be the real vector space generated by B+Σ . For
any regionM we extend the pairing J·, ·KM : PM ×B+∂M → R to a map PM ×B∂M → R by linearity.
For a given probe P ∈ PM the pairing JP, bKM with any boundary condition b ∈ B+∂M is positive
precisely if this probe is positive, i.e., a primitive probe. Extending this to arbitrary hypersurfaces
by definition, it means that B+Σ is the cone of positive elements in the partially ordered vector space
BΣ. By construction B+Σ is a generating cone. (Compare Definition A.5 in the Appendix.)
We turn to the interplay between the notion of generalized boundary condition and that of
hypersurface decomposition. Say we have a hypersurface Σ decomposing into the union Σ1 ∪ Σ2.
Based on a strong interpretation of locality, we have so far made the working assumption that
there is an associated isomorphism B+Σ1 × B+Σ2 → B+Σ between the corresponding sets of boundary
conditions. This implies that the extension to generalized boundary conditions, BΣ1 × BΣ2 → BΣ
is a bilinear map. We can rewrite this as a linear map via the tensor product, τ : BΣ1 ⊗BΣ2 → BΣ.
We now replace our original assumption by the following one: The map τ is an isomorphism of real
vector spaces and it is positive, i.e., tensor products of positive elements (boundary conditions) are
mapped to positive elements (boundary conditions). This appears to be a natural implementation
of the idea of locality in the probabilistic setting. However, this assumption is indeed weaker than
the original one. It is implied by the original assumption, but not the other way round.2
2.9 Slice regions and inner product
The principle of locality can be taken further advantage of by introducing a special type of de-
generate region that we shall term slice region. Given a hypersurface Σ, there corresponds to it
a slice region Σˆ that we can think of as arising from an infinitesimal thickening of Σ, see Fig-
ure 9. In particular, the boundary ∂Σˆ can be decomposed into a union of Σ with another copy
of Σ “on the other side”. This decomposition induces the isomorphism τ : BΣ ⊗ BΣ → B∂Σˆ.
2It turns out that the weakened assumption is still too strong to capture some physical theories of interest,
compare Section 8.2. However, it is adequate to capture the key conceptual issues and a further weakening at this
point would needlessly complicate the following account.
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ΣΣˆ
Σ
Σ
Figure 9: For each hypersurface (left) we define a slice region (right) by infinitesimal thickening.
Now, Σˆ is treated as a region and we therefore have probes associated with it and a value pairingJ·, ·KΣˆ : PΣˆ × B∂Σˆ → R. Composing the two maps and evaluating with the null probe yields a
bilinear map L·, ·MΣ : BΣ × BΣ → R,3
Lb, cMΣ := J, b⊗ cKΣˆ. (9)
This bilinear map should be symmetric because the two “sides” Σ of the slice region Σˆ, where the
(generalized) boundary conditions reside, are interchangeable as they reside at the same place in
spacetime. The bilinear map should also be non-degenerate. Otherwise there would be (generalized)
boundary conditions on Σ that do not correspond to any communication between potential regions
on the two sides that one copy of Σ might interface.
What is more, the bilinear map should induce an isomorphism of the space of generalized
boundary conditions BΣ with its dual space B∗Σ via b 7→ Lb, ·MΣ. We justify this physically by the
dual role of boundary conditions as parametrizing the influence of one side on the other as well as
the response of the former on the latter. A conjecture of DeMarr [21] then implies that the bilinear
map is positive-definite. We assume positive-definiteness henceforth and refer to the bilinear map
as an inner product. Independent of that it is immediately clear that the inner product between
boundary conditions (that is, positive elements) in B+Σ must be positive. We say that the inner
product is positive. The isomorphism between BΣ and B∗Σ implies something stronger: If an element
c ∈ BΣ yields a positive inner product Lc, bMΣ ≥ 0 with any positive element b ∈ B+Σ then it must
be positive itself. We then say that the inner product is sharply positive, compare Definition A.19.
From here onward we use the term partially ordered inner product space to refer to a partially
ordered vector space that carries a sharply positive and positive-definite inner product, compare
Definition A.21. In particular, the spaces BΣ of generalized boundary conditions are thus partially
ordered inner product spaces.
Let {ξk}k∈I be an orthonormal basis of BΣ. Given generalized boundary conditions b1, b2 ∈ BΣ
we have the completeness relation,
Lb1, b2MΣ = ∑
k∈I
Lb1, ξkMΣLξk, b2MΣ. (10)
3Here as in the following we often omit writing τ for the decomposition map. That is, we write b ⊗ c instead of
τ(b⊗ c).
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Figure 10: Composition of slice regions via completeness of inner product.
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Figure 11: Composite probe P Q in region M ∪N with generalized boundary condition b ⊗ c (left). We
may replace the region N with probe Q and generalized boundary condition c with a single generalized
boundary condition q (right).
Geometrically this corresponds precisely to the gluing of two identical slice regions (right hand side)
to one slice regions (left hand side), see Figure 10. A single generalized boundary condition b ∈ BΣ
can be expanded in terms of the basis as,
b =
∑
k∈I
Lξk, bMΣ ξk. (11)
2.10 Composition of probes
The correspondence between the completeness relation and the gluing of slice regions has a re-
markable generalization. This is a formula that yields an explicit description of a composite probe
in terms of the component probes. Consider regions M and N with decomposable boundaries
∂M = Σ1 ∪ Σ and ∂N = Σ2 ∪ Σ, glued along the common hypersurface Σ. Moreover, let P ∈ PM
and Q ∈ PN be probes in the respective regions. We are looking for the value of the composite
probe P Q ∈ PM∪N given the boundary condition τ(b ⊗ c) ∈ B∂(M∪N), see Figure 11, left hand
side. First we use the fact that there must be a generalized boundary condition q ∈ BΣ that encodes
the effect that region N with probe Q and partial boundary condition c has on region M through
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Figure 12: Calculation of the generalized boundary condition q.
hypersurface Σ. That is, for any P and b,
JP Q, b⊗ cKM∪N = JP, b⊗ qKM . (12)
This is depicted in Figure 11, right hand side.
In order to work out how q can be calculated in terms of Q and c we remove the region M
and put an arbitrary generalized boundary condition a ∈ BΣ in its place, see Figure 12, left hand
side. Then we replace q in the inner product between a and q on the interfacing hypersurface Σ
in terms of the region N with probe Q and partial boundary condition c, see Figure 12, middle.
Mathematically, this is the identity
La, qMΣ = JQ, a⊗ cKN . (13)
Now, we insert for a a basis expansion according to identity (11) and use linearity of the value to
obtain the equality, JQ, a⊗ cKN = ∑
k∈I
La, ξkMΣJQ, ξk ⊗ cKN . (14)
The corresponding gluing operation is depicted in Figure 12 on the right hand side. Combining
equations (13) and (14) and using the non-degeneracy of the inner product yields,
q =
∑
k∈I
JQ, ξk ⊗ cKN ξk. (15)
Inserting this in turn on the right hand side in equation (12) yields the remarkable composition
identity for probes, JP Q, b⊗ cKM∪N = ∑
k∈I
JP, b⊗ ξkKM JQ, ξk ⊗ cKN . (16)
This is illustrated in Figure 13.
2.11 Axiomatization
It is useful to summarize the structures found by condensing them into an axiomatic system. We
do this in the following, using freely some of the notation already introduced. We assume that a
spacetime system is given.
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Figure 13: Composition of probes: binary composition identity.
(P1) Associated to each hypersurface Σ there is a real vector space BΣ. A generating cone B+Σ ⊂ BΣ
of positive elements makes BΣ into a partially ordered vector space. For Σ the empty set,
BΣ = R with the canonical order.
(P2) Given a hypersurface Σ decomposing into a union Σ1∪· · ·∪Σn, there is a positive isomorphism
of vector spaces τ : BΣ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ BΣn → BΣ. This is required to be associative in the obvious
way.
(P4) Associated to each regionM there is a real vector space PM . A generating cone P+M of positive
elements makes PM into a partially ordered vector space. There is a special non-zero element ∈ P+M . There is a positive bilinear map J·, ·KM : PM × B∂M → R.
(P3x) Let Σ be a hypersurface and Σˆ the associated slice region. Then, the bilinear map L·, ·MΣ :
BΣ × BΣ → R given by Lb1, b2MΣ := J, b1 ⊗ b2KΣˆ is positive-definite, symmetric and sharply
positive, making BΣ into a partially ordered inner product space.
(P5a) Let M1 and M2 be regions and M = M1 unionsq M2 their disjoint union. Then, there is an
isomorphism of partially ordered vector spaces  : PM1 × PM2 → PM such that, for all
P1 ∈ PM1 , P2 ∈ PM2 , b1 ∈ B∂M1 , b2 ∈ B∂M2 ,
JP1 P2, b1 ⊗ b2KM = JP1, b1KM1JP2, b2KM2 . (17)
Moreover,   = .
(P5b) Let M be a region with its boundary decomposing as ∂M = Σ1 ∪ Σ ∪ Σ′, where Σ′ is a copy
of Σ. Let M1 denote the gluing of M to itself along Σ,Σ′ and suppose it is a region. Then,
there is a positive linear map Σ : PM → PM1 such that the following is true. Given any
orthonormal basis {ξk}k∈I of BΣ we have, for all P ∈ PM and b ∈ B∂M1 ,
JΣ P, bKM1 = ∑
k∈I
JP, b⊗ ξk ⊗ ξkKM . (18)
Also, Σ  = .
We remark on several aspects of the axioms that go beyond or differ from our discussion of
structures up to this point. Firstly, in order to allow for the occurrence of hypersurfaces that
are empty sets in the notion of decomposition of hypersurfaces we have to associate a space of
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Figure 14: Composition of probes: self-composition identity.
(generalized) boundary conditions also to the latter. For consistency this needs to be a copy of R,
see Axiom (P1). Secondly, the composition of probes is encoded into two axioms instead of just
one. Instead of an axiom corresponding to the composition of two probes through a gluing of the
two underlying regions as in the identity (16) we have introduced two composition axioms, (P5a)
and (P5b). The first of these, (P5a) encodes a composition of two probes, but without an actual
gluing occurring on the underlying regions. That is, the regions are combined into a single region
simply through a disjoint union. The second of these, (P5b), encodes a composition of a probe with
itself, through a gluing of the underlying region to itself along a duplicated boundary component.
The gluing as in the identity (16), see Figure 13, can still be performed, although in two steps.
First, the probes P and Q are glued to a single probe P Q in the region M unionsqN that is the disjoint
union ofM and N , according to Axiom (P5a). Then, the probe P Q is composed with itself to the
probe Σ(P Q) while the region M unionsqN is glued to itself along Σ,Σ′ resulting in M ∪N , according
to Axiom (P5b). When no confusion can arise we write P Q as before to mean Σ(P Q). Using
these two axioms instead of one has various advantages. One is that each of the two is simpler
than the binary composition identity (16). Another is that certain compositions allowed through
the two axioms cannot be described in terms of binary compositions. The prime example is the
self-composition of a probe according to Axiom (P5b) in a region that is connected, see Figure 14.
2.12 An example
To illustrate the framework developed so far we consider an example setup. Consider three adjacent
spacetime regions M1,M2,M3 with interfacing hypersurfaces Σ12,Σ13,Σ23 and external boundary
hypersurfaces Σ1,Σ2,Σ3, see Figure 15. In each of the regions we place a measurement apparatus:
In M1 we place an apparatus with a single light that turns either RED or GREEN in the experiment.
In M2 we place an apparatus that has a switch which can be put either in position A or in position
B. In M3 we place an apparatus with a pointer device and a scale. We denote the composite region
by M = M1 ∪M2 ∪M3. On the outer boundary ∂M = Σ1 ∪ Σ2 ∪ Σ3 we apply some boundary
condition b =
∑
l b
l
1 ⊗ bl2 ⊗ bl3 ∈ B∂M , indicated in Figure 15 by a thermometer.4
We associate the following probes with the regions:
M1: Probe P (r) represents the apparatus with outcome RED, P (g) with outcome GREEN, and P (∗)
without considering the outcome.
4In this subsection we use upper indices as summation indices.
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Figure 15: Experimental setup with three apparatuses and a boundary condition.
M2: Probe Q(A) represents the apparatus with switch in position A and Q(B) with switch in
position B.
M3: Probe R[a, b] represents the apparatus with pointer in the range [a, b], and probe R[∗] without
considering the outcome. R denotes the probe that provides the pointer reading.
Probes P (∗), Q(A), Q(B), and R[∗] are non-selective while probes P (r), P (g) and R[a, b] are selec-
tive. Probe R is the only probe that is not necessarily primitive. In order to predict the outcomes of
different experiments that can be described with those probes we need to form expressions involving
compositions of the probes in M and their values for the boundary condition b. Say we take in
M1 the probe P (∗) corresponding to the presence of the apparatus with the indicator light, in M2
the probe Q(A) corresponding to the apparatus with switch in position A, and in M3 the probe
R[∗] corresponding to the presence of the apparatus with the pointer device. The composite probe
P (∗) Q(A) R[∗] and its value for b can be calculated in terms of the values of the individual
probes using iterations of the composition identities of Axioms (P5a) and (P5b):
JP (∗) Q(A) R[∗], bKM = ∑
i,j,k,l
JP (∗), bl1 ⊗ ξi12 ⊗ ξj13KM1
JQ(A), bl2 ⊗ ξi12 ⊗ ξk23KM2JR[∗], bl3 ⊗ ξj13 ⊗ ξk23KM3 . (19)
Here we use upper indices to enumerate the elements of orthonormal basis of the various spaces
of boundary conditions. The expression is analogous for different choices of probes in the regions
M1,M2,M3.
We remark that the boundary condition b can be replaced with a probe S in a region X that
comprises all of the “exterior” and whose boundary thus coincides with that of M , i.e., ∂X = ∂M .
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For the probe S to induce the boundary condition b we would need for any c ∈ B∂M ,
JS, cKX = Lb, cM∂M . (20)
Then, the above value can be rewritten as,
JP (∗) Q(A) R[∗], bKM = P (∗) Q(A) R[∗] S. (21)
Other probe compositions can be rewritten analogously. It might seem strange that we do not
have any pairing with a boundary condition on the right hand side. This is simply due to the fact
that the composite region M ∪X does not have any boundary. Thus, the composite probe directly
evaluates to a real number. Alternatively, and in more strict adherence to the axioms, this can be
viewed as the pairing with the canonical boundary condition 1 ∈ R for the boundary that is an
empty set. To make this explicit we could write,
P (∗) Q(A) R[∗] S := JP (∗) Q(A) R[∗] S, 1KM∪X . (22)
In the following we keep with viewing b as a boundary condition, but the notational change involved
in considering the probe S instead would be trivial.
Out of the different possible experiments that can be performed with this setup we consider a
few illustrative cases.
1. The switch is set to position A. We disregard the pointer device. The probability p to find
the light in state GREEN is,
p = JP (g) Q(A) R[∗], bKMJP (∗) Q(A) R[∗], bKM . (23)
2. The switch is set to position A. We ignore the light. The expected value v shown on the
pointer device is,
v = JP (∗) Q(A) R, bKMJP (∗) Q(A) R[∗], bKM . (24)
3. The switch is set to position A. We want to know the expected value v shown by the pointer
device given that the light is in state GREEN. (That is we select only those instances of the
experiment where the light shows GREEN.) This is,
v = JP (g) Q(A) R, bKMJP (g) Q(A) R[∗], bKM . (25)
4. We introduce an agent who randomly sets the switch to position A or to position B in each
instance of the experiment with probability µ for position A and (1 − µ) for position B.
Alternatively, we can think of the agent as realized in terms of a machine connected to the
apparatus that performs the switching. We ignore the pointer device. The probability for the
light state to turn out GREEN is,
p = µJP (g) Q(A) R[∗], bKMJP (∗) Q(A) R[∗], bKM + (1− µ)JP (g) Q(B) R[∗], bKMJP (∗) Q(B) R[∗], bKM . (26)
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5. The switch is operated as before. We ignore the pointer device. We are interested in the
fraction p of the experiments where the light being GREEN coincides with the switch in position
A and the light being RED coincides with the switch in position B. This is,
p = µJP (g) Q(A) R[∗], bKMJP (∗) Q(A) R[∗], bKM + (1− µ) JP (r) Q(B) R[∗], bKMJP (∗) Q(B) R[∗], bKM . (27)
6. The experiment is as before. However, we now want to know the expectation value v of the
pointer device for those outcomes where the coincidence (GREEN - A, RED - B) occurs. This is,
v =
µ JP (g) Q(A) R,bKMJP (∗) Q(A) R[∗],bKM + (1− µ) JP (r) Q(B) R,bKMJP (∗) Q(B) R[∗],bKM
µ JP (g) Q(A) R[∗],bKMJP (∗) Q(A) R[∗],bKM + (1− µ) JP (r) Q(B) R[∗],bKMJP (∗) Q(B) R[∗],bKM
. (28)
7. We change the behavior of the agent controlling the switch. Instead of a random selection
the switch is now put into position A if the light state is GREEN and put into position B if the
light state is RED. This prescription carries a hidden assumption for it to make sense. The
assumption is that the light state does not itself depend on the position of the switch. One
can interpret this as the absence of a causal influence of the switch on the light. For the light
state GREEN, this assumption is encoded in the equality
JP (g) Q(A) R[∗], bKMJP (∗) Q(A) R[∗], bKM = JP (g) Q(B) R[∗], bKMJP (∗) Q(B) R[∗], bKM . (29)
The corresponding equality for the state RED follows since P (g) + P (r) = P (∗). With this
setup we can ask for example for the expectation value v of the pointer device. This is,
v = JP (g) Q(A) R, bKMJP (∗) Q(A) R[∗], bKM + JP (r) Q(B) R, bKMJP (∗) Q(B) R[∗], bKM . (30)
Remarkably, (given identity (29)) this expectation value exactly equals the value (28) for the
case µ = 1/2. That is, we obtain exactly the same predictions if instead of an agent setting the
switch depending on the light state we have an agent setting the switch randomly with equal
probability and then selecting the instances where light and switch are correlated correctly.
We add the general remark that for all considered cases the denominators in expressions for proba-
bilities or expectation values may turn out to be zero, making the respective expression undefined.
This invariably signals the physical impossibility of the setup, recall the discussion in Subsection 2.5.
2.13 A diagrammatic representation
For the graphical representation of an experimental setup such as that depicted in Figure 15 it is
convenient to introduce some simplifications. Since we represent probes or apparatuses by boxes we
can dispose with the explicit representation of spacetime regions, as long as there is exactly one box
per region. That means that we also should draw a box representing the null probe if the region is
empty. The boundaries of regions are important though, since these are the interfaces where probes
interact. There are two types of boundary hypersurfaces, internal and external ones. The internal
ones are boundary components where a gluing takes place and which consequently end up in the
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Figure 16: Simplified graphical representation of experimental setup via the dual 1-complex. Links are
represented as thick straight lines. They are dual to internal hypersurfaces (dashed lines) and external
hypersurfaces (dotted lines).
interior of the composite region. These are depicted by dashed lines in Figure 16. The external ones
are the ones to which nothing is glued and that consequently end up as boundary components of
the composite region. These are depicted by dotted lines in Figure 16. We now draw one line, called
link, for each hypersurface as follows. If the hypersurface is internal the line connects the boxes
that represent the probes or apparatuses in the adjacent regions. If the hypersurface is external
then the line connects the box in the interior region with the exterior, with an open end. This is
depicted in Figure 16. We use the same label that indicates a hypersurface for the corresponding
link. We may now omit the hypersurfaces from the drawing as the relevant information is contained
in the links. In mathematical language, we are drawing the 1-skeleton of the cell complex that is
dual to the cell complex formed by the spacetime regions and hypersurfaces. The boxes are the
0-cells dual to regions (d-cells) and the links are 1-cells dual to hypersurfaces (d− 1-cells).
For purposes of carrying out calculations of relevant probabilities or expectation values the
resulting graphical representation (Figure 16 with dashed and dotted lines removed) of the exper-
imental setup contains as much information as the original spacetime representation (Figure 15).
We can make the relation between graphical representation and calculation into a formal corre-
spondence by labeling the boxes with corresponding probes and putting boundary conditions on
the open ends of links. For the same example setup, taking probes P (∗), Q(A) and R[∗] as well
as the external boundary condition b =
∑
l b
l
1 ⊗ bl2 ⊗ bl3 (compare Subsection 2.12) results in the
diagram depicted in Figure 17. (The summation over the index l is not depicted.) This represents
the value JP (∗) Q(A) R[∗], bKM .
These diagrams representing values of probe compositions are a special version of circuit di-
agrams to be discussed in Section 3. The corresponding calculation in terms of the composition
identities for probes can be read off from the diagram as follows. For each box we have a probe,
in the example case P (∗), Q(A) and R[∗]. For each link we have a space of generalized boundary
conditions, here BΣ12 ,BΣ13 ,BΣ23 for internal links, and BΣ1 ,BΣ2 ,BΣ3 for external (open) links. For
each internal link we take an orthonormal basis of the corresponding space of generalized boundary
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Figure 17: From spacetime arrangement to circuit diagram: The diagram is obtained as the dual 1-complex.
conditions, here {ξi12}, {ξj13}, {ξk23}. Then, for each internal link we choose one basis element. Also,
we choose one summand for the external boundary condition. For each probe we combine the
generalized boundary conditions for all of its links: basis elements for internal links and external
boundary conditions for external links. We pair the probe with the combined generalized boundary
condition. In the example, for the probe P (∗) we get the value JP (∗), bl1 ⊗ ξi12 ⊗ ξj13KM . Finally, we
take the product of the values for all the probes and sum over the basis for all links and sum over
the index for the external boundary condition. In the example this yields exactly the right hand
side of equation (19).
It is tempting to view the diagrams as more than calculational tools. Indeed, they suggest to
do away with the spacetime concepts of region and hypersurface. In their place we could put the
simpler concept of link, both between probes and from probes to the “exterior”. Physically, a link
represents an interaction or communication interface between spacetime regions, or to avoid the
latter notion completely, between apparatuses or processes. We may even reformulate the axioms
of Subsection 2.11 straightforwardly in this language. There are, however, two important reasons
for why we have not followed this route from the beginning. The first reason is that the potent
physical principle of locality requires some notion of spacetime. Without this we would have had a
harder time to get sufficient guidance or justification in building the present framework. The second
reason is that the present framework, as developed up to this point, turns out to need refinements
to successfully describe certain physical theories. Some of these refinements require additional
structure that depends on boundaries of hypersurfaces and on how exactly hypersurfaces are joined
in a decomposition. This information is lost when we take only the dual 1-skeleton formed by the
links. We shall give more details on some of these refinements in Subsections 8.2 and 8.3. However,
much of the following exposition relies only on the framework as developed up to this point and we
shall mostly use the spacetime and diagrammatic points of view interchangeably.
For further simplicity it might be desirable to restrict to closed diagrams only, i.e., diagrams
that have no links with open ends. At the same time this permits to do away with a notion of ex-
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Figure 18: (a) Boundary condition converted to a probe S. (b) Factorizing boundary condition with each
component converted to a probe.
ternal boundary condition. We have seen already in Subsection 2.12 how this can be accomplished.
Namely we can convert the external boundary condition into a probe associated to a region that
comprises all of the exterior. In Figure 16 this would translate into drawing a box around the ther-
mometer (representing this external probe) and connecting the three open links (labeled Σ1,Σ2,Σ3)
to this box. As compared to Figure 17 this yields an additional box with the label S (compare
Subsection 2.12) with the open links connected to it, see Figure 18.a. The corresponding value then
writes as on the right hand side of equation (22). If the boundary condition b =
∑
l b
l
1 ⊗ bl2 ⊗ bl3
factorizes as b = b1⊗ b2⊗ b3 it might instead be convenient to model each component as a separate
probe. The corresponding diagram is depicted in Figure 18. For later use, in Figures 18.a and b
double lines have been used instead of single lines.
Physically it is often unnecessary to model the “exterior” of an experimental setup at all. That is,
the experiment can be considered reasonably insensitive to changes in external boundary conditions.
Alternatively, we might view this as choosing a “standard” boundary condition which is incorporated
into the (internal) probes. In the spacetime setting this can be implemented by removing any
external boundary hypersurface “to infinity”. In the diagrammatic setting we simply remove any
external (i.e. open) links. The treatment of the example setup of Figure 15 in Subsection 2.12 was
such that always the same boundary condition was chosen for all considered experiments. Thus,
removing this boundary condition does not modify the respective statements about probabilities or
expectation values except for replacing values of the type
JP (∗) Q(A) R[∗], bKM by values of the type P (∗) Q(A) R[∗]. (31)
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2.14 Infinite dimensions
We have so far pretended that all mathematical expressions, including predicted expectation values
(or their ingredients), are perfectly well defined and finite. Experience tells us that this is not to
be expected in physical theories once we deal with infinitely many degrees of freedom such as in
field theory. Indeed, we shall see this expectation confirmed in the sections on classical theory
(Section 5) and on quantum theory (Section 6). To deal with this we need to make some functional
analytic refinements to the framework so far developed.
A key issue is that the pairing between probes and generalized boundary conditions may not
be well defined everywhere, due to “infinities”. As one consequence, the inner product on the
space of generalized boundary conditions may also not be well defined everywhere. Traditionally
in functional analysis, one deals with such “unbounded” maps by defining them on subspaces
which ideally are dense with respect to a convenient topology. In the present setting positivity
allows for a simpler approach that does not explicitly require additional topological structure. The
relevant concepts are developed in the appendix starting with the notion of unbounded positive
linear map, see Definition A.23. The latter generalizes the notion of (real valued) positive linear
map, see Definition A.17. The core idea is very simple: To know a real valued positive linear map
it is enough to know it on positive elements of the partially ordered vector space if its cone is
generating. But restricting the map to the positive cone it only takes positive values and we may
allow it to take values not only in [0,∞) but in [0,∞].
In this way we take the pairing to be an unbounded positive bilinear map (Definition A.26).
Consequently, the inner product on the space of generalized boundary conditions becomes a positive-
definite unbounded sharply positive symmetric bilinear map. The space of generalized boundary
conditions itself is then a partially ordered unbounded inner product space (Definition A.30). Up
to these modifications the axioms of Subsection 2.11 remain the same. There are a few associated
adjustments, however, that are worth pointing out. One important issue is the use of orthonormal
basis of the space of generalized boundary conditions. With the inner product unbounded it becomes
unclear what an orthonormal basis is supposed to be. What is meant is in fact an orthonormal basis
of a maximal partially ordered subspace on which the inner product is well-defined (in the sense
of Proposition A.27). Such a subspace has to be chosen for every space of generalized boundary
conditions. In turns out that in both classical and quantum theory there are natural choices for
these, see Sections 5 and 6. Another issue is that tensor products of vector spaces such as that
appearing in Axiom (P2) are to be understood in a suitably completed sense.
There are also minor implications for physical predictability. The denominator (and possibly
also the numerator) in probability expressions (1) and (3) may turn out to be infinite. The physical
interpretation of this occurring is that the condition encoded in the denominator is insufficient, i.e.,
not sufficiently stringent to determine a meaningful measurement.
3 Diagrams and categories
3.1 Categories and circuit diagrams
The correspondence between the composition of a diagram and the composition of the calculation
of the associated value fits into a more general mathematical framework, best formulated in terms
of the theory of monoidal categories. We proceed to give an elementary account of this, tailored to
the specific needs of the present paper. We warn the reader that this account is condensed and not
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fully accurate, leaving out important mathematical details in order not to overload this paper.
While diagrams have been used for a long time to represent mathematical calculations and their
compositional structure especially in physics, Penrose [22] gave a systematic account of this around
1970. Almost 20 years later this diagrammatic language was put on a categorical foundation,
making it much more powerful with variants for many different purposes developed. This happened
as part of the revolution that brought together the fields of category theory, knot theory, low
dimensional topology, quantum groups, algebraic topology and (topological) quantum field theory,
see Subsection 6.4. A small selection of relevant references is [23, 24, 25, 26]. For a survey we refer
the reader to Selinger’s paper [27]. Our presentation is mostly adapted from the book [28].
We start with a collection C = {V,W, . . . } of vector spaces over K, which is either the real
numbers K = R or the complex numbers K = C. To avoid irrelevant complications, we take these
vector spaces to be finite dimensional. In addition we have, for each pair (V,W ) of vector spaces a
setM(V,W ) of linear maps V → W , called morphisms. These sets are closed under composition.
That is given f ∈ M(V,W ) and g ∈ M(W,X) we have g ◦ f ∈ M(V,X). Also,M(V, V ) contains
the identity map idV : V → V . What we have described so far is a category of vector spaces, which
we also denote by C.
We proceed to introduce a diagrammatic language to represent morphisms of our category, see
Figure 19. The simplest diagram is a vertical line, representing the identity morphism idV : V → V ,
Figure 19.a. The label on the line identifies the vector space V . An arbitrary morphism f : V →W
is represented by a box labeled by the morphism f , with an incoming line at the bottom labeled by
the domain V and an outgoing line at the top, labeled by the range W , see Figure 19.b. This also
illustrates that these diagrams are to be read from bottom to top.5 A composition of two morphism
is thus represented by two boxes, connected with a vertical line, see Figure 19.c. We also refer to
the lines in the diagrams as wires and to the diagrams themselves as circuit diagrams.
V
f
W
V
g
f
W
X
V
idV : V → V f : V →W g ◦ f : V → X
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 19: Elementary diagrams associated to a category: (a) identity morphism, (b) general morphism,
(c) composition of morphisms.
A linear function f on a vector space V with values in K is considered as a special morphism
f ∈ M(V,1). 1 is the unit object in the category, identified with the ground field K, viewed as a
vector space of dimension 1. By convention, the wire corresponding to the unit object is omitted in
the diagrams. So f is represented as shown in Figure 20.a. Similarly, a linear map f from K to a
vector space V is considered a morphism f ∈M(1, V ). What is more, such a map is in one-to-one
correspondence to an element f˜ in V via f(λ) = λf˜ . In the following, we do not distinguish between
5The direction from bottom to top is conventional and chosen here to coincide with an interpretation in terms of
an arrow of time for certain applications. A large part of the literature uses the opposite convention, including [28].
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such maps and the corresponding elements, using the same notation. Thus, an element f in a vector
space V is represented as shown in Figure 20.b.
f
V f
V
f : V → K f ∈ V
(a) (b)
Figure 20: Diagrams involving the unit object: (a) a linear function, (b) an element of a vector space.
Another important operation that we are going to consider is the tensor product of vector
spaces. That is, given V,W ∈ C the tensor product V ⊗W is also in C. Moreover, this operation of
taking the tensor product is assumed compatible with the morphisms. In particular, we can take
the tensor product of morphisms. This simply means here that given morphisms f : V → W and
g : X → Y the tensor product f ⊗ g : V ⊗ X → W ⊗ Y is determined by v ⊗ x 7→ f(v) ⊗ g(x).
The category equipped with the tensor product is called a monoidal category (or sometimes tensor
category). The tensor product is diagrammatically represented by horizontal juxtaposition. For
the tensor product of two morphisms this is illustrated in Figure 21.a. We also consider morphisms
that are directly defined between tensor products, see Figure 21.b.
f g
W
V
Y
X · · ·
· · ·
f
W1 Wn
V1 Vm
f ⊗ g : V ⊗X →W ⊗ Y f : V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vm →W1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Wn
(a) (b)
Figure 21: Diagrams associated to a tensor category: (a) tensor product of morphisms, (b) morphism
between tensor products.
Let V be a vector space and V ∗ the dual vector space, i.e., the vector space of linear functions
on V . We view the evaluation map evV : V ∗ ⊗ V → K given by φ ⊗ v 7→ φ(v) as a morphism in
M(V ∗⊗V,1). Let {vi}i∈I be a basis of V and {φi}i∈I a dual basis with the property φi(vj) = δij .
Then consider the element coevV :=
∑
i vi ⊗ φi in the tensor product space V ⊗ V ∗. As explained
previously we can view this as a morphism coevV ∈M(1, V ⊗V ∗). It is advantageous to represent
these special morphisms diagrammatically not as boxes, but as arches. For this to be consistent,
we slightly modify the diagrams introduced so far, by equipping all wires with arrows. The arrows
to be added to the wires in the diagrams considered so far (as in Figures 19, 20, 21) are all pointing
upwards. A wire with a downward arrow and labeled by V ∈ C represents not V , but its dual V ∗.
This allows in particular the representation of evV and coevV as arches, see Figure 22. We assume
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in the following that any vector space V is canonically identified with its bi-dual V ∗∗. (In general
such an identification is called a pivotal structure.)
N
V
H
V
J
V J
V
idV : V → V idV ∗ : V ∗ → V ∗ evV : V ∗ ⊗ V → 1 coevV : 1→ V ⊗ V ∗
Figure 22: Diagrams with arrows allow to represent duals.
The morphisms evV and coevV satisfy elementary identities that can be diagrammatically rep-
resented as shown in Figure 23.a and b. For example the diagram of Figure 23.a represents the
identity idV = (idV ⊗ evV ) ◦ (coevV ⊗ idV ). Expressed in terms of a basis and dual basis of V as
above, this is nothing but the identity v =
∑
i φi(v) vi. On the other hand, the diagrams suggest
an interpretation in terms of a “straightening”. That is, a wire that involves curved segments and
backtracking is equivalent to its “straightened” version. We can also use evV and coevV to generate
a new morphism from a given one. For example, we can use evV to remove a tensor factor of V
from the range of the morphism and add a tensor factor of V ∗ to its domain. For a morphism
f : V → W the composition with coevV and evW to obtain a new morphism f∗ : W ∗ → V ∗ is
illustrated in Figure 23.c.
N = N H N H = HNH
H
f∗
V
W
=
H
f
HV
W
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 23: Identities involving evV (a), and coevV (b). (The object label V on the wires is omitted.)
Generating a new morphism f∗ from a given one f by dualization (c).
Given vector spaces V,W ∈ C we can form their tensor product in two ways, depending on
the order, V ⊗ W and W ⊗ V . Suppose that the category comes equipped for any such pair
with a special morphism ψV,W : V ⊗ W → W ⊗ V that identifies these two tensor products.
If the morphism is self-inverse in the sense ψW,V ◦ ψV,W = idV ⊗ idW , it is called a symmetric
structure and the category is called a symmetric (monoidal) category. Naively, one might think
that this morphism should just be the flip map v ⊗ w 7→ w ⊗ v. Indeed, this is the case for
the applications in most of this paper. However, when working with graded vector spaces as in
the case of fermions (see Subsection 8.3), there are factors of −1 coming in.6 Figure 24 shows
the diagrammatic representation of the symmetric structure in terms of a crossing as well as the
self-inverseness identity.
6More generally, there are interesting monoidal categories with maps ψ that are not symmetric. These play an
important role in the construction of invariants of knots and 3-manifolds. They arise for example as representation
categories of quantum groups, see e.g. [28].
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N N
W V
V W
N N
V W
=
N N
V W
W V
V W
(a) (b)
Figure 24: Diagram representing the symmetric structure (a) and its self-inverseness identity (b).
There are additional important compatibility conditions and identities that we do not mention
here, but the upshot concerning the circuit diagrams for a symmetric category is a combinatorial
invariance property: Suppose we have two circuit diagrams that have (1) the same wire endings
with the same labels on the top line and on the bottom line, (2) contain exactly the same boxes
with the same labels, and (3) the wire endings on boxes and top and bottom line are connected in
exactly the same way (i.e., which end is connected with which other is the same). Then, the two
diagrams are equivalent, i.e., they represent the same morphism.
This invariance property suggests to also abandon the diagrammatic distinction between mor-
phisms that are related to each other by composition with the dualization maps evV and coevV .
For example the morphisms f and f∗ in Figure 23 would receive the same label, say f . We adopt
this convention in the following. Diagrammatically, it then no longer matters whether we attach
a wire to the bottom line or top line of the box representing the respective morphism. Since the
transformation from one to the other as linear maps is unique, this is well defined. What still mat-
ters diagrammatically is whether the arrow on a wire ending on the box representing a morphism
points towards the box or away from it.
Suppose that the vector spaces in our category are additionally equipped with positive-definite
inner products L·, ·M in a way compatible with the other structures (that we are not going to elaborate
on). Given a vector space V the inner product yields an identification with its dual space V ∗ via
V → V ∗ given by v 7→ Lv, ·M. (By the Riesz Representation Theorem this works also in the
infinite-dimensional case.) If we are working over the real numbers, i.e., K = R this identification
is a linear isomorphism. We can use this to introduce a version of the circuit diagrams without
arrows, but still allowing for arches analogous to the ones of Figure 22. That is, we interpret the
diagrams as if all arrows where pointing up. Moreover, a downward arch represents the morphism
ipV : V ⊗ V → 1 given by the inner product, while an upward arch represents the dual morphism
coipV : 1→ V ⊗ V . Let {ξk}k∈I be an orthonormal basis of V with ipV (ξi⊗ ξj) = δij . Then coipV
is given by the element
∑
i∈I ξi ⊗ ξi of V ⊗ V . To distinguish this version of the diagrams we refer
to them as undirected circuit diagrams (and by contrast call the other ones directed) and represent
them by double lines, see Figure 25.
Crucially, the combinatorial invariance property of the directed circuit diagrams also holds for
the undirected ones. What is more, it is possible and convenient also in the undirected setting
to treat wires connected to the bottom or to the top of a box representing a morphism as equal.
This means here that we no longer distinguish diagrammatically between morphisms that can be
converted into each other by attaching (undirected!) arch diagrams. For example a morphism
f : V → W is then considered equivalent to the morphism f˜ : V ⊗W → R given by v ⊗ w 7→
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V
idV : V → V ipV : V ⊗ V → 1 coipV : 1→ V ⊗ V
Figure 25: Undirected diagrams for categories of real inner product spaces.
ipW (f(v)⊗ w). We adopt this convention in the following.
Let us remark that over the complex numbers, i.e., K = C, the identification of a vector space
with its dual induced by an inner product is not complex linear, but complex conjugate linear.
Because of this we cannot in this case obtain an undirected version of the diagrammatics with
analogous properties. Further modifications would be required. We do not consider this in the
present paper, but reserve the use of undirected diagrams to categories of real inner product spaces.
3.2 Application to the positive formalism
It is not difficult to see now that the diagrams used in Subsection 2.13 are in fact undirected circuit
diagrams. Given a theory in the positive formalism, the associated category is a category of partially
ordered inner product spaces with positive linear maps as morphisms. The objects of the category
are the partially ordered inner product spaces of generalized boundary conditions BΣ associated to
hypersurfaces Σ. The morphisms of the category arise from probes and boundary conditions. For
boundary conditions this is rather straightforward: As discussed above, given a vector space BΣ in
the category, an element b ∈ BΣ can be viewed as a linear map R = 1 → BΣ. In particular, it is
a morphism that may be represented as in Figure 20.b (but with a double line). Probes give rise
to morphisms in a similar way. Let M be a region and ∂M = Σ1 ∪ · · · ∪ Σn a decomposition of
its boundary. Given a probe P ∈ PM , its value yields a linear map BΣ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ BΣn → 1 = R via,
b1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bn 7→ JP, b1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bnKM .
The way we have identified boundary conditions as morphisms these would be represented as
boxes with wires attached at the top. Similarly, probes would be boxes with wires attached at the
bottom. However, as explained, we follow the convention that wires may be attached arbitrarily as
long as the underlying morphisms are transformed correspondingly. It then does not even matter
if we depict wires as ending on sides of boxes instead of on the top or the bottom. We may thus
read the diagrams depicted in Figures 18.a and b of Subsection 2.13 as undirected circuit diagrams.
Moreover, it is easy to see that the rules for their evaluation coincide precisely with those already
presented in that subsection.
4 Time evolution and causality
The traditional way to describe the dynamics of physical systems is in terms of the evolution of
states in time. This is frequently the most practical and useful description for non-relativistic
systems and also for some relativistic systems. The present section is dedicated to describing how
this point of view is recovered from the positive formalism as developed so far. For simplicity, we
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Figure 26: Time interval region M = [t1, t2]× R3 with probe P and boundary condition b1 ⊗ b2.
disregard the refinement introduced in Subsection 2.14. We use the notion of system freely in the
following in the way it is commonly used in the literature.
4.1 States and evolution
We are now necessarily working in a setting where we have a fixed global spacetime background
with a foliation into equal-time hypersurfaces. For simplicity we take spacetime to be Minkowski
spacetime R× R3, although we do not consider its relativistic aspects and work in a fixed inertial
reference frame. We denote the equal-time hypersurface of all events at time t by Σt. Moreover,
we denote the associated space of generalized boundary conditions by Bt as a shorthand for BΣt .
Similarly, we take [t1, t2] as a shorthand to designate the spacetime region M = [t1, t2]×R3 which
is obtained by extending the time interval [t1, t2] over all of space R3.
Consider a measurement taking place between the initial time t1 and the final time t2. In the
positive formalism this is represented by one or several probes P ∈ P[t1,t2] associated to the space-
time region [t1, t2]. A prediction for measurement outcomes in terms of probabilities or expectation
values is obtained by additionally specifying a boundary condition b ∈ B+∂[t1,t2] ⊆ B1 ⊗ B2. For
simplicity we consider a factorizing boundary condition b = b1 ⊗ b2 (otherwise we would have a
linear combination of factorizing boundary conditions), see Figure 26. By locality, b1 encodes any
knowledge about the past of the system before t1 in so far as it might be relevant for the prediction
of any measurement outcome in [t1, t2]. Similarly, b2 encodes corresponding information about the
future after t2. A concise definition of state of a system at a fixed time t can be derived from this
prototypical example. A state is a parametrization of all the knowledge we have about the past of
a system in so far as this may be relevant for the prediction of the outcome of any measurement
that can be effected on the system in the future. This may include information about preparations,
measurement outcomes etc. in the past. With this justification we say that B+t is the state space of
the system at time t and Bt is the generated vector space of generalized states. In the following we
adopt the customs of the physics literature and freely use expressions such as “the system is at time
t1 in state b1”. However, we emphasize that we remain agnostic as to any ontological interpretation
such language might suggest.
Consider the following situation. At an initial time t1 a system is in a state b1 ∈ B+t1 . There is no
intervention until time t2. Then, between time t2 and t3 a measurement takes place, see Figure 27.
The quantities used for predicting the measurement outcome are then values of the form
J P, b1 ⊗ b3K[t1,t3], (32)
where P ∈ P[t2,t3] is a probe associated to the measurement and b3 is a final boundary condition,
i.e., a final state. Alternatively, there should be a state b2 ∈ B+t2 containing the information on the
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Figure 27: Evolving state b1 from t1 to t2 and then doing measurement P before t3 should give the same
result as doing the measurement P on b2.
system encoded in b1 as well as the information about the free evolution between time t1 and t2
such that all posterior measurements yield the same predictions with this state. That is, the value
JP, b2 ⊗ b3K[t2,t3] (33)
must be identical to the value (32) for any P ∈ P[t2,t3] and any b3 ∈ B+t3 . From the composition
rule (16) this implies,
b2 =
∑
k∈I
J, b1 ⊗ ξkK[t1,t2]ξk, (34)
where {ξk}k∈I is an orthonormal basis of Bt2 . Thus, b2 can be considered the state of the system
resulting at time t2 from the free evolution from the initial state b1 at t1.
This prompts us to define the time evolution map T[t1,t2] : Bt1 → Bt2 in terms of the null probe
through the relation, J, b1 ⊗ b2K[t1,t2] = LT[t1,t2](b1), b2Mt2 . (35)
This relation also makes it clear that the map T[t1,t2] is positive, i.e., maps states to states (compare
Definition A.17). This follows from positivity of the null probe together with sharp positivity of the
inner product (compare Definition A.19). Using an orthonormal basis we can make the definition
more explicit,
T[t1,t2](b) :=
∑
k∈I
J, b⊗ ξkK[t1,t2]ξk. (36)
The composition rule (16) for the null probe translates for time evolution maps to a simple com-
position of maps. Given t1 ≤ t2 ≤ t3 we have,
T[t1,t3] = T[t2,t3] ◦ T[t1,t2]. (37)
Note also T[t,t] = idt. In the same way as the null probe we may express any probe P ∈ P[t1,t2] in
terms of a corresponding probe map P˜ : Bt1 → Bt2 via the relation,
JP, b1 ⊗ b2K[t1,t2] = LP˜ (b1), b2Mt2 . (38)
Equivalently, we can make a direct definition using an orthonormal basis,
P˜ (b) :=
∑
k∈I
JP, b⊗ ξkK[t1,t2]ξk. (39)
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As for the null probe, any primitive probe P gives rise to a positive probe map P˜ . Note that the
converse is not necessarily true. That is, positivity of the probe map does not necessarily imply
positivity of the probe. We say that a probe map is boundary positive if and only if the correspond-
ing probe is positive. The relation between positivity and boundary positivity for probe maps
is intimately related with the hypersurface decomposition rule, Axiom (P2), see Subsection 2.11.
Consider for a time interval region [t1, t2] the map for the decomposition of the boundary state
space Bt1 ⊗Bt2 → Bt1unionsqt2 . If any positive element in Bt1unionsqt2 arises as a conical combination of tensor
products of positive elements in Bt1 with positive elements in Bt2 then positivity and boundary
positivity for probe maps are the same. Otherwise, boundary positivity is strictly stronger.7 The
composition in time of probes according to the rule (16) translates to the composition of the cor-
responding probe maps, generalizing the case of the null probe of expression (37). In the present
setting it is convenient to work completely in terms of time evolution maps and probe maps rather
than using the original pairing map. The latter can always be recovered via relations (35) and (38).
An important class of physical systems are time-translation symmetric. That implies that all the
state spaces Bt are isomorphic as partially ordered inner product spaces. It is then often convenient
and natural to explicitly identify these spaces with a single copy B, which is then considered the
state space of the system. Time evolution maps are then maps from this state space to itself.
Moreover, time-translation symmetry implies then T[t1,t1+∆] = T[t2,t2+∆] for any times t1, t2 and
duration ∆. That is, the time evolution map only depends on the difference ∆ between initial and
final time. This leads us to define the time evolution operator T∆ : B → B for any ∆ ≥ 0 such that
T[t,t+∆] = T∆ for any t. These time evolution operators satisfy T0 = id and
T∆1+∆2 = T∆2 ◦ T∆1 (40)
for any ∆1,∆2 ≥ 0. That is, the time evolution operators form a one-parameter semigroup of
boundary positive operators.
In many physical systems time-evolution preserves the state space. That is, the time evolution
maps T[t1,t2] : B+t1 → B+t2 are not only positive linear maps, but are isomorphisms of partially ordered
inner product spaces. If we have this property combined with time-translation symmetry, the time
evolution operators form a one-parameter group of isomorphisms. In that case we have the option
to use these operators themselves rather than any other means for identifying the state spaces Bt
at different times. Doing so would render the time evolution operators trivial by construction,
T∆ = id. In quantum theory this is called working in the Heisenberg picture.
4.2 State evolution and Bayesian updating
We consider now the evolution of a state that is subject to a measurement. Suppose we perform a
binary measurement between time t1 and time t2 on a system that we take to be in an initial state
b ∈ B+t1 . The measurement is described by a non-selective probe P∗ ∈ P+[t1,t2] and selective probes
Pr, Pg ∈ P+[t1,t2] with Pr + Pg = P∗ that select the two possible outcomes. To test the final state
of this measurement we perform a second, similar one between time t2 and time t3 described by a
non-selective probe Q∗ ∈ P+[t2,t3] and selective probes Qr, Qg ∈ P
+
[t2,t3] with Qr + Qg = Q∗. Say,
we pair with a final state c ∈ B+t3 at time t3. We wish to predict the probability for the second
7It turns out that in classical theory boundary positivity and positivity are the same, compare Subsection 5.9.
In quantum theory, boundary positivity is precisely complete positivity and thus stronger than mere positivity, see
Subsections 6.9 and 6.11.
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experiment to yield the outcome corresponding to probe Qr. If we do not know (or do not wish
to take into account) anything about the outcome of the first experiment, this probability is given
according to our rules by
Π(Qr) =
Lc, Q˜rP˜∗bMt3Lc, Q˜∗P˜∗bMt3 = Lc, Q˜rb∗Mt3Lc, Q˜∗b∗Mt3 . (41)
Here, b∗ := P˜∗b ∈ B+t2 . That is, the system behaves exactly as if it is in the state b∗ at time t2.
Suppose now, however, that we know the outcome of the first experiment and that this cor-
responds to probe Pr. Then, we can improve our prediction for the second experiment and the
probability for outcome Qr given that knowledge is,
Π(Qr|Pr) = Lc, Q˜rP˜rbMt3Lc, Q˜∗P˜rbMt3 = Lc, Q˜rbrMt3Lc, Q˜∗brMt3 . (42)
Here, br := P˜rb ∈ B+t2 . That is, the system behaves exactly as if it is in the state br at time t2.
This clearly illustrates that a state in the present framework is not an objective property of the
system, but rather represents knowledge about the system. In particular, we may assign different
states depending on how much or which knowledge we take into account. Different assignments
are not necessarily more or less correct, but they may lead to better or worse predictions of future
measurement outcomes. The replacement of state b (or b∗) by either br or bg, depending on the
outcome of the first measurement is in the context of quantum theory sometimes called a collapse
and in certain interpretations thought of as a spontaneous physical process. However, in the present
framework it simply reflects a Bayesian updating of our knowledge about the system. Indeed the
replacement of the prior probability Π(Qr) by the posterior probability Π(Qr|Pr) satisfies Bayes’
rule,
Π(Qr|Pr) = Π(Qr)Π(Pr|Qr)Π(Pr) , where (43)
Π(Pr|Qr) = Lc, Q˜rP˜rbMt3Lc, Q˜rP˜∗bMt3 and Π(Pr) = Lc, Q˜∗P˜rbMt3Lc, Q˜∗P˜∗bMt3 . (44)
4.3 The state of maximal uncertainty
We introduce at this point a new object into the formalism that traditionally forms an important
part of essentially any description of measurement in dynamical systems, either explicitly or implic-
itly. Recall from Subsection 2.6 that boundary conditions form hierarchies of generality and that
this is the principal physical significance of the partial order structure on the spaces of boundary
conditions. It is thus conceivable that there exists a “maximally general” boundary condition. Let
us denote it by e ∈ B+Σ . Physically, this boundary condition would encode the fact that we have no
knowledge at all about the physics on one side of the hypersurface and its impact on the other side.
Mathematically, this would imply that any other boundary condition b ∈ B+Σ satisfies the inequality
b ≤ λe for some λ > 0. Recall that we have no overall notion of normalization in BΣ, prompting the
need for the relative normalization factor λ. An element in a partially ordered vector space with
this property is called an order unit, compare Definition A.10 of the appendix. Mathematically,
an order unit is not unique as for example any other positive element can be added to an order
unit to yield another order unit. Of course we are contemplating here the situation where the
physical meaning singles out one specific order unit, up to normalization. In the following we shall
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specifically consider such a special boundary condition in the context of states, i.e., for equal-time
hypersurfaces. We call it then the state of maximal uncertainty.
Consider a single measurement that takes place in a time interval [t1, t2] as illustrated in Fig-
ure 26. Usually we are interested in a question of the following type: Given the details of the
experimental setup or measurement apparatus and given an initial state b1, what is the probability
of a certain measurement outcome? Even though we do not specify any final state, this question
makes perfect sense. Indeed, it implies that we do not know or do not wish to assume anything
about the system after the measurement has concluded at time t2. But this is precisely the meaning
of the state of maximal uncertainty as a final state. That is, we have implicitly chosen b2 = e as
the final state. More concretely, suppose the measurement apparatus is described by the primitive
probe Q ∈ P+[t1,t2] while the apparatus with selected outcome is described by the primitive probe
P ∈ P+[t1,t2]. Then, specifying only the initial state b ∈ B
+
t1 , the probability Π for a positive outcome
is,
Π =
JP, b⊗ eK[t1,t2]JQ, b⊗ eK[t1,t2] = LP˜ (b), eMt2LQ˜(b), eMt2 . (45)
A measurement where explicitly a final state b2 is chosen that is distinct from the state of
maximal uncertainty e is called a measurement with post-selection. It is also legitimate to consider
the state of maximal uncertainty as an initial state. This corresponds to a context in which we
do not know anything about the system before the measurement. However, due to the notion
of causality that we use when reasoning about the world the precise meaning of “not knowing
anything about the system before the measurement” is much less clear then the corresponding
statement concerning the system after the measurement. We come back to the question of the
meaning of the state of maximal uncertainty in the more concrete contexts of classical or quantum
theory, see Subsections 5.9 and 6.11 respectively.
If time evolution preserves the state space, then time evolution maps should not only be isomor-
phisms of partially ordered inner product spaces, but also preserve the state of maximal uncertainty.
We assume this from here onward and also assume the identification of (generalized) state spaces
at all times, denoted B, without any label.
4.4 Causality and normalization
An order unit e in a partially ordered inner product space has an interesting property with respect
to the inner product. Consider a strictly positive element b. Then, b ≤ λe for some λ > 0. So
λe − b ≥ 0. By positivity of the inner product we thus have Lλe − b, bM ≥ 0 and Lb, bM > 0 by
positive-definiteness. This implies Lλe, bM > 0 and also Le, bM > 0. That is, the inner product of the
order unit with any strictly positive element is strictly positive.
This suggests a manner to normalize states. Namely, we say that a state b ∈ B+ is normalized
if its inner product with the state of maximal uncertainty is 1, i.e., Le, bM = 1. By multiplying
with some strictly positive number any non-zero state can be normalized. It then appears natural
to say that a probe map Q˜ corresponding to a probe Q ∈ P[t1,t2] is normalization preserving if it
maps normalized states to normalized states, i.e., if it preserves the inner product with the state of
maximal uncertainty. That is, for any b ∈ B, (by linearity we need not restrict to b ∈ B+)Le, Q˜(b)M = Le, bM. (46)
The condition to be normalization preserving has a remarkable physical interpretation in terms
of causality. (This is of course well known in the context of quantum theory, see Subsection 6.11.)
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Figure 28: Causal probe: The outcome of measurement P does not depend on whether or not a subsequent
measurement Q is performed as long as we do not select for the outcome of Q. This is ensured by the
non-selective probe Q satisfying forward causality.
By causality we mean here the statement that the outcome of an experiment is independent of the
choice (but not outcome!) of any future experiment we may perform on the system later.8 We
illustrate this with the following setting, depicted in Figure 28. We take an initial state b ∈ B+
at time t1. We perform an experiment between time t1 and time t2. The corresponding apparatus
is represented by a non-selective probe P∗ ∈ P+[t1,t2] and a selective probe Pr ∈ P
+
[t1,t2] where we
impose a desired outcome. We proceed in two alternative ways: Either the experiment is finished,
i.e., we evaluate without post-selection by pairing with the state of maximal uncertainty. Or, we
perform a second experiment on the system, between time t2 and t3, represented by a non-selective
probe Q ∈ P+[t2,t3]. In this case we are not interested in the outcome and thus do not need to
specify any selective probe. At time t3 the experiment is finished and we pair with the state of
maximal uncertainty. Now, causality would dictate that the outcome of the first experiment should
not depend on the mere performance or not of the second experiment. That is, the probability for
the positive outcome of the first experiment should be the same in both cases,
Le, P˜r(b)MLe, P˜∗(b)M = Le, Q˜(P˜r(b))MLe, Q˜(P˜∗(b))M . (47)
Comparing with expression (46) we see that this is satisfied in particular if the probe map Q˜ is
normalization preserving. This motivates us to say that a non-selective probe is forward causal if
the corresponding probe map is normalization preserving. It is easy to see that if the non-selective
probes for all involved experiments are forward causal, causality holds for any chain of experiments.
Note that selective probes cannot then be required to be normalization preserving. However, any
selective probe Pr is less general than the corresponding non-selective probe P∗, i.e. Pr ≤ P∗. This
implies for any b ∈ B+, Le, P˜r(b)M ≤ Le, P˜∗(b)M = Le, bM. (48)
That is, non-selective probe maps are then normalization decreasing.9 We call a model (forward)
causal if all the selective and non-selective probe maps for experiments have these normalization
properties. It is then convenient to choose initial states to be normalized. As is easily seen in
expression (47) this makes the denominators in probability expressions equal to 1, simplifying
them considerably. Of course, this simplification applies only as long as we do not condition on
intermediate measurement outcomes and refrain from performing post-selection.
8We do not consider here any notion of relativistic causality.
9Note that the word “decreasing” is understood here to include the possibility of preserving the normalization.
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The property of being normalization preserving is time-asymmetric. This becomes immediately
visible by rewriting expression (46) in the standard notation of the positive formalism,
JQ, b⊗ eK[t1,t2] = J, b⊗ eK[t1,t2]. (49)
The time-reversed version of this property is,
JQ, e⊗ bK[t1,t2] = J, e⊗ bK[t1,t2]. (50)
We call a non-selective probe satisfying this condition backward causal. Note that the two conditions
are distinct, but do not exclude each other. Physically, “forward (or backward) causal” merely
implies compatibility with a forward (or backward) causal interpretation. It does not mean that
any other interpretation is excluded. There could indeed be a large class of non-selective probes
that have both properties. As is evident from expressions (49) and (50) the null probe and thus
all time-evolution maps have both properties. As we shall discuss later, also all measurements in
quantum theory induced by observables have both properties, see Subsection 6.11.
Note that in the general spacetime version of the positive formalism as presented in Section 2
the notions of selectiveness and non-selectiveness for probes were only introduced to help describe
their role with respect to a specific measurement process. There is no implication that these
notions correspond to any intrinsic property of a probe, in contrast to the notion of primitiveness
for example. This changes in the present temporal setting with the implementation of forward
causality. Here, the notions of selectiveness and non-selectiveness are elevated to intrinsic properties
of probes.
4.5 Composite systems
The simplification of the positive formalism we have considered in this section so far is rather drastic.
We have reduced all notions of spacetime to merely a linear notion of time. The spacetime system
was thus effectively reduced to the real line with closed intervals as the only connected regions and
points as the only connected hypersurfaces. Instead, we may consider an intermediate situation
where we take into account a non-trivial structure for space, but keep a fixed directed notion of time
for any probe. A convenient way to do this is to impose on any hypersurface a temporal orientation,
i.e., declare one side to be past facing and the other side future facing. Physically, this would mean
that any hypersurface must be a spacelike hypersurface. As this seems rather restrictive we may
alternatively declare that the space of generalized boundary conditions for any timelike hypersurface
is trivial, i.e., isomorphic to R. This has the effect that no transmission of signals through these
hypersurfaces is considered and a temporal orientation for them does not matter. In general, such
a restriction would be unphysical, in particular if considering fundamental theories. However, we
are limiting ourselves here to models compatible with this restriction. That is, we consider models
where any signal flow between probes has a strict temporal direction. We take the spacelike nature
of relevant hypersurfaces as a justification to call the associated (generalized) boundary conditions
(generalized) states, extending the nomenclature introduced in Subsection 4.1.
To illustrate the setting we return to the example of Subsection 2.12. Recall the setup depicted in
Figure 15 and its simplified graphical representation via the dual 1-complex, depicted in Figure 16.
As a first step we choose temporal orientations for hypersurfaces. In the dual 1-complex these
can be represented as directional arrows on links. We fix such a choice as depicted in Figure 29.
We assume for simplicity that the boundary condition factorizes as b = b1 ⊗ b2 ⊗ b3 and view the
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Figure 29: Simplified graphical representation of experimental setup via dual 1-complex, with choices of
orientations on links.
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Figure 30: Directed circuit diagram for the example setup with factorizing boundary conditions. The
orientations correspond to those depicted in Figure 29. The dashed lines indicate a suitable slicing.
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component boundary conditions b1, b2, b3 as probes as explained in Subsection 2.13. Now, instead of
extracting the corresponding undirected circuit diagram (Figure 18.b) we extract a directed circuit
diagram using the chosen orientations. This is depicted in Figure 30. There we have also taken care
to move the ends of links to the top or bottom of boxes, depending on the temporal orientation of
the link.
The evaluation of the directed circuit diagram of Figure 30 follows the rules of the positive
formalism and the diagrammatic evaluation rules laid out in Subsection 3.1. We proceed to make
this explicit. To this end we extend the notion of probe map from Subsection 4.1 to the present
setting. That is, a probe map codifies a probe as a linear map from the tensor product of state
spaces associated to the initial hypersurfaces to the tensor product of state spaces associated to the
final hypersurfaces. The difference to Subsection 4.1 lies merely in the fact that that we allow for
more than one tensor factor on the initial and the final side. For example for the probe P (∗) the
probe map P˜ (∗) : B1 → B13 ⊗ B12 is given by,
P˜ (∗)(c) :=
∑
k,l
JP, c⊗ ξk13 ⊗ ξl12KM1ξk13 ⊗ ξl12. (51)
The probe maps Q˜(A) and R˜[∗] are defined similarly. The initial boundary conditions b1 ∈ B1
and b2 ∈ B2 correspond to linear maps from R to the respective state space. However, these may
be represented as elements of the respective state space, i.e., as themselves (recall Figure 20.b in
Subsection 3.1). In contrast, the final boundary condition b3 ∈ B3 gives rise to the probe map
b˜3 : B3 → R given by,
b˜3(c) := Lb3, cM3. (52)
According to Subsection 3.1 the evaluation of the directed circuit diagram of Figure 30 may now
proceed as follows. The diagram is sliced horizontally, so that each slice consists of a horizontal
juxtaposition of boxes and lines. Each slice corresponds to a map. This map is obtained as the
tensor product of all the maps corresponding to boxes and free lines (i.e., lines that within the slice
are not connected to any box). For each box the corresponding map is the probe map, for each
free line it is the identity. The maps for all the slices are composed in order. Since the diagram is
closed (i.e., there are no lines with free ends) this yields a real number, the value of the diagram. In
the present case, a convenient slicing is indicated by dashed lines in Figure 30. The corresponding
evaluation is,
b˜3 ◦ R˜[∗] ◦
(
id13⊗Q˜(A)
) ◦ (P˜ (∗)⊗ b2) (b1). (53)
As it should, this value coincides with that given by expression (19) for the case of a factorizing
boundary condition.
So far we have not used the fact that we want to interpret the orientation of the hypersurfaces
(or links) as temporal. In fact, we could have taken the original setup (Figures 15 and 16) given
an arbitrary orientation to each hypersurface/link, generated the corresponding directed circuit
diagram and the corresponding probe maps and evaluated the diagram with the same result. In-
deed, it is not a particular manner of evaluating diagrams that interests us here, but additional
structure that we may introduce thanks to the notion of order provided by time. In particular,
this order allows us to impose forward (or backward) causality, extending the notion introduced
in Subsection 4.4. To do this, we first need to further elaborate the notion of state of maximal
uncertainty. We assume that the generalized state space BΣ for any hypersurface Σ contains such
a state. We denote it either by e when no confusion can arise or by eΣ to indicate that it belongs
to the generalized state space of hypersurface Σ. Further, we need to assume that the states of
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e = e e Q
e e
=
e e e
(a) (b)
Figure 31: (a) Tensor product identity for the state of maximal uncertainty e. (b) The property to be
normalization preserving for the probe Q.
maximal uncertainty are compatible with hypersurface decomposition. Say we have a hypersurface
Σ decomposing as a union Σ = Σ1 ∪Σ2. We then require that the corresponding states of maximal
uncertainty are related by the tensor product, i.e.,
eΣ = eΣ1 ⊗ eΣ2 . (54)
The diagrammatic representation of this identity is shown in Figure 31.a.
We may now impose forward causality by extending the corresponding concept of Subsection 4.4.
Consider a probe Q with associated probe map Q˜ : Bin,1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Bin,m → Bout,1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Bout,n. We
say that Q˜ is normalization preserving if for any b1 ∈ Bin,1, . . . , bm ∈ Bin,m we have,
Le⊗ · · · ⊗ e, Q˜(b1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bm)M = Le⊗ · · · ⊗ e, b1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bmM. (55)
The diagrammatic representation of this identity (for m = 3, n = 2) is shown in Figure 31.b.
Similarly, we say that Q˜ is normalization decreasing if,
Le⊗ · · · ⊗ e, Q˜(b1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bm)M ≤ Le⊗ · · · ⊗ e, b1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bmM. (56)
Also recall that the inner product is by construction compatible with hypersurface (and therefore
tensor product) decomposition. In particular we have,
Le⊗ · · · ⊗ e, b1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bmM = Le, b1M · · · Le, bmM. (57)
It remains to mention that the tensor product of normalization preserving (decreasing) maps is
normalization preserving (decreasing). Also recall that the time evolution maps (represented by
free lines in the diagrams) are normalization preserving. Thus, it makes sense to say as before that
a model satisfies forward causality if the probe maps of its non-selective probes are normalization
preserving and those of the selective probes are normalization decreasing.
At this point we recall considerations presented in Subsection 2.13 as to the option of doing away
with the spacetime concepts of regions and hypersurfaces, replacing these with more abstract notions
of processes (instead of regions) and their communication interfaces (instead of hypersurfaces). In
the present setting we have an analogous option. Generalizing the usage of the term system in this
section we may call these communication interfaces systems. The hypersurface compositions then
become abstract compositions of systems, encoded in terms of the tensor product. Thus, we may
talk about processes, systems and their compositions. We will freely employ this point of view and
language in the following. As in Subsection 2.13, however, we must warn the reader that there are
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important classes of models that can be described in the spacetime context, but not in the abstract
one, due to the loss of structure involved in the transition, see also Subsection 8.4.
There is also a crucial difference between the abstraction from spacetime concepts discussed in
Subsection 2.13 and the present one. While the abstraction as considered there was complete, here
it is limited by the fact that we retain a partial order on the set of processes. The links with their
arrows establish a relation between processes and consistency with causality demands precisely
that this relation is a partial order. In the present context this order arises from a notion of time
although one can abstract from this, retaining only the order itself. It must be emphasized that
even in this abstracted form the present setting is severely limited in its physical applicability as
it only permits uni-directional inter-process communication. If we wanted get rid of this limitation
we would have to return to the more general setting of Section 2. However, we would have to
give up those structures that depend explicitly on the process order. This is in particular the
implementation of forward causality via normalization preserving and decreasing maps.
4.6 Causality in the example
To illustrate the implementation of forward causality we return to the example experimental setup
considered in Subsection 2.12. We recall that it consists of three apparatuses: one with a light
showing either RED or GREEN, one with a switch with positions A and B, and one with a pointer
device, see Figure 15. We restrict our attention to one particular experimental procedure with this
setup, listed in Subsection 2.12 as number 7. In this procedure an agent sets the switch on the
second apparatus depending on the light state of the first apparatus. More precisely, the switch
is put to position A if the light shows GREEN and to position B if the light shows RED. For this
to make sense the light state must not itself depend on the position of the switch. Recall that
this independence condition is equivalent to the equality (29). In a causal world the independence
should be a simple consequence if the reading of the light takes place before the setting of the
switch. This temporal order is realized in the choice of temporal orientations for this experiment
depicted in Figure 29. (It is the direction of the arrow on the link labeled Σ12.)
Our implementation of forward causality indeed ensures the validity of equality (29) for this
temporal ordering and with the additional assumption that no post-selection is performed. The
latter means that the final state has to be taken to be the state of maximal uncertainty b3 = e. We
can then rewrite the equality (29) by using the corresponding probe maps as in expression (53),
e˜ ◦ R˜[∗] ◦ (id13⊗Q˜(A)) ◦ (P˜ (g)⊗ b2) (b1)
e˜ ◦ R˜[∗] ◦ (id13⊗Q˜(A)) ◦ (P˜ (∗)⊗ b2) (b1) = e˜ ◦ R˜[∗] ◦
(
id13⊗Q˜(B)
) ◦ (P˜ (g)⊗ b2) (b1)
e˜ ◦ R˜[∗] ◦ (id13⊗Q˜(B)) ◦ (P˜ (∗)⊗ b2) (b1) . (58)
The probe maps P˜ (∗), Q˜(A), Q˜(B), and R˜[∗] are normalization preserving since the corresponding
probes are non-selective. All relevant calculations can easily be performed in terms of diagrams,
specifically taking advantage of the identity depicted in Figure 31. The denominators on both sides
of equation (58) are thus seen to equal e˜(b1) · e˜(b2). If the initial states are normalized this is just
equal to 1. For the numerators we get for both sides,
(e˜⊗ e˜) ◦ P˜ (g)(b1) · e˜(b2). (59)
In particular, the equality holds as claimed.
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4.7 Categorical and functorial point of view
Let us focus on the monoidal category (in the sense of Section 3) underlying the time-evolution
version of the positive formalism. Its objects are partially ordered inner product spaces with order
unit. These are the generalized state spaces associated to systems. Morphisms are probe maps that
represent processes. The tensor product of objects represents the composition of systems.
As already discussed, the diagrammatics most adapted to this present setting is that of directed
circuit diagrams, where the temporal order on links between processes is encoded in the arrows on
the links. A peculiar consequence of this is that the inner product on the generalized state spaces
is actually not needed when evaluating the diagrams (compare Subsection 3.1). It comes in when
we need to convert a state to a functional on state space. As we have seen, this is particularly
important for the state of maximal uncertainty, i.e., the order unit e.
On the other hand, starting from the outset in a time-evolution setting, it would have seemed
quite natural not to require that the state space should carry an inner product which identifies
it with its dual. Rather, one might have considered the state space and its dual to be different
and separate entities. In particular, rather than a state e of maximal uncertainty one would
have considered the corresponding functional e˜ as an entity of central importance. Indeed, this
perspective has prevailed in much previous related work, see Subsection 4.8.
The categorical setting also allows for an appealing conceptual separation of physical and math-
ematical objects. To this end we consider physical systems themselves as forming a monoidal
category. Morphisms are physical processes and the tensor product is the composition of systems.
The present formalism is then a functor from this “physical” category to the category of partially
ordered vector spaces, positive maps, etc. While this construction might appear overly artificial
or abstract it is in essence in this way how category theory initially came to meet quantum (field)
theory, see Subsection 6.4.
4.8 Relation to other frameworks
Up to this point we have striven to present the positive formalism in a self-contained fashion.
This was done in order to emphasize the inner logic of its development and to minimize possible
distractions and confusions of the reader by imperfect comparisons to notions in the literature. As
emphasized in the introduction, the positive formalism is very much related to and inspired by
other approaches and builds on much previous work. In the present subsection we focus on a few
of these connections. We exclude here those related approaches exclusive to quantum theory which
instead are treated in Subsection 6.12.
The positive formalism forms part of a history of operational frameworks that aim to describe
fundamental physical theories without being specific to classical or to quantum theory. A pioneering
proposal for an operational axiomatic framework was advanced by Mackey in his book on the
foundations of quantum theory [29]. This was intended in particular to pin down the difference
between classical and quantum theory in a precise way. It lacked, however, an adequate account of
the transformation of states due to measurement as well as an account of composition. Subsequently,
more powerful approaches remedied this and developed into what is known as the convex operational
framework. For a few selected references, see [30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 1, 36]. More recently this has
also been known as the framework for general(ized) probabilistic theories. This centers on a notion
of state space as the positive cone in a partially ordered vector space and its transformations. It is
closely modeled on the standard formulation of quantum theory and in particular embedded into
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a time-evolution setting. The comparison with the positive formalism is thus most appropriate in
its time-evolution derivative form of the present section.
In the face of variations of the convex operational framework existing in the literature we pick
a recent review paper of Barnum and Wilce [1] as reference for definiteness. To ease comparison
we adopt their notation here. Thus, associated to a system is a partially ordered vector space A
with a generating cone A+. There is a positive linear form uA : A→ R which is strictly positive on
A+ \ {0}. A normalized state is an element in α ∈ A+ such that uA(α) = 1. The set of normalized
states is denoted ΩA. The form uA induces a norm on A determined by ‖α‖ = u(α) for α ∈ A+.
The dual vector space A∗ is partially ordered with the positive cone being the positive linear forms
on A. The set of elements a ∈ A∗ such that 0 ≤ a ≤ uA is called the set of effects. These are taken
to represent physical events. A physical process with initial state space A and final state space B is
represented by a positive linear map τ : A→ B which moreover satisfies the normalization condition
uB(τ(α)) ≤ uA(α) for all α ∈ A+. The state space of a composite of systems with state spaces A
and B is modeled on the tensor product A⊗B. The positive cone in A⊗B is left theory dependent,
but two extreme cases are considered in particular. In one case, called the minimal tensor product
the positive elements, denoted (A⊗minB)+, are precisely the positive linear combinations of tensor
products α ⊗ β, where α and β are positive. In the other case, called the maximal tensor product
the positive elements, denoted (A⊗max B)+, are all elements that when paired with a⊗ b for any
effects a on A and b on B are positive. As is easy to see we have (A⊗minB)+ ⊆ (A⊗maxB)+. The
simplest rules for predicting probabilities in this setting are the following. For a ∈ ΩA and a an
effect on A, a(α) is the probability for the event represented by the effect a to take place. Given
a ∈ ΩA and τ : A→ B a process, uB(τ(α)) is the probability for the process given the state α. Let
us call this scheme the generic convex operational framework.
We compare this to the version of the positive formalism of the present section with forward
causality, keeping the same notation. Thus, A is the partially ordered vector space of generalized
states of a system. In addition, we have an inner product on A. With the state of maximal
uncertainty e ∈ A this gives rise to the form uA : A→ R with the desired properties via uA(α) :=Le, αMA. A state α ∈ A+ is normalized when Le, αMA = 1 which is thus the same as uA(α) = 1.
Effects a : A → R can be identified with states a′ ∈ A+ via the inner product, a(α) = La′, αMA.
The condition 0 ≤ a ≤ uA for an effect a is thus the same as 0 ≤ a′ ≤ e for the corresponding
state a′. A selective probe with initial state space A and final state space B corresponds to a
probe map τ : A → B which is positive and by forward causality is normalization decreasingLe, τ(α)MB ≤ Le, αMA. The latter condition can be written equivalently as uB(τ(α)) ≤ uA(α). Thus,
τ determines a process in the generic framework. As for the composition of systems, the generalized
state space of the composite system is the tensor product A ⊗ B of those of the subsystems A, B
as vector spaces. The cone of positive elements in A⊗B is not uniquely determined by the axioms
(Subsection 2.11). It turns out, however, that Axiom (P2) precisely implies (A⊗B)+ ⊇ (A⊗minB)+
and by dualization also (A⊗B)+ ⊆ (A⊗maxB)+. That is, the rules for the composition of systems
are precisely those of the generic framework, with the same freedom.
Given a state a ∈ ΩA and en effect a : A→ R the formula for the associated probability in the
generic setting is easily seen to be a special case of formula (3) of Subsection 2.6,
a(α) = La′, αMA = La′, αMALe, αMA = J, α⊗ a′KJ, α⊗ eK . (60)
Given a state a ∈ ΩA and a selective probe map τ : A→ B the probability formula in the generic
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framework for the associated process is a special case of formula (1) of Subsection 2.5,
uA(τ(α)) = Le, τ(α)MB = Le, τ(α)MBLe, τ0(α)MB = Jτ ′, α⊗ eKJτ ′0, α⊗ eK . (61)
Here τ0 : A→ B is the non-selective probe map corresponding to the selective probe map τ . How-
ever, as forward causality is implemented, τ0 is normalization preserving so that the denominator
in the above expression is equal to 1. That is, it does not actually matter here what τ0 is and we
do not need to know it. τ ′and τ ′0 are the probes corresponding to the probe maps τ and τ0.
We see that the time-evolution variant of the positive formalism with forward causality fits
perfectly into the generic convex operational framework. In two important respects the positive
formalism yields a more restrictive setting than the generic framework. The first lies in the fact
that states and effect are really the same objects (up to normalization), living in the same space.
Mathematically this is implemented through the inner product on the generalized state space. We
are thus in a self-dual setting (in the terminology of Barnum and Wilce [1]). This is inherited, of
course, from the more general spacetime version of the positive formalism. In the latter, a time or
a time direction does not play any fundamental role. Therefore there is no fundamental distinction
between initial and final states.
There is a second, more striking and more unusual (from the time-evolution point of view)
restriction arising in the positive formalism. This comes from the fact that there is no fundamental
difference between the composition of systems at the same time and of a system with itself at
different times. Consequently, a probe map τ : A→ B need not only be positive as a map A→ B,
but also positive when understood as a map from the total boundary state space A⊗B to the real
numbers. We called this property boundary positive in Subsection 4.1. In the present notation we
can write this condition as∑
i
Lβi, τ(αi)MB ≥ 0 for all ∑
i
αi ⊗ βi ∈ (A⊗B)+. (62)
This is equivalent to ordinary positivity only if (A⊗B)+ = (A⊗min B)+. Otherwise it is stronger.
Remarkably, in quantum theory this is equivalent to complete positivity, see Subsections 6.9 and
6.11. Thus, the natural notion of (selective) process coming from the positive formalism with
forward causality requires boundary positivity and the trace decreasing property.
The categorical formalization of the generic convex operational framework was pioneered by
Selinger [2] and brought into a form similar to the one used in the present Section 4 by Barnum,
Duncan and Wilce [37]. Independently, Hardy developed a diagrammatic calculus for the generic
convex operational framework, the duotensor approach [38]. This can also be fit into the categorical
setting of Section 3.
A pioneering and inspiring proposal for a framework for fundamental physics that takes a space-
time approach and aims not to rely on a predetermined causal structure is Hardy’s Causaloid
formalism [39]. As in the positive formalism a main focus are measurements performed within
spacetime regions. The basic mathematical objects are sets specifying these measurements and
their outcomes as well as vectors of probabilities for such outcomes. Similarly to the positive for-
malism, probabilities are in general conditional and take the form of quotients. In contrast to the
positive formalism, however, the account of the interaction between the physics in a region and its
outside is implicit and not by construction complete. For example, the causaloid product that can
be used to compose measurements in disjoint regions depends in general implicitly on the struc-
ture of spacetime outside of the regions and on the physics in it. This precludes a strictly local
description of physics as well as a universal and explicit rule of composition.
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5 Classical theory
In the present section we develop a framework for classical (field) theory which is based on the
same notion of spacetime locality that we employed in the foundation of the positive formalism.
In contradistinction to the development of the latter in Section 2 we take for granted here all the
ingredients that are specific of classical physics. These ingredients rather than abstract consider-
ations about measurement and observation will guide the development. Operationalism plays a
much less prominent role. Nevertheless, at the end of this path we will recover a specific version of
the positive formalism.
5.1 Spacetime
We base the framework on the same notion of spacetime locality as the positive formalism. The
first ingredient we need is thus a notion of spacetime in the form of a spacetime system. Recall from
Subsection 2.1 and Figure 3 that what we require specifically are notions of spacetime regions and
hypersurfaces. Additionally we require regions and hypersurfaces here to be oriented. Note that
given a region, its boundary inherits an orientation from the region. Orientation must be respected
in compositions of hypersurfaces and regions.
For many theories of interest spacetime is modeled as Minkowski spacetime. Then, regions
are 4-dimensional submanifolds (with boundary) of Minkowski spacetime and hypersurfaces are
3-dimensional submanifolds (with boundary).10 We need not necessarily consider all possible sub-
manifolds, but might restrict to classes that are sufficiently well-behaved or regular. These sub-
manifolds come with their induced metrics. Gluings of regions and decompositions of hypersurfaces
can be realized in the submanifold setting. This makes additional matching conditions on gluings
and decompositions coming from the metric automatically satisfied.
Another important example for a notion of spacetime arises in general relativity. In that case
we can either fix a global topology, the simplest being R4. Then, regions would be 4-dimensional
submanifolds (with boundary) and hypersurfaces 3-dimensional submanifolds (with boundary) of
R4 as a differentiable manifold. Alternatively, we can avoid a global choice of topology by con-
sidering regions and hypersurfaces as differentiable manifolds (with boundary) in their own right,
of dimension 4 and 3 respectively. Compared to the bare topological setting of Subsection 2.1 the
manifolds carry a differentiable structure in addition to the topological one, but no metric as in the
Minkowski example. Note that in order to describe truly local physics we need to be able to glue
two regions with the topology of a 4-ball to a region of the same topology, as in Figure 4. This
implies that me need to allow for corners in the differentiable structure of regions. (In Figure 4
these corners are marked as black dots.)
5.2 Equations of motions and solution spaces
The content of a classical theory can be roughly described in terms of two ingredients. The first one
is a specification of the objects of the theory, typically particles and fields. The conceivable configu-
rations of these objects can be encoded in terms of configuration spaces. The second ingredient are
the equations of motion. The solutions of these are the configurations that are physically allowed or
10It turns out that to capture interesting physical theories it is often necessary to consider hypersurfaces that are
“enriched” e.g. with the germ of a 4-manifold. However, this is largely irrelevant to the conceptual perspective we
are taking here.
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Figure 32: Assignment of solution spaces to regions and hypersurfaces and an observable in a classical
theory: LM and LN are the solution spaces assigned to the regions M and N . LΣ, L∂M , L∂N are solution
spaces assigned to the hypersurfaces Σ, ∂M , ∂N . O is an observable on LN .
realizable in the theory. Since we want to describe physics locally, the key object of interest is the
space LM of solutions in a spacetime region M . This is the space of particle trajectories and field
configurations inM that satisfy the equations of motion restricted toM . For these solutions it does
not matter how or even if they continue outside of M . In particular, even if M is a submanifold of
a global spacetime manifold there are typically elements of LM that do not arise as restrictions of
global solutions.
For describing the interaction between the physics in adjacent spacetime regions the key object is
the space LΣ of germs of solutions on the interfacing hypersurface Σ. Essentially, these are solutions
that are defined in a small neighborhood of Σ. We can think of this as a generalization of the notion
of “initial data” to arbitrary hypersurfaces. The space LΣ parametrizes the possible “signals” that
communicate adjacent regions. Again, even if Σ is the submanifold of a global spacetime manifold
there are typically elements of LΣ that do not arise from a restriction of global solutions.
For our purposes the classical theory is thus encoded in terms of assignments of solution spaces
to hypersurfaces and to regions, see Figure 32. The solution spaces assigned to different regions and
hypersurfaces are of course not independent, but related to each other. This gives rise to additional
structure. In particular, if we decompose a hypersurface Σ into a union Σ1 ∪ · · · ∪ Σn the solution
space LΣ associated to Σ is by locality the product LΣ1×· · ·×LΣn of the solution spaces associated
to the components.11 Another important structure arises from taking the boundary ∂M of a region
M . Restricting a solution in M to (a neighborhood of) the boundary of M yields (a germ of) a
solution on ∂M . This defines a boundary map rM : LM → L∂M .
A further important structure arises in the composition of regions. Consider regions M1 and
M2 that can be glued to a joint region M1 ∪M2, see Figure 4. Restricting solutions in the joint
regionM1∪M2 to the individual regionsM1 andM2 defines a map LM1∪M2 → LM1×LM2 between
the associated solution spaces. For each of the solution spaces LM1 and LM2 we then consider
11There are important classes of theories where this decomposition of solution spaces takes a more complicated
form, notably gauge theories. For some remarks on this in the quantum context see Subsection 8.2. From the present
conceptual perspective, these complications are of minor importance and will be ignored.
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the corresponding boundary map, rM1 : LM1 → LΣ1∪Σ = LΣ1 × LΣ and rM2 : LM2 → LΣ2∪Σ =
LΣ2 × LΣ. Forgetting the parts of solutions living on Σ1 and Σ2, we get maps LM1 → LΣ and
LM2 → LΣ. With these ingredients we can express a key property of the composition in terms of
the following exact sequence,
LM1∪M2 → LM1 × LM2 ⇒ LΣ. (63)
The two arrows on the right hand side represent the two maps LM1 → LΣ and LM2 → LΣ where
in each case the other component in the product LM1 × LM2 is simply ignored. In plain language
the sequence being exact means that if we have a solution in M1 and a solution in M2 then these
arise as restrictions of one solution in the joint region M1 ∪M2 if and only if they coincide in (a
neighborhood of) the gluing hypersurface Σ.
Besides the spaces of solutions there are further ingredients that the classical theory may pro-
vide. We mention one of them here due to its crucial importance in classical dynamics. Given a
Lagrangian (field) theory, the second variation of the Lagrangian density integrated on a hyper-
surface Σ yields a symplectic form ωΣ. This makes the space of solutions LΣ associated to the
hypersurface Σ into a symplectic manifold. Note that ωΣ changes sign under change of orientation
of the hypersurface Σ. We suppose here that (as true in the simplest cases) this symplectic form
is non-degenerate. (The complications arising in the contrary case are conceptually unimportant
here.) Remarkably, given a regionM the image under rM of the solution space LM in L∂M is gener-
ically a Lagrangian submanifold. The underlying theory was developed in the ground breaking work
of Kijowski and Tulczyjew [10] to which we refer the interested reader.
5.3 Axiomatization
The structures and relations that arise in the assignments of solution spaces to hypersurfaces and
regions coming from a classical theory can be codified into an axiomatic system. Interestingly, this
suggests a new way to define a classical theory. Instead of particles, fields and equations of motions
a classical theory would be defined as a system of assignments of abstract solution spaces, satisfying
the axioms. We present in the following one version of such an axiomatic system, roughly based
on the above considerations. Note that as in the case of the positive formalism (Subsection 2.11)
we codify composition of regions in terms of two axioms, one for disjoint composition, (C6) and
one for self-composition, (C7). Given a hypersurface Σ, we denote the same hypersurface equipped
with the opposite orientation by Σ.
(C1) Associated to each hypersurface Σ is a manifold LΣ. LΣ is equipped with a non-degenerate
symplectic form ωΣ, making it into a symplectic manifold.
(C2) Associated to each hypersurface Σ there is an (implicit) involution LΣ → LΣ, such that
ωΣ = −ωΣ.
(C3) Suppose the hypersurface Σ decomposes into a union of hypersurfaces Σ = Σ1 ∪ · · · ∪ Σn.
Then, there is an (implicit) isomorphism LΣ1 × · · · ×LΣn → LΣ. The isomorphism preserves
the symplectic form.
(C4) Associated to each region M is a manifold LM .
(C5) Associated to each region M there is a map rM : LM → L∂M . The image LM˜ of rM is a
Lagrangian submanifold of L∂M .
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(C6) LetM1 andM2 be regions andM = M1unionsqM2 be their disjoint union. Then LM is the product
LM = LM1 × LM2 . Moreover, rM = rM1 × rM2 .
(C7) Let M be a region with its boundary decomposing as a union ∂M = Σ1 ∪ Σ ∪ Σ′, where Σ′
is a copy of Σ. Let M1 denote the gluing of M to itself along Σ,Σ′ and suppose that M1 is a
region. Then, there is an injective map rM ;Σ,Σ′ : LM1 ↪→ LM such that
LM1 ↪→ LM ⇒ LΣ (64)
is an exact sequence. Here the arrows on the right hand side are compositions of the map
rM with the projections of L∂M to LΣ and LΣ′ respectively (the latter identified with LΣ).
Moreover, the following diagram commutes, where the bottom arrow is the projection.
LM1
r
M;Σ,Σ′ //
rM1

LM
rM

L∂M1 L∂M
oo
(65)
For more details we refer the reader to the articles [11] and [40] where similar axiomatic systems
are exhibited for the case of linear and affine field theory respectively. One may also relate this to
the multisymplectic approach to field theory. For a discrete spacetime version, see [41].
5.4 Observables
An observable is the standard tool to model an ideal measurement or observation in classical physics.
In the present context a measurement is to take place in a spacetime regionM . Thus, an observable
is a real valued function LM → R on the space of solutions in M . To formalize this, we associate
to any region M its space of observables CM . This space inherits a lot of properties from the
real numbers. In particular, it is a real vector space by addition of functions, even an algebra by
multiplication of functions and a partially ordered vector space by partial ordering of functions.
For the latter see Definition A.4 and Proposition A.15 in the appendix. An important class of
observables are given by characteristic functions, i.e., functions that only take the values 0 and 1.
We shall refer to these as binary observables. We can think of these as providing YES/NO answers
as to whether a particular solution has a certain property. For those observables the multiplication
realizes the logical AND operation for properties. We axiomatize the observables as follows.
(CO1) Associated to each spacetime region M is a partially ordered unital commutative algebra CM ,
called observable algebra.
(CO2a) Let M1 and M2 be regions and M = M1 unionsqM2 be their disjoint union. Then, there is an
injective positive algebra homomorphism • : CM1 × CM2 ↪→ CM . This operation is required to
be associative in the obvious way.
(CO2b) Let M be a region with its boundary decomposing as ∂M = Σ1 ∪ Σ ∪ Σ′, where Σ′ is a copy
of Σ. Let M1 denote the gluing of M to itself along Σ,Σ′ and suppose it is a region. Then,
there is a positive unital algebra homomorphism •Σ : CM → CM1 . This operation is required
to commute with itself and with (CO2a) in the obvious way.
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The operation of Axiom (CO2a) can be thought of as extending the observables on LM1 and on
LM2 each to LM = LM1×LM2 and then multiplying them. Alternatively, we might have axiomatized
the extension itself of the two observables and recovered the operation of (CO2a) by subsequently
using the algebra structure from Axiom (CO1). (Indeed this choice was made in the article [12].)
However, we can also recover the extension of the observables from Axiom (CO2a) by composing
with the unit observable. So both axiomatizations are equivalent. However, the attentive reader
will notice that the present choice is more in line with the axiomatization of the positive formalism
(Subsection 2.11). In addition, there might be reasons (mathematical and physical ones) to encode
observables in a different way for which the present version of Axiom (CO2a) is preferable. See also
the discussion in Subsection 5.7 below.
We can use the present framework to answer questions about the physics in regions subject
to boundary conditions. A boundary condition for a region M is precisely a (germ of a) solution
on the boundary ∂M . That is, for a region M the space of boundary conditions is L∂M . The
simplest question to ask would be as to whether given a region M , a boundary condition ϕ ∈ L∂M
is admissible, i.e., physically realizable or not. ϕ is admissible if there exists a solution φ ∈ LM
such that ϕ arises from φ by restriction to the boundary, i.e., ϕ = rM (φ). A slightly more complex
question would be as to whether given a boundary solution ϕ, a certain property F is realized in
M , where F ∈ CM is a binary observable. Of course, this question can only make sense if ϕ is
admissible. Then, the answer would be F (φ) (with 1 signifying YES and 0 signifying NO), where as
before, ϕ = r(φ). For this answer to be well defined we need either φ to be unique given ϕ, or F to
give the same value for all solutions inM that reduce to ϕ on the boundary. For simplicity, we shall
assume the latter to hold for all observables.12 In an analogous way we can consider observables F
that take arbitrary real values, where F (φ) would then represent a measurement value, given the
boundary condition ϕ. Again, this makes sense only if ϕ is admissible.
5.5 Statistical theory
We proceed to consider statistical classical physics. Instead of solutions we are thus interested in
statistical distributions of solutions. For simplicity we shall model such statistical distributions as
functions and assume the existence and choice of certain measures on solution spaces as needed. In
particular, we associate with any hypersurface Σ the space BΣ of real valued functions on hypersur-
face solutions LΣ. The positive functions B+Σ ⊆ BΣ are those that can be interpreted as statistical
distributions (without normalization) on LΣ. It is clear that BΣ is a partially ordered vector space
with B+Σ forming the cone of positive elements. Again, see Definition A.4 and Proposition A.15
in the appendix. In fact BΣ has more structure such as that of an algebra, but we do not need
this here. In line with a statistical perspective we change our nomenclature and refer to statistical
distributions on hypersurface solutions rather than to individual solutions themselves as boundary
conditions.
The question of the admissibility of boundary conditions for a region becomes more complicated
in the statistical setting. Given a region M and a boundary condition b ∈ B+∂M viewed as an
ensemble, various solutions in the ensemble might be admissible while others might not be. This
motivates the introduction of a notion of compatibility, quantified in terms of a positive real number,∫
LM
b(rM (φ)) dµM (φ). (66)
12 This condition is less restrictive than what one would at first suspect. In a suitable context the condition means
that the observables are “gauge invariant”.
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Here µM is a measure on the space LM of solutions inM . (We assume that we have a corresponding
measure for any regionM , in a compatible way.) Note that only that part of the boundary statistical
distribution b contributes to the integral that consists of solutions induced from the interior of M .
We define a real valued pairing CM × B∂M → R between observables F in a region M and
(generalized) boundary conditions b on its boundary ∂M as follows,
JF, bKM := ∫
LM
F (φ)b(rM (φ)) dµM (φ). (67)
Note that F is a positive function on LM if and only if the pairing yields a positive real number for
any boundary condition b ∈ B+∂M (assuming reasonable regularity properties). That is, the partial
order structure of CM as a space of functions on LM is precisely the same as that of it as a space of
functions on B+∂M via the pairing. In particular, the pairing is a positive bilinear map. To be more
precise, the pairing might not always be defined, depending on the integrability of the product of
the observable with the generalized boundary condition. However, due to positivity of the integral
we can always define it for products of positive functions if we include positive infinity, ∞, as a
possible value. This is precisely formalized by writing it as a map C+M × B+∂M → [0,∞] that is
unbounded positive bilinear, compare Definition A.23 of the appendix.
If we denote the observable that is the function with value 1 by , then the compatibility (66)
of a boundary condition b ∈ B+∂M arises as the value of the pairing J, bKM . We call  the null
observable. It is an order unit of the partially ordered vector space CM if we restrict to bounded
observables, see Definition A.10 and Proposition A.15. We proceed to the question of the realization
of a certain property F in M , where F ∈ CM is a binary observable, given a boundary condition
b ∈ B+∂M . Viewing b as an ensemble, the answer will be a probability. Indeed, it is easy to see that
this probability Π can be calculated as follows, using the pairing (67) we have just defined,
Π = JF, bKMJ, bKM . (68)
We can also interpret this as the fraction of the admissible boundary solutions in the distribution
that satisfies property F . Note that for a binary observable F we have in particular 0 ≤ F ≤  so
that 0 ≤ Π ≤ 1. (Except if J, bKM = 0 in which case the question is ill defined or if J, bKM =∞
in which case the boundary condition is not normalizable.) We still obtain probabilities if we let F
be a probabilistic, i.e., convex combination of binary observables. We call observables obtained in
this way normalized primitive observables. It is easy to see that these are (possibly up to suitable
completion in the infinite dimensional case) all observables F ∈ CM that satisfy 0 ≤ F ≤ . For
general observables F ∈ CM the formula (68) yields its expectation value Π subject to the boundary
condition b ∈ B+∂M .
5.6 Classical statistical theory as a version of the positive formalism
It is becoming clear at this point that the emerging framework for classical statistical physics fits into
the positive formalism introduced in Section 2. We can complete the development of the relevant
mathematical structures following steps laid out in Section 2. We start with the inner product on
slice regions, see Subsection 2.9. Recall that for any hypersurface Σ we have a corresponding slice
region Σˆ. By definition, the boundary ∂Σˆ of the slice region decomposes into two copies of the
original hypersurface Σ. We now consider the bilinear map BΣ×BΣ → R induced from the pairing
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(67) of the space of boundary conditions B∂Σˆ = BΣ ⊗BΣ with the null probe (i.e., null observable)
in Σˆ according to definition (9),
Lb, cMΣ = J, b⊗ cKΣˆ = ∫
LΣˆ
(b⊗ c)(rΣˆ(φ)) dµΣˆ(φ) =
∫
LΣ
b(φ)c(φ) dµΣ(φ). (69)
We explain the equality on the right-hand side. The space LΣˆ of solutions in Σˆ is by definition
the same as the space LΣ of germs of solutions on Σ. The map rΣˆ : LΣˆ → L∂Σˆ is really a map
LΣ → LΣ×LΣ given by φ 7→ (φ, φ). We also use the notation µΣ rather than µΣˆ for the measure on
LΣˆ = LΣ. The so defined bilinear form is seen to be positive-definite (assuming non-degeneracy).
Again, we have been sloppy by not taking into account that the inner product might be ill-defined
for certain pairs due to non-integrability. And again, we can remedy this by restricting it to positive
elements (i.e., boundary conditions) and including positive infinity as a possible value. In this way
we obtain a positive-definite unbounded sharply positive symmetric bilinear form B+Σ ×B+Σ → R, see
Definitions A.26, A.28 and A.29 in the appendix. Thus, the space BΣ becomes a partially ordered
unbounded inner product space, see Definition A.30. The present example is further elaborated on
in Proposition A.31 and Remark A.32. In particular, the subspace of square-integrable functions
is a maximal partially ordered subspace. We denote it by B2Σ ⊆ BΣ. We also denote the subspace
of integrable functions by B1Σ ⊆ BΣ. This is the maximal partially ordered subspace that can be
paired with constant functions.
Let {ξk}k∈I be an orthonormal basis of B2Σ and b1, b2 ∈ B2Σ. The completeness relation (10)
(note sk = 1 here) takes the form∫
LΣ
b1(φ)b2(φ) dµΣ =
∑
k∈I
∫
LΣ×LΣ
b1(φ1)ξk(φ1)ξk(φ2)b2(φ2) dµΣ×Σ. (70)
Here we denote by µΣ×Σ the product measure on LΣ × LΣ. This means that we can consider
δ(φ1, φ2) :=
∑
k∈I
ξk(φ1)ξk(φ2) (71)
as a “delta”-distribution LΣ × LΣ → R concentrated on the diagonal.
Consider now the geometric setup of Axiom (CO2) of Subsection 5.4. That is, we have region
M with boundary decomposing as ∂M = Σ1 ∪Σ ∪Σ′ such that Σ′ is a copy of Σ. We suppose the
gluing of M to itself along Σ is the admissible region M1. Let F : LM → R be an observable in
M and recall that the observable it induces in M1 by restricting from LM to LM1 is called •Σ F ,
compare Axiom (CO2). The distribution (71) then allows to relate F and •Σ F as follows. For
b ∈ BΣ1 we have the identity,∫
LM1
•Σ F (φ)b(rM1(φ)) dµM1 =
∫
LM
F (φ)b(φ1)δ(φΣ, φΣ′) dµM . (72)
(Strictly speaking we should restrict b and F to be positive to correctly handle the case of an infinite
value.) Here we have used the notation rM (φ) = (φ1, φΣ, φΣ′), making explicit the components of
the hypersurface solution space L∂M = LΣ1 × LΣ × LΣ′ . In words, the identity is obtained by
restricting the integral on the right hand side via the distribution δ to those solutions in M that
have coinciding restrictions to germs on Σ and Σ′. By Axiom (C7) of Subsection 5.3 these are
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in correspondence to solutions in M1 yielding the left-hand side. This requires that the measures
µM and µM1 are compatible. As previously mentioned, we assume such compatibility throughout.
Conversely, to make this concept of compatibility precise we could define it precisely through
identities such as (72).
With spaces of (generalized) boundary conditions BΣ as defined and spaces of probes PM given
by spaces of observables CM , all axioms of the positive formalism (Subsection 2.11) are satisfied
(with the modifications indicated in Subsection 2.14). In particular, recalling the definition of the
pairing (67) and of the distribution δ, (71) it is easy to recognize the identity (72) as the composition
identity for probes of the positive formalism in Axiom (P5b), setting  = •. What we see is how
the axioms of the positive formalism arise here as a mere consequence of the “more fundamental”
axioms of classical theory exhibited in Subsections 5.3 and 5.4.
More crucial than the reproduction of the mathematical structures and axiomatic system, how-
ever, is the coincidence of the formulas for measurable physical quantities as well as their operational
meaning. As a consequence, the discussion from Section 2 of different scenarios for extracting mea-
surable quantities applies here essentially in full, complementing the much more limited discussion
we have provided in the present section so far.
5.7 Generalized classical probes
There is one sense in which the scope of the framework for classical theory introduced in this section
so far is more limited than that of the positive formalism of Section 2. This comes from the fact that
the notion of observable is more restrictive than that of probe. An observable is here understood
as arising from an ideal measurement that does not disturb the classical equations of motion. A
probe on the other hand does not need to satisfy such a restriction. Indeed, we have discussed at
length in Section 2 that for characterizing a typical measurement we would generically need two
probes P and Q. The probe Q represents the measurement apparatus alone, while P represents
the apparatus with the measurement outcome superimposed. For the classical observables defined
here the apparatus is always given by the null probe, i.e., Q = . However, in general an apparatus
can have the purpose of deliberately altering the physics in a region. Such an apparatus cannot be
modeled by the classical observables as considered. (An example is the switch in Subsection 2.12.)
It is not difficult to remedy this shortcoming of the classical framework by introducing a suitable
notion of probe. For any region M an apparatus in M would modify the equations of motion in
M . The space of modified solutions in M , however, should still be a Lagrangian submanifold of the
boundary solution space L∂M . The simplest choice here is to admit any Lagrangian submanifold
of L∂M as arising from some “apparatus”. Combining such a Lagrangian submanifold APM with an
observable fP : APM → R would then define a probe P via modification of the pairing (67),
JP, bKM := ∫
AP
M
fP (φ)b(rPM (φ)) dµAP
M
(φ). (73)
Note that we also need a measure µAP
M
for the Lagrangian submanifold APM .
What we have considered so far would not be the most general version of a probe as convex
or even linear combinations of probes should be probes. To distinguish it, we might call it a gen-
erating probe. This also suggests a different possibility for mathematically encoding the notion
of such a probe. Namely, the notions of submanifold, measure and (positive) observable can be
compactly encoded in terms of a (positive) measure on the boundary solution space. That is, a
(primitive) generating probe in M would simply be a (positive) measure on L∂M that is supported
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on a Lagrangian submanifold. An arbitrary (primitive) probe would then be an arbitrary (positive)
measure on L∂M (or perhaps something slightly more restrictive). Since we are interested here
merely in feasibility in principle it is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the most suitable
notion of classical probe or the most convenient mathematical realization of solution spaces, sta-
tistical distributions, observables or probes. In any case, the resulting structures should satisfy the
axioms of the positive formalism (Subsection 2.11) and given a suitably general notion of probe,
the example of Subsection 2.12 can in principle be realized in classical physics.
5.8 What is special about classical physics?
Unsurprisingly, the framework developed in this section, being built on known properties of classical
physics exhibits additional structure as compared to the positive formalism of Section 2 alone. One
feature of classical physics, often emphasized in contradistinction to quantum physics, is the fact
that the observables form a commutative algebra. This is incorporated into Axiom (CO1) in
Subsection 5.4 above. The operational significance of this algebra structure is limited, however. It
enters into the composition of observables in disjoint regions, Axiom (CO2) which in turn underlies
Axiom (P5a) of the positive formalism for this classical setting. On the other hand, a multiplicative
composition of two observables in the same region is not contemplated here as its operational
meaning is unclear. What is more, when replacing observables with more general probes the algebra
structure is lost altogether. However, if we model classical probes on measures on boundary solution
spaces as sketched above, an analogue of Axiom (CO2) is still valid. The axiom arises then from
the product of measures rather than from the product of functions.
An operationally more significant ingredient of the spaces of observables or of probes is their
partial order structure (compare Subsection 2.6). Not all partially ordered vector spaces are alike
and the axioms of the positive formalism leave considerable room here. Indeed, spaces of real valued
functions that satisfy the reasonable condition that for any admissible function also its positive and
negative parts are admissible are partially ordered vector spaces of a special kind: They are lattices.
That is, given two elements a, b of such a space there is a unique element min(a, b) which is maximal
among those elements that are smaller or equal to both a and b. Similarly, given a, b there is a
unique element max(a, b) that is minimal among those elements that are larger or equal to both a
and b. (Note that in the present vector space setting the existence of min and max does not need to
be required separately as one implies the other, max(a, b) = −min(−a,−b).) For functions, min and
max are simply obtained by taking the pointwise minimum or maximum. See also Definition A.3
and Proposition A.15 in the appendix. The spaces of classical observables are thus lattices. Suppose
now that we consider more general classical probes, modeled as sketched above as measures on the
space of boundary solutions L∂M . Assume that there is a reference measure on L∂M with all
measures being absolutely continuous with respect to the reference measure. We can then write
the pairing of a probe P with a (generalized) boundary condition similarly to expression (67) as,
JP, bKM := ∫
L∂M
fP (φ)b(φ) dµ∂M (φ). (74)
Here µ∂M is the reference measure on L∂M and fP is the Radon-Nikodym derivative with respect
to the reference measure of the measure corresponding to the probe P . The space of measures
becomes a space of functions (given by the Radon-Nikodym derivatives) on L∂M in this way. What
is more, as for observables, the partial order as functions on L∂M coincides with that derived from
the pairing with B+∂M . Note that this partial order structure is independent of the choice of reference
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measure. Thus, also this space of more general classical probes forms a lattice. We do not exclude
here, however, the possibility that some other suitable space of classical probes may not have the
structure of a lattice.
Of similar operational significance is the partial order structure on the space of boundary con-
ditions. These are statistical distributions on boundary solution spaces and modeled as functions.
In particular, these spaces also form lattices. Note that even if we modeled them in a different way,
say as measure spaces, these would be lattices. Conversely, by the Stone-Krein-Kakutani-Toshia
vector lattice theorem [42] essentially any partially ordered vector space forming a lattice can be
identified as the space of (continuous) functions on a (topological) space. That is, given the lattice
property we are naturally led to consider the boundary conditions as statistical distributions and
thus to interpret them as data of a classical theory.
5.9 Time evolution
We aim to connect in this subsection with a more traditional description of classical physics in
terms of states of a system evolving in time. This is to be seen as parallel to the Section 4 where a
time evolution perspective was considered for the positive formalism in general. When convenient
we will freely use notations, conventions and results from that section without introducing them
again. For simplicity and definiteness we specialize as in that section to Minkowski spacetime in a
fixed inertial reference frame, viewed as a direct product R× R3.
We denote the space of (germs of) solutions at time t, i.e., on the equal-time hypersurface at
time t by Lt. This space is the (instantaneous) phase space at time t or the space of initial data
at time t. Recall from Subsection 5.2 or from Axiom (C1) of Subsection 5.3 that Lt carries a
symplectic structure ωt, making it into a symplectic manifold. We proceed to describe evolution
of the system in time. To this end consider an initial time t1 and a final time t2. By Axiom
(C4) there is a space of solutions L[t1,t2] that describes the physically realizable configurations of
the system in the time interval [t1, t2]. Restricting to the boundary is implemented by a map
r[t1,t2] : L[t1,t2] → Lt1 × Lt2 according to Axiom (C5). We restrict our considerations to the case
that the system has a well defined initial value problem. Consequently, the spaces L[t1,t2], Lt1 and
Lt2 are all in one-to-one correspondence. Moreover, the restriction of r[t1,t2] to either Lt1 or Lt2
implements this correspondence. We denote the induced time evolution map by v[t1,t2] : Lt1 → Lt2 .
Let φ ∈ L[t1,t2] be a solution in the time interval [t1, t2]. Denote r[t1,t2](φ) = (ϕ1, ϕ2) where ϕ1 ∈ Lt1
and ϕ2 ∈ Lt2 . By definition, v[t1,t2](ϕ1) = ϕ2. Given t1 < t2 < t3 we obviously have the composition
property,
v[t1,t3] = v[t2,t3] ◦ v[t1,t2]. (75)
Recall that the sign of the symplectic structure ωt depends on the orientation of the hypersurface
at time t, as codified in Axiom (C2). Here we orient all hypersurfaces the same way with respect
to the flow of time. More specifically we give them the orientation induced as initial boundaries
of time interval regions. That implies, however, that they have opposite orientation with respect
to that induced as final boundaries of time interval regions. We consider the symplectic structure
on the boundary of a time interval region, taking into the account the orientations. Let ∆ and ∆′
be infinitesimal solutions near φ, i.e., ∆,∆′ ∈ TφL[t1,t2]. Denote the induced boundary map for
infinitesimal solutions by dr[t1,t2],φ : TφL[t1,t2] → Tϕ1Lt1 × Tϕ2Lt2 . Denote dr[t1,t2],φ(∆) = (δ1, δ2)
and dr[t1,t2],φ(∆′) = (δ′1, δ′2). With dv[t1,t2],ϕ1 : Tϕ1Lt1 → Tϕ2Lt2 the induced time evolution map
for infinitesimal solutions we get dv[t1,t2],ϕ1(δ1) = δ2 and dv[t1,t2],ϕ1(δ′1) = δ′2. We obtain,
ω∂[t1,t2],φ(dr[t1,t2](∆),dr[t1,t2](∆′)) = ωt1,ϕ1(δ1, δ′1)− ωt2,ϕ2(δ2, δ′2). (76)
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By Axiom (C5), the image of L[t1,t2] in L∂[t1,t2] is a Lagrangian submanifold. In particular for
infinitesimal solutions coming from L[t1,t2] the boundary symplectic structure, expression (76),
must vanish. That is (with v = v[t1,t2]),
ωt1,ϕ1(δ1, δ′1) = ωt2,ϕ2(δ2, δ′2) = ωt2,v(ϕ1)(dvϕ1(δ1),dvϕ1(δ′1)) (77)
In other words, the symplectic structure ωt is conserved under time-evolution. Stated equivalently,
the time-evolution maps v[t1,t2] are symplectomorphisms or canonical transformations.
It is common to identify all the solution spaces Lt with a single copy L, which is then simply
called the phase space of the system. We shall do so in the following. If the system is time-translation
symmetric, the evolution map v depends on the duration only and we write v∆ = v[t,t+∆]. These
satisfy
v∆1+∆2 = v∆2 ◦ v∆1 , (78)
and thus form a one-parameter group of symplectomorphisms. The vector field X generating this
group describes the infinitesimal time-evolution in phase space. In Hamiltonian mechanics the
vector field arises from a Hamiltonian function H : L→ R on phase space via the relation
dH(Y ) = ω(X,Y ) (79)
for all vector fields Y .
We switch to a statistical description, adapting Subsections 5.5 and 5.6 to the time-evolution
context. A state is thus a statistical distribution on phase space. Mathematically it is a positive
element in the space B of (suitable) real valued functions on phase space. We call B the space
of generalized states with the set B+ of states forming the cone of positive elements. Recall that
we consider the phase space L to carry a measure µ (coming from the measure associated to an
equal-time hypersurface as a slice region). In fact, if L is a finite-dimensional manifold of dimension
2n a well behaved measure is given by the 2n-form ωn, also called Liouville form. We recall that
the space B carries a (generally unbounded) inner product defined in terms of this measure, see
expression (69), Lb, cM = ∫
L
b(φ)c(φ) dµ(φ). (80)
Time-evolution of (statistical) states is induced from the time-evolution on phase space. Using
the notation T[t1,t2] : B → B for the time-evolution map that maps states at time t1 to states at
time t2 we have,
T[t1,t2](b) = b ◦ v−1[t1,t2]. (81)
By construction T[t1,t2] is positive. Since the generalized state space B is a lattice, this is the same
as boundary positive, compare Subsection 4.1. There, the map T[t1,t2] was given in terms of the null
probe via formula (36). It is easily verified that this yields the same result,
T[t1,t2](b) =
∑
k∈I
J, b⊗ ξkK[t1,t2]ξk = ∑
k∈I
∫
L[t1,t2]
(b⊗ ξk)(r[t1,t2](φ))dµ[t1,t2](φ) ξk (82)
=
∑
k∈I
∫
L
b(ϕ)ξk(v[t1,t2](ϕ))dµ(ϕ) ξk =
∑
k∈I
∫
L
b(v−1[t1,t2](ϕ))ξk(ϕ)dµ(ϕ) ξk (83)
=
∑
k∈I
Lb ◦ v−1[t1,t2], ξkM ξk = b ◦ v−1[t1,t2]. (84)
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Here, we have taken {ξk}k∈I to be an orthonormal basis of B2 ⊆ B.
We consider observables. For simplicity we restrict to instantaneous observables. These are
observables associated to instantaneous slice regions, i.e., they are effectively functions on phase
space. Let F : L → R be a function that we want to interpret as an observable. Given initial and
final states b1, b2 ∈ B the probe associated to F (and also denoted by F ) yields the value,
LF˜ (b1), b2M = JF, b1 ⊗ b2K = ∫
L
F (ϕ)b1(ϕ)b2(ϕ)dµ(ϕ). (85)
This is the specialization of expression (67) to instantaneous slice regions. We also rewrite the
probe as a map F˜ : B → B, see expressions (39) and (38) in Subsection 4.1. By comparison to the
inner product (80) we can read off that the probe map F˜ acts by multiplication of functions,
F˜ (b) = F · b. (86)
The natural choice for the state of maximal uncertainty e ∈ B+ (compare Subsection 4.3) is
the constant function with value 1, i.e., e(ϕ) = 1 for all ϕ ∈ L. (We assume B here to consist of
bounded functions only.) We can use this to normalize states (compare Subsection 4.4). A state
b ∈ B+ is normalized if Lb, eM = 1. Explicitly, this condition takes the form,∫
L
b(ϕ)dµ(ϕ) = 1. (87)
Unsurprisingly, this is just the standard normalization condition for a probability distribution. Note
that for a state to be normalizable it must live in the subspace B1 ⊆ B. Consider the measurement
of an observable with initial normalized state b ∈ B+ and final state e, i.e., disregarding the fate
of the system after the measurement. The expectation value Π of the observable is given by the
quotient (68), compare Subsection 5.5. This is here,
Π = LF˜ (b), eMLb, eM = LF˜ (b), eM =
∫
L
F (ϕ)b(ϕ)dµ(ϕ). (88)
As expected, this recovers the standard notion of expectation value of an (instantaneous) observable
F in state b.
Recall that we called an observable that takes only values 0 and 1 a binary observable. Such
an observable can be thought of as encoding a property corresponding here to the subset of the
phase space where it takes the value 1. Since for such an observable P we have 0 ≤ P ≤  the
corresponding probe map as well as its dual (time reversed version) are normalization decreasing.
That is, viewed as selective probes those observables satisfy forward as well as backward causality.
As in Subsection 5.7 we may consider probes that are not observables. The simplest possibility
here is a temporary modification of the dynamics, i.e., of the equations of motion in a time interval
[t1, t2]. Since the spaces of solutions before and after the alteration are unchanged, so will be
the (initial and final) phase space. We can thus represent this as a modified time-evolution map
w[t1,t2] : L → L. We shall expect this also to be a symplectomorphism. If the measure µ on
phase space is invariant under any symplectomorphism as it ideally should be, this implies that the
modified dynamics (as well as its time-reversed version) is normalization preserving,
Lb ◦ w−1[t1,t2], eM = ∫
L
b(w−1[t1,t2](ϕ))dµ(ϕ) =
∫
L
b(ϕ)dµ(ϕ) = Lb, eM. (89)
That is, the probe encoding the modified dynamics viewed as a non-selective probe satisfies both
forward and backward causality.
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6 Quantum theory
In the present section we sketch the development of a framework for quantum theory that imple-
ments the principles of locality and operationalism as outlined at the beginning of Section 2 for
the positive formalism. In contrast to Section 2 and in analogy to the development for classical
physics in Section 5 we proceed in a constructive manner. That is, our starting point will be quan-
tum theory as we know it. Any further development of it will be based upon mere reformulation
or motivated strongly by inference from its known structure. Locality and operationalism will be
merely guiding principles. The perspective we are adopting here is outlined in the paper [43]. The
presented development largely retraces the steps of the program for foundations of quantum the-
ory known as the general boundary formulation [9, 12, 13]. We shall see that it leads back to the
positive formalism. In fact, it was in this way (and not in the way as presented in Section 2) that
the positive formalism was originally encountered.
6.1 Spacetime
Our first goal will be to implement a notion of locality as outlined in Subsection 2.1. As for classical
theories, a spacetime background is an important ingredient of quantum theories. In so far, the
discussion about suitable spacetime systems for classical theory (Subsection 5.1) is fully applicable
to quantum theory as well and does not need to be repeated. A crucial difference arises, however,
in the much more prominent role that the spacetime background plays in the quantum theory
in its standard formulation. By standard formulation we shall understand here quantum theory
formulated in terms of a complex Hilbert space13 per system with an algebra of observables acting as
operators on it.14 In the standard formulation, the predicted outcome of a composite measurement
depends crucially on the temporal order of the component measurements. This temporal order
must be supplied by a (space)time background structure. This excludes in particular settings with
merely topological or differential spacetime structure as discussed for classical general relativity in
Subsection 5.1. To proceed, we assume provisionally that we are given a global Minkowski spacetime
with regions and hypersurfaces arising as submanifolds.
6.2 Locality and the path integral
Given a spacetime system, the next step is to identify a structure that would allow to encode the
physics in a spacetime region M . The standard formulation provides a tool for this, the transition
amplitude. Unfortunately, it applies only to very special regions, namely those determined by time
intervals. Given a time interval [t1, t2] consider the spacetime region M = [t1, t2]×R3 obtained by
extending it over all of 3-dimensional space R3. Let H be the Hilbert space of our quantum theory
and U[t1,t2] : H → H the unitary operator that encodes time-evolution from time t1 to time t2.
Then, the physics in M is encoded in the transition amplitudes
〈η, U[t1,t2]ψ〉 (90)
for ψ ∈ H an initial state and η ∈ H a final state, see Figure 33. Physically, the modulus square of
this transition amplitude yields the probability Π for a measurement at time t2 to find the state η
13Hilbert spaces are always separable and complex if not specified otherwise.
14Although we emphasize the standard formulation for simplicity, the argument applies equally to certain other
formulations such as that of algebraic quantum field theory.
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Figure 33: Spacetime representation of a transition amplitude with initial state ψ and final state η.
given that the state ψ was prepared at time t1,
Π = |〈η, U[t1,t2]ψ〉|2 (91)
(We suppose ψ and η to be normalized.)
A suggestion that these transition amplitudes might be generalized to apply to generic spacetime
regions was first articulated by Dirac in the last section of a visionary paper on the Lagrangian
in quantum theory, published in 1933 [44]. (Dirac called these objects “generalized transformation
functions”.) However, this idea appears to have been immediately abandoned by the mainstream,
including by Dirac himself. It lived on in Japan, however, (see the introductory remarks in a paper
by Watanabe [45]) where it influenced the Tomonaga-Schwinger formulation of quantum field theory
[46, 47]. It was not until the 1980s that Dirac’s vision of the “generalized transformation functions”
resurfaced in an unexpected form. In Witten’s work on a geometric understanding of quantum field
theory (and vice versa) he generalized the notion of “quantum field theory” considerably. A part
of this work was the deeper understanding and exploitation of the locality properties of quantum
field theory, manifest in the path integral [6, 48]. In the following we give a self-contained account
of the relevant aspects.
In classical theory localization is achieved by localizing spaces of solutions of the equations of
motion (Subsection 5.2). There is no quantum analog of this. However, there is a well known
tool to calculate transition amplitudes that does suggest localizability: the Feynman path integral.
(Incidentally, the paper of Dirac mentioned above was cited by Feynman in his paper on the path
integral [49] as a basis for its development.) We recall that quantum theories are most often obtained
by quantization of a classical theory. The path integral provides just such a prescription of building
a quantum theory based on the data of a classical theory. It is ubiquitous in modern quantum
theory, particularly so in quantum field theory. To express the transition amplitude in terms of a
path integral we have to set up the classical theory first. Suppose the configuration space of our
classical theory at an instant t of time is Kt. Then, quantizing via the Schrödinger representation,
the Hilbert space Ht at time t is a space of square integrable complex valued functions on Kt. (We
allow here for the possibility that the Hilbert space may be different for different times.) Let S[t1,t2]
denote the classical action in the time interval [t1, t2]. The transition amplitude (90) may then be
written as a formal integral over the space K[t1,t2] of configurations in the time interval [t1, t2],
〈η, U[t1,t2]ψ〉 =
∫
K[t1,t2]
ψ(φ|t1)η(φ|t2)eiS[t1,t2](φ)dµ(φ), (92)
where the measure µ is translation invariant.
From this point onward we take a strictly spacetime point of view, restricting attention to
quantum field theory. Thus, K[t1,t2] is really the space of configurations in the region [t1, t2]× R3.
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It can be easily defined for a generic spacetime region M for which we denote it by KM . Similarly,
the action S[t1,t2] arises as an integral over the spacetime region [t1, t2]× R3. We write SM for the
action in a region M . Thus, the ingredients of the path integral expression (92) for the transition
amplitude generalize straightforwardly to a generic region M . The only remaining obstacle is
that there are two wave functions in the integral, one for the initial state and one for the final
state. These are associated with the two boundary components (initial and final) of the region
[t1, t2] × R3. The boundary ∂M of a generic region M does not necessarily admit an analogous
decomposition into two connected components. It is thus convenient to combine the two states into
a single object. Indeed, the space K∂[t1,t2]×R3 of field configurations on the boundary of the region
[t1, t2]×R3 decomposes as the direct product of the configuration spaces on the initial (t1) and final
(t2) hypersurfaces, K∂[t1,t2]×R3 = Kt1 ×Kt2 . Quantizing this product space à la Schrödinger yields
a Hilbert space H∂[t1,t2]×R3 which is the (completed) tensor product of the initial and final Hilbert
spaces, H∂[t1,t2]×R3 = Ht1 ⊗ H∗t2 . Note that instead of Ht2 its dual Hilbert space H∗t2 appears in
the tensor product. This is due to the opposite orientation of the final hypersurface at t2 compared
to the initial one at t1 as boundary components of the region [t1, t2]× R3. Thus, we can view the
transition amplitude as a map ρ[t1,t2]×R3 : Ht1 ⊗H∗t2 → C via
ρ[t1,t2]×R3(ψ ⊗ η∗) = 〈η, U[t1,t2]ψ〉. (93)
With this notation the (generalized) amplitude for a regionM is a map ρM : H∂M → C where H∂M
is a Hilbert space of (generalized) states associated with the boundary hypersurface ∂M . In terms
of the path integral, the amplitude for a state Ψ ∈ H∂M is given by,
ρM (Ψ) =
∫
KM
Ψ(φ|∂M )eiSM (φ)dµ(φ). (94)
This reduces precisely to the expression (92) for Ψ = ψ ⊗ η∗. Note that the wave function of the
dual state η∗ is precisely the complex conjugate of the wave function for η.
If the Hilbert spaces of states are infinite-dimensional, the amplitude map ρ[t1,t2]×R3 given by
expression (93) is necessarily unbounded and well-defined only on a dense subspace H◦∂M of the
boundary state space H∂M . This is also generically true for arbitrary regions M . For simplicity,
we continue to pretend in the following that the amplitude map ρM is defined on all of H∂M . The
necessary modifications for a correct treatment are minor and quite straightforward. We refer the
interested reader to the already mentioned reference [12] for such a treatment.
6.3 Composition and the path integral
Transition amplitudes satisfy a crucial temporal composition property, inherited from the compo-
sition property of time-evolution operators. Given times t1 < t2 < t3 we must have U[t1,t3] =
U[t2,t3] ◦ U[t1,t2]. With an orthonormal basis {ζk}k∈I of the Hilbert space H this translates for
transition amplitudes to
〈η, U[t1,t3]ψ〉 =
∑
k∈I
〈η, U[t2,t3]ζk〉〈ζk, U[t1,t2]ψ〉. (95)
To see this property in the path integral description we note first that the sum over a complete
basis of states yields a “delta”-distribution in configuration space, concentrated on the diagonal,
δ(φ1, φ2) :=
∑
k∈I
ζk(φ1)ζk(φ2). (96)
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Figure 34: Illustration of the composition identity for generalized amplitudes in quantum field theory.
(Mathematically this is analogous to the δ in expression (71), except for the fact that we work over
the complex numbers here.) We then have the composition identity,∫
K[t1,t3]
ψ(φ|t1)η(φ|t3)eiS[t1,t3](φ)dµ(φ)
=
∫
φ∈K[t1,t2]
∫
φ′∈K[t2,t3]
ψ(φ|t1)δ(φ|t2 , φ′|t2)η(φ′|t3)eiS[t1,t2](φ)eiS[t2,t3](φ
′)dµ(φ)dµ(φ′)
=
∑
k∈I
∫
φ∈K[t1,t2]
ψ(φ|t1)ζk(φ|t2)eiS[t1,t2](φ)dµ(φ)
∫
φ′∈K[t2,t3]
ζk(φ′|t2)η(φ′|t3)eiS[t2,t3](φ
′)dµ(φ′),
exactly reproducing expression (95). This identity relies crucially on the locality of the configuration
spaces and on the additivity of the action under composition of regions.
Given the path integral expressions it is straightforward to generalize the temporal composition
property to a much more powerful spacetime composition property. What is more, we can express
this composition property on the level of generalized state spaces and generalized amplitudes,
forgetting the underlying path integral. Consider regions M and N with decomposable boundaries
∂M = Σ1 ∪ Σ and ∂N = Σ2 ∪ Σ, that can be glued along the common hypersurface Σ. Given an
orthonormal basis {ζk}k∈I of the Hilbert space HΣ of states associated to the hypersurface Σ we
obtain the composition identity,
ρM∪N (ψ ⊗ η) =
∑
k∈I
ρM (ψ ⊗ ζk)ρN (ζ∗k ⊗ η). (97)
This is illustrated in Figure 34.
6.4 Topological Quantum Field Theory
The generalized notions of amplitude and state space together with their properties such as the
composition identity (97) may be formalized into an axiomatic system. This requires a slight
refinement of the notion of spacetime system introduced in Subsection 2.1. All manifolds (regions
and hypersurfaces) need to carry an orientation. In particular, given a region M its boundary ∂M
inherits an orientation from M . Given a hypersurface Σ we denote the same hypersurface with
opposite orientation by Σ. We present in the following such an axiomatic system without justifying
it in detail. For purposes of the present paper these precise details are unimportant. For a more in
depth explanation we refer the reader to the paper [9].
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(T1) Associated to each hypersurface Σ there is a Hilbert space HΣ, called the state space of Σ.
We denote its inner product by 〈·, ·〉Σ. For Σ the empty set, HΣ = C.
(T1b) Associated to each hypersurface Σ is a conjugate linear isometry ιΣ : HΣ → HΣ. This map is
an involution in the sense that ιΣ ◦ ιΣ is the identity on HΣ.
(T2) Given a hypersurface Σ decomposing into a union Σ1 ∪ · · · ∪Σn, there is an isometric isomor-
phism of Hilbert spaces τ : HΣ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ HΣn → HΣ. This is required to be associative in the
obvious way. We often omit writing τ explicitly.
(T2b) The involution ι is compatible with the above decomposition. That is, τ ◦ (ιΣ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ιΣn) =
ιΣ ◦ τ .
(T4) Associated to each region M there is a linear map ρM : H∂M → C, called the amplitude
(map).
(T3x) Let Σ be a hypersurface and Σˆ the associated slice region. The boundary ∂Σˆ decomposes
into the union ∂Σˆ = Σ ∪ Σ′, where Σ′ denotes a second copy of Σ. Then, the bilinear
map (·, ·)Σ : HΣ × HΣ′ → C given by ρΣˆ ◦ τ is related to the inner product on HΣ via〈·, ·〉Σ = (ιΣ(·), ·)Σ.
(T5a) Let M1 and M2 be regions and M = M1 unionsqM2 their disjoint union. Then, for all ψ1 ∈ H∂M1
and ψ2 ∈ H∂M2 ,
ρM (ψ1 ⊗ ψ2) = ρM1(ψ1)ρM2(ψ2). (98)
(T5b) Let M be a region with its boundary decomposing as ∂M = Σ1 ∪ Σ ∪ Σ′, where Σ′ is a copy
of Σ. Let M1 denote the gluing of M to itself along Σ,Σ′ and suppose it is a region. Then,
for any orthonormal basis {ζk}k∈I of HΣ, we have for all ψ ∈ H∂M1 ,
ρM1(ψ) =
∑
k∈I
ρM (ψ ⊗ ζk ⊗ ιΣ(ζk)) . (99)
We make one technical remark about the axiomatic system. Rather than considering the compo-
sition property (97) directly as an axiom we have two axioms dealing with spacetime composition:
(T5a) and (T5b). The first covers the case of a disjoint composition while the second codifies
a self-composition. Combining these we can recover the binary composition of the identity (97).
However, the presented form allows for more flexibility and has technical advantages.
The presented axiomatic system is but a particular version of an axiomatic framework proposed
by Segal and Atiyah at the end of the 1980s [50, 5]. This was inspired by Witten’s work at the time
and called topological quantum field theory. The adjective “topological” comes from the fact that
originally it was applied mainly to topological field theories. These are theories which are defined
on topological manifolds or only depend on the topology of underlying manifolds even if these are
equipped with more structure. The reason of interest in these theories is that they often possess
only finitely many degrees of freedom, allowing for their rigorous treatment. Many of these theories
do not represent physical quantum field theories but are motivated mathematically. In particular,
they might be used to construct invariants of manifolds or invariants of knots [51]. In this way
topological quantum field theory lead to a revolution of various fields of mathematics, including
algebraic topology, low dimensional topology and knot theory. It has also connections to quantum
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groups and category theory. (In fact the latter connects back to categorical diagrammatics as used
in Section 3, but further explaining this would go far beyond this paper’s scope.)
It is worth mentioning one particular way in which the axioms as we have presented them differ
from common definitions of topological quantum field theory (such as Atiyah’s original one [5]). In
these definitions there is an additional datum on boundaries of regions: Each connected component
of the boundary is labeled either as “in” or “out”. The amplitude map for a region is then presented
as a linear map between the state spaces associated to these two boundary parts, i.e., as a mapHin →
H∗out rather than Hin ⊗ Hout → C as corresponds to our axiomatization. This has the advantage
that a composition of amplitudes can be implemented as a simple composition of maps, gluing an
“in” to an “out” hypersurface. Also this means that one can view the spacetime system as forming
a category with objects being the hypersurfaces and morphisms being the regions understood as
cobordisms. The axiomatic system implements then a functor from this cobordism category to a
category of vector spaces (in our case complex Hilbert spaces). There are two important reasons
why we do not follow this tradition, one technical and one conceptual. The technical reason is that
if the vector spaces are infinite dimensional (the generic case in quantum field theory) dualization
becomes problematic. Relabeling an “in” part as an “out” part to convert an amplitude into a
map as indicated above is then generically not well defined. The conceptual reason is that the
“in” vs. “out” choice does in general not have any physical meaning. In the early literature it
is sometimes motivated from a direction of time, i.e., the “in” part corresponding to an initial
spacelike hypersurface and the “out” part to a final one. However, taking this seriously would
severely restrict the types of region that could be considered, throwing us back to essentially just
the standard formulation with ordinary transition amplitudes. A more adequate mathematical
home for the presented version of the axioms could be the recently developed “blob complex” of
Morrison and Walker [52].
While topological quantum field theory arose as a formalization of properties of quantum field
theory, Segal in particular proposed to take it as a definition [50]. Since physically realistic quantum
field theories involve infinitely many degrees of freedom, making this precise poses considerable
technical challenges. Nevertheless, considering 2-dimensional conformal field theory, Segal was
able to advance this program considerably [7]. He is also developing the application to quantum
field theory in a 4-dimensional Euclidean setting [53]. On the other hand, without abandoning
the Lorentzian signature of physical spacetime, some success has been achieved by considering
the simplest class of “realistic” theories, linear and affine field theories [11, 40]. An ambitious
programme for a TQFT-like encoding of quantum field theory based on the BV-BFV formalism
was also launched by Cattaneo, Mnev and Reshetikhin [54]. Elements of the TQFT approach are
also present in “mainstream” conformal field theory, for example in the notion of radial quantization
[55].
6.5 Towards operationalism – boundary measurements
What we have considered so far is essentially a spacetime localized description of unitary time-
evolution in quantum field theory. This does not include any spacetime localized description of
measurement processes. Indeed, if we are merely interested in a new (and potentially better in
some ways) mathematical description of standard quantum field theory there might not be any need
for this. After all, in standard quantum field theory, the measurements of interest are idealized
to happen at past and future infinity in time. They are encoded via the S-matrix which, from
a conceptual point of view is nothing but an asymptotic transition amplitude. That is, in the
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spacetime diagram of Figure 33 we send the initial time t1 → −∞ and the future time t2 → ∞.
The probability (density) used to calculate scattering cross sections is obtained (in the limit) from
the usual modulus square expression (91).
Recall that in Subsection 6.1 we insisted on the necessity for a temporal background structure
to spacetime in order to ensure the applicability of the standard formulation of quantum theory.
However, for the axiomatic system of topological quantum field theory as outlined in Subsection 6.4
we have apparently not had any need for such a background structure. But it is precisely in
the moment we consider actual measurements (via the S-matrix) that the need for this temporal
structure comes back. In contrast, the examples of topological theories we mentioned earlier are not
quantum theories in the physical sense. The mathematical quantities of interest in these theories
do not have an interpretation as probabilities or expectation values of measurements.
Can we do better? It turns out that the probability rule (91) for transition amplitudes admits
a considerable generalization, valid for general spacetime regions and not requiring any explicit
temporal structure [9]. To explain this, we first consider the more limited question of time-reversal
symmetry in the description of measurements associated with transition amplitudes. Often mea-
surement processes in quantum theory are presented using the picture of a “collapse” or “reduction”.
A measurement associated with a transition amplitude (Figure 33) would be described as follows:
At time t1 an initial state ψ is prepared which then evolves unitarily until time t2. At that time
the measurement occurs, causing the state to suddenly collapse to the final state. In the case at
hand the final state is η with probability given by expression (91). Otherwise it is the normalized
projection of ψ onto the orthogonal complement of η. This description distinguishes in an essential
way past and future and seems to preclude any time-symmetric formulation of the measurement
process. However, the collapse picture, while sometimes a convenient mental image, should not be
taken as a physical description of the measurement process. Indeed, it has long been understood
that the formulas for the prediction of measurement outcomes (including composite ones) in quan-
tum theory are perfectly time-reversal symmetric. This is explained in particular in the seminal
work of Aharonov, Bergmann and Lebowitz [56]. We illustrate this with a retrodictive interpre-
tation of the probability (91) associated to a transition amplitude. Suppose that the system is
prepared randomly in states of an orthonormal basis of the Hilbert space H, one of which is ψ.
Then, for the ensemble of measurements with outcome η the probability (or frequency) that ψ was
prepared is given by formula (91). (Watanabe called this kind of retrodiction “blind retrodiction”
[57].)
The lesson here is that rather than the temporal relation between the elements of the measure-
ment process what is essential for its description is their conditional relation. It just so happens that
we are usually more interested in conditioning future events on past ones rather than the other way
round. Usually we want to predict, not retrodict. In the following, for definiteness, we nevertheless
use a language that is mostly guided by the traditional temporal connotation of conditioning in
quantum measurements. We use the terms preparation or knowledge for what is conditioned upon
and observation or question for what is conditioned. For a general spacetime region the boundary
does not necessarily decompose into two components. Consequently, it is not generally possible
to ascribe a prepared state to one boundary component and an observed one to another. Instead
we need to view the boundary as a whole and ascribe the elements of preparation and observation
to the same boundary. It is also convenient at this point to remember that rather than the state
vectors it is only their rays, i.e., the one-dimensional subspaces of the Hilbert space they generate,
that are relevant for probabilities. From this it is a small step to generalize from one-dimensional
to arbitrary subspaces.
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The generalized probability rule for a spacetime region M works as follows. Associated to the
boundary ∂M we have a Hilbert space H∂M of generalized states. We need two closed subspaces
S and A of this Hilbert space such that A ⊆ S. The subspace S represents the preparation or
knowledge while the subspace A represents the observation or question. The inclusion A ⊆ S
represents that in posing a question we take into account what we already know.15 Let {ζk}k∈I be
an orthonormal basis of the Hilbert space H∂M that restricts for the subset J ⊆ I to a basis of S
and for the subset K ⊆ J to a basis of A. The probability to observe A given S was prepared (or
is known) is then,
Π(A|S) =
∑
k∈K |ρM (ζk)|2∑
k∈J |ρM (ζk)|2
. (100)
Note that the summands in numerator and denominator are positive and the sum in the denominator
includes the sum in the numerator. Thus, if the expression is well defined we have as expected for
probabilities,
0 ≤ Π(A|S) ≤ 1. (101)
There are different cases when the quotient (100) is not well defined. These are interpreted as
corresponding to situations where the measurement is physically not well posed. If the denomina-
tor vanishes this means that the knowledge encoded in S does not correspond to any physically
realizable condition on the boundary. If the denominator is infinite this signals that the condition
encoded by S is insufficient to determine a probability. For later use we also note an alternative
form of expression (100). Denote by PS ,PA orthogonal projection operators onto the subspaces
S,A respectively. The probability (100) may also be written as,
Π(A|S) =
∑
k∈I ρM (PAζk)ρM (ζk)∑
k∈I ρM (PSζk)ρM (ζk)
. (102)
Although expression (100) or (102) look rather different from the probability rule (91) for tran-
sition amplitudes, the latter arises as a special case of the former as follows. In the preparation we
fix the state ψ ∈ Ht1 while we leave undetermined the final state in Ht2 . This leads to the subspace
S = {ψ ⊗ ζ∗ : ζ∗ ∈ H∗t2} ⊆ Ht1 ⊗H∗t2 = H∂M . (103)
For the observation we already know that we have ψ ∈ Ht1 but additionally ask for η ∈ Ht2 . This
yields the one-dimensional subspace
A = {λψ ⊗ η∗ : λ ∈ C} ⊆ S. (104)
It is then easy to check that the denominator in the quotient (100) or (102) is equal to 1 while
the numerator reproduces the usual probability expression (91). We refer the reader interested in
a more in-depth development and justification of the generalized probability rule to the original
papers [9, 58].
At this point we have at our disposal a manifestly local and timeless description of an impor-
tant class of measurement processes (namely those localized on boundaries of spacetime regions).
Moreover, this is compatible with and integrates into the local description of quantum field theory
in terms of topological quantum field theory (Subsection 6.4). The boundary measurements just
15The inclusion condition may be dropped at the expense of slightly more complicated formulas and a certain care
with handling the probabilities [58]. However, it is unclear if anything is gained by doing so.
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Figure 35: Illustration of a transition amplitude with field operators inserted.
described have already lead to a corresponding generalization of the S-matrix. Such generalized
S-matrices arise as asymptotic amplitudes for spacetime regions that do not take the special shape
of an extended time interval. A simple case is to consider a hypercylinder in Minkowski spacetime
that is a sphere in space, extended over all of time. The asymptotic amplitude arises when the ra-
dius of the sphere is sent to infinity [59]. Of particular interest are applications in curved spacetime
[60, 61], especially when there are obstructions to constructing the standard S-matrix such as in
Anti-deSitter spacetime [62]. This has also lead to new investigations of the Unruh effect [63, 64].
6.6 Observables
We proceed to add a further important ingredient to our local and axiomatic description of quantum
field theory: observables. In contrast to non-relativistic quantum mechanics, in quantum field theory
these are localized not only in time, but also in space. In fact, the simplest ones are localized at
spacetime points and equipped with a label indicating this point. The typical example is a field
operator φ(t, x), where (t, x) indicates a spacetime point. (For simplicity we use a notation that
suggests a scalar field.) The most important composition of observables in quantum field theory
is via the time-ordered product. Irrespective of the order in which observables are written down,
they are composed as operators in the temporal order corresponding to the labels. The earliest is
applied first etc. That this ordering is invariant under Poincaré transformations is ensured by the
relativistic causality condition. This states that the commutator between observables must vanish
if they are relatively spacelike localized (in which case Poincaré transformations may change their
temporal order). That is (in the Heisenberg picture),
[φ(t, x), φ′(t′, x′)] = 0 if (t− t′, x− x′) is spacelike. (105)
In path integral quantization the matrix elements of time-ordered products take a simple form.
We consider the example of a product of three field operators illustrated in Figure 35. Let t0 <
t1 < t2 < t3 < t4 and x1, x2, x3 ∈ R3 and ψ, η ∈ H. Then,
〈η, U[t3,t4]φ(t3, x3)U[t2,t3]φ(t2, x2)U[t1,t2]φ(t1, x1)U[t0,t1]ψ〉
=
∫
K[t0,t4]
ψ(φ|t0)η(φ|t4)φ(t1, x1)φ(t2, x2)φ(t3, x3)eiS[t0,t4](φ)dµ(φ). (106)
In text books on quantum field theory the Heisenberg picture is mostly used and the left hand side
would be written as
〈η,Tφ(t3, x3)φ(t2, x2)φ(t1, x1)ψ〉, (107)
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with T explicitly indicating time-ordering.
Comparing to the expression (92) for a simple transition amplitude we see that the difference
consists of merely inserting the product of the classical observables into the path integral. Since
these depend locally on field configurations in accordance with the labels we can immediately write
down the generalization for arbitrary spacetime regions. LetM be a spacetime region, F : KM → R
a classical observable16 and Ψ ∈ H∂M a generalized state on the boundary. The amplitude with
inserted observable will be denoted by ρFM and is a map H∂M → C just as the amplitude without
observable. We get,
ρFM (ψ) =
∫
KM
Ψ(φ|∂M )F (φ)eiSM (φ)dµ(φ), (108)
compare expression (94). We call ρFM an observable map. Note that the classical observable F may
depend on field configurations in the whole region M , not merely at a point or a few points.
It is clear from the path integral expression (106) that observable maps compose exactly in
the same way as amplitudes. Moreover, amplitudes arise as special cases of observable maps with
the observable being the constant function with value 1. Proceeding as for the amplitudes we may
forget the path integral and just keep the properties of the observable maps that were induced by the
path integral. We cast these into axioms, extending in this way the axiomatic system of topological
quantum field theory (Subsection 6.4) with a notion of observable [65, 12]. As in Subsection 6.4 we
may drop at this point the restriction that the spacetime system contain a temporal background
structure.
(O1) Associated to each spacetime regionM there is a real vector space OM of linear maps H∂M →
C, called observable maps. In particular, ρM ∈ OM .
(O2a) Let M1 and M2 be regions and M = M1 ∪M2 be their disjoint union. Then, there is an
injective bilinear map ◦ : OM1 ×OM2 ↪→ OM such that for all O1 ∈ OM1 and O2 ∈ OM2 and
ψ1 ∈ H∂M1 and ψ2 ∈ H∂M2 ,
O1 ◦O2(ψ1 ⊗ ψ2) = O1(ψ1)O2(ψ2). (109)
This operation is required to be associative in the obvious way.
(O2b) Let M be a region with its boundary decomposing as a disjoint union ∂M = Σ1 ∪Σ∪Σ′ and
M1 given as in (T5b). Then, there is a linear map ◦Σ : OM → OM1 such that for all O ∈ OM
and any orthonormal basis {ζi}i∈I of HΣ and for all ψ ∈ H∂M1 ,
◦Σ(O)(ψ) =
∑
i∈I
O(ψ ⊗ ζi ⊗ ιΣ(ζi)). (110)
This operation is required to commute with itself and with (O2a) in the obvious way.
The assignment of quantum data to regions and hypersurfaces according to the combined ax-
iomatic system is illustrated in Figure 36. Rather than merely adding the observable axioms to the
axiomatic system exhibited in Subsection 6.4 we may merge them into a more integrated axiomatic
system as follows. We replace axioms (T4), (T5a) and (T5b) by axioms (O1), (O2a) and (O2b)
and then add the features of the amplitude map as a special kind of observable map back in. In
16In contrast to the notion of classical observable introduced in Subsection 5.4 the domain is here all of configuration
space rather than only the space of solutions. This is a notable feature of path integral quantization.
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Figure 36: Assignment of quantum data to regions and hypersurface in topological quantum field theory
with observables: HΣ, H∂M , H∂N are complex Hilbert spaces associated to the hypersurfaces Σ, ∂M and
∂N respectively. ρM : H∂M → C is the amplitude map for region M . O : H∂N → C is an observable map
associated to region N .
particular, equation (98) of axiom (T5a) would appear as ρM = ρM1 ◦ ρM2 . Similarly, equation (99)
in axiom (T5b) would appear as ρM1 = ◦Σ(ρM ). This results in a striking resemblance between the
present axiomatic system and that of the positive formalism (Subsection 2.11). For hypersurfaces
we have complex Hilbert spaces of states vs. partially ordered inner product spaces of boundary
conditions, which are in particular real Hilbert spaces. For regions we have complex linear ob-
servable maps vs. real linear (and positive) probes. The amplitude map corresponds to the null
probe. In the present case we need manifolds with orientation while the positive formalism gets
along without orientation. Apart form this detail composition axioms for hypersurfaces and for
regions are completely analogous. This is all the more surprising as they seem to have a completely
different origin. While the composition property for quantum field theory comes from the path
integral, that of the positive formalism is deduced from physical principles.
At this point it is an open problem whether quantum field theories of physical relevance (such
as those that form the Standard Model of Elementary Particle Physics) can be encoded in a non-
trivial way in an axiomatic system similar to the one presented here. (Restricting to time-interval
regions this can be trivially done.) However, the obstacles that currently impede this appear to
be more related to the general difficulties of making quantum field theory mathematically rigorous
than to any conceptual problems. In particular, in the simplest case of linear quantum field theory
with observables (which is the basis of perturbation theory) and assuming the availability of certain
additional structure on hypersurfaces (complex structures in the sense of geometric quantization)
this problem is solved [12]. The solution in this case also includes a rigorous quantization functor
that takes in classical field theory as axiomatically presented in Subsections 5.3 and 5.4. We also
remind the reader of the efforts in this direction already mentioned at the end of Subsection 6.4.
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Figure 37: An observable map associated to a spacelike hypersurface corresponds to an operator.
6.7 Expectation values
As the name suggests, observables in quantum theory were conceived as mathematical objects en-
coding measurement processes. However, observables as used in quantum field theory fulfill this
role only in a very limited sense. The objects of interest there are mostly vacuum expectation values
of time-ordered products of observables, called n-point functions. (E.g., as depicted in Figure 35
but with initial and final states given by the vacuum state and initial and final time sent to in-
finity.) These serve two principal purposes. Firstly, in perturbation theory, the n-point functions
of an interacting theory can be expanded into sums over integrals over n-point functions of the
corresponding linear theory (see e.g. [3]). In this role there is no direct relation to measurement.
Secondly, the S-matrix for a scattering process of k particles can be recovered from the n-point
functions with n ≤ k. This is due to the famous reduction formula by Lehmann, Symanzik and
Zimmermann [66]. In this case the S-matrix is closely related to measurable quantities, but the mea-
surement in question is idealized to take place at asymptotic infinity. In particular, the spacetime
localization of the observables is not related to the spacetime localization of the measurement.
The notion of observables as operators in the standard formulation is recovered for observable
maps that are associated to spacelike slice regions. Consider such a slice region, say for the equal-
time hypersurface Σt at time t in Minkowski spacetime, see Figure 37. The relation between an
observable map O ∈ OΣˆt : Ht⊗H∗t → C and the corresponding operator Oˆ : Ht → Ht is via matrix
elements,
O(ψ ⊗ η∗) = 〈η, Oˆψ〉. (111)
This is closely analogous to equation (93) for transition amplitudes. The expectation value of
an operator playing the role of an observable is of course a measurable quantity in the standard
formulation. Thus, setting η = ψ in relation (111) we get the expectation value of the observable
encoded by the operator Oˆ in the state ψ. Note that for the interpretation of the operator Oˆ as
an observable in this sense it must be hermitian. There is, however, no corresponding condition
in the presented axioms that would ensure this. In any case, at least for spacelike slice observable
maps that satisfy this additional condition we have an interpretation in terms of a measurement
with corresponding (temporal) localization on the slice hypersurface.
The standard formula for the expectation value looks quite unnatural and special in the present
axiomatic context. Formula (102) is suggestive of a more natural candidate for a generalized expec-
tation value [65]. Let M be a region and O ∈ OM an observable map in M . Let S ⊆ H∂M be a
closed subspace of the boundary state space as in Subsection 6.5. Define the generalized expectation
value of O given S as,
〈O〉S :=
∑
k∈I O(PSζk)ρM (ζk)∑
k∈I ρM (PSζk)ρM (ζk)
. (112)
There are several interesting special cases for this quantity. In particular, the probability (102) for
a boundary measurement is recovered if we determine the observable through the subspace A of the
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measurement via O = ρM ◦ PA. It is also not difficult to see that the usual expectation value for
slice observables can be recovered. To this end consider the previous context with a slice observable
at time t corresponding to the operator Oˆ. If we set S according to equation (103) as determined
by the initial state ψ ∈ Ht we obtain indeed,
〈O〉S = 〈ψ, Oˆψ〉. (113)
We mention another interesting special case. Still in the context of the slice observable, set S to a
one-dimensional subspace determined by a product state ψ⊗η as given in equation (104). (Replace
A by S in that expression.) It is easy to verify that the value (112) then takes the form,
〈O〉S = 〈η, Oˆψ〉〈η, ψ〉 . (114)
This is precisely the weak value of the observable O given pre-selection by ψ and post-selection by
η [67]. We emphasize, however, that also the generalized expectation value (112) has the physical
interpretation of a measurable probability or expectation value only in special circumstances that
are not themselves codified in the axioms.
We shall refer to the axiomatic system obtained up to this point together with the rule (100)
for probabilities in boundary measurements and the generalized expectation value (112) as the
amplitude formalism for quantum theory. We have already remarked the striking analogy between
the axiomatic system of the amplitude formalism and that of the positive formalism as laid out in
Subsection 2.11. This analogy definitely breaks down, however, when examining the rules to extract
measurable quantities. In the positive formalism the most important rules for obtaining probabil-
ities are given by expressions (1) and (3). Replacing probes by observable maps and generalized
boundary conditions by generalized states in these expressions does not yield quantities that can
be interpreted as directly related to measurement outcomes in any way. Conversely, the analogues
of the probability (100) and generalized expectation value (112) do not make any immediate sense
in the positive formalism. What is more, there is a difference in scope. The positive formalism is
meant to be capable in principle to codify any measurement that can be done in a given theory. In
contrast we were able to codify some important classes of quantum measurements in the amplitude
formalism, but these classes are certainly not meant to be exhaustive. In particular, this means
that the amplitude formalism at this point would be insufficient as a definition of quantum theory.
6.8 Statistical quantum theory
A coherent and complete description of quantum measurement theory requires to work in the setting
of statistical quantum theory. Before switching to this setting we introduce a few useful definitions
and notations. For a complex Hilbert space H we denote by BR(H) the real vector space of bounded
self-adjoint operators on H. We denote by B+(H) the cone of positive operators in BR(H) making
the latter into a partially ordered vector space, compare Definition A.4 and Proposition A.16 of the
appendix. There is an inner product in BR(H) given by,
LA,BM := tr(A†B), (115)
where tr denotes the trace. IfH is infinite-dimensional this inner product is not defined for every pair
of operators. However, it can be defined for every pair of positive operators if we include positive
infinity,∞, as a possible value. In particular, it is thus a positive-definite unbounded sharply positive
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symmetric bilinear form, compare Definitions A.26, A.28, A.29 and Proposition A.33. BR(H)
becomes in this way a partially ordered unbounded inner product space. The inner product is well
defined on the subspace of Hilbert-Schmidt operators and makes this into a real Hilbert space. It
is also well defined if either A or B is a trace-class operator, i.e., has a well defined trace, see
Remark A.34.
In statistical quantum theory the concept of state is generalized to that of mixed state. Mathe-
matically a mixed state, also called density matrix or density operator, is represented by a positive
operator σ ∈ B+(H) which is of trace-class and has unit trace. The notion of state that we have
used so far is contained in the statistical notion of state as follows. An element of the Hilbert
space H determines a projection operator σ ∈ B+(H) onto the one-dimensional subspace spanned
by this element. Such a state is then called a pure state. Sometimes the term “mixed state” is
reserved for those density operators that are not pure states. Any mixed state can be written as a
(possibly infinite) linear combination of pure states with positive coefficients. This decomposition
is generically not unique, however. Thus, the interpretation of a mixed state as an ensemble of pure
states (as suggested by the word “statistical”) has to be taken with care.
The time evolution of mixed states is easily inferred from that of pure states via the correspon-
dence of the latter to 1-dimensional projectors. Thus, if the evolution of a state as an element in
H from time t1 to time t2 is implemented via the application of the unitary operator U[t1,t2] the
corresponding evolution of a density operator is implemented by conjugation with U[t1,t2] as follows,
U˜[t1,t2] : BR(H)→ BR(H), σ 7→ U[t1,t2]σU†[t1,t2]. (116)
The operator U˜[t1,t2] is also called a super-operator to emphasize that it does not act on the original
Hilbert space H but on the space of operators on it. It is immediate to see that the super-operators
of time evolution compose just as the ordinary time evolution operators. That is, for t1 < t2 < t3
we have U˜[t1,t3] = U˜[t2,t3] ◦ U˜[t1,t2].
Analogous to the Hilbert space formulation (compare Subsection 6.2), we can encode the time
evolution super-operator U˜ in terms of its matrix elements. This leads to an analogue of the notion
of transition amplitude. For an initial state σ ∈ B+(H) and a final state τ ∈ B+(H) this is,
Lτ, U˜[t1,t2]σM = tr(τU[t1,t2]σU†[t1,t2]). (117)
Note that this quantity is positive and also less or equal to 1 (supposing that σ and τ are normalized
to have unit trace). Indeed, if σ and τ are one-dimensional projectors onto spaces spanned by
normalized vectors ψ and η respectively it is immediate to check that expression (117) coincides
with the transition probability (91).
Clearly the transition probabilities (117) compose in time just like the transition amplitudes
(see expression (95)), by inserting a complete basis. That is, we have,
Lτ, U˜[t1,t3]σM = ∑
k∈I
Lτ, U˜[t2,t3]ξkMLξk, U˜[t1,t2]σM. (118)
Here {ξk}k∈H is a real orthonormal basis of the subspace of BR(Ht2) formed by the self-adjoint
Hilbert-Schmidt operators with respect to the inner product (115). Note in particular, that the
basis elements ξk are neither in general positive nor trace-class. So the matrix elements appearing in
the sum on the right-hand side of expression (118) are not in general positive, let alone probabilities.
We now switch to the context of the amplitude formalism with generalized state spaces asso-
ciated to hypersurfaces and amplitude maps associated to regions. Our goal is to work out the
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corresponding objects of statistical quantum theory and their properties. The remainder of this
subsection is an abbreviated account of some of the contents of the paper [13]. An obvious choice
for the structure to be associated to a hypersurface Σ is the space BR(HΣ) of self-adjoint operators
over the Hilbert space HΣ. For a region M we need a generalization of the transition probability
(117) in analogy to the generalization from transition amplitudes to amplitude maps described in
Subsection 6.2. The right choice turns out to be the (unbounded) linear map AM : BR(H∂M )→ R
given as follows in terms of the amplitude map for M ,
AM (σ) :=
∑
k∈I
ρM (ζk)ρM (σζk), (119)
where {ζk}k∈I is an orthonormal basis of H∂M . Since the amplitude map ρM takes complex
values it is a non-trivial fact that AM takes only real values. To see this consider the case of σ
being a projection operator. We can then use a basis adapted to σ so that the summands on
the right hand side of expression (119) are all positive. Thus, AM (σ) is positive in this case. By
approximating self-adjoint operators with real linear combinations of projection operators we obtain
the desired result. What is more, if σ is a positive operator it can be approximated by positive
linear combinations of projection operators so that AM (σ) is positive in this case. That is, AM
is an unbounded positive linear map from the partially ordered vector space BR(H∂M ) to the real
numbers, see Definition A.23. We call AM the probability map associated to the region M .
In the amplitude formalism the assignments of Hilbert spaces to hypersurfaces satisfy important
properties, relating to orientation change of the hypersurface and hypersurface decompositions.
These are codified in axioms (T1), (T1b), (T2) and (T2b) of Subsection 6.4. To see the implications
of the hypersurface assignments in the present statistical setting recall the following facts. Consider
complex Hilbert spaces H1 and H2 as well as their (completed) tensor product H1 ⊗ H2. Then,
the real (completed) tensor product of the corresponding spaces of self-adjoint operators BR(H1)⊗
BR(H2) is naturally isomorphic to the space of self-adjoint operators over the tensor product,
BR(H1⊗H2). What is more, this isomorphism is positive, i.e., a tensor product of positive operators
is mapped to a positive operator, see Proposition A.22. We also mention that the space of self-
adjoint operators over a Hilbert space H and over its dual H∗ are naturally isomorphic. All in all
this means the following. Axiom (T1) is replaced by the assignment of the space BR(HΣ) to the
hypersurface, which is a partially ordered vector space. We denote this space from now on by BΣ.
Also, if Σ is the empty set we have BΣ = R. Due to the canonical isomorphism between BR(HΣ)
and BR(HΣ) we do not need to care about the orientation of Σ and there is no need for an analogue
of Axiom (T1b). Rather, BΣ = BΣ. Axiom (T2) is replaced by a very similar axiom, also in terms of
an isomorphism of (now real) vector spaces involving the tensor product, but which is also positive.
Axiom (T2b) again has no analogue. As the attentive reader will surely have noticed at this point,
the new axioms we have obtained are precisely the Axioms (P1) and (P2) of the positive formalism,
see Subsection 2.11. There is one more structure on the spaces BΣ that we have mentioned, but
not yet codified. This is the inner product (115). We could also add this to the Axiom (P1) and to
(P2) as it is compatible with the isomorphism associated to hypersurface decompositions. However,
we have left it out deliberately, as it will follow from further axioms that we are to consider in a
moment.
We turn to the probability maps assigned to regions. As a first step we show that they indeed
specialize to the transition probabilities for regions that have the shape of a time-interval, M =
[t1, t2]×R3. As before, we identify the corresponding Hilbert spaces H = Ht1 = Ht2 and therefore
also the spaces of generalized mixed states B = Bt1 = Bt2 . Let {ζk}k∈I be an orthonormal basis of
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H. Then, {ζk ⊗ ζ∗l }(k,l)∈I×I is an orthonormal basis of H∂M = H⊗H∗. Given states σ, τ ∈ B+ we
have σ ⊗ τ ∈ B+∂M a state. We evaluate the probability map for M on the state σ ⊗ τ according to
definition (119),
AM (σ ⊗ τ) =
∑
(k,l)∈I×I
ρM (ζk ⊗ ζ∗l )ρM (σζk ⊗ τζ∗l ) (120)
=
∑
(k,l)∈I×I
〈ζl, U[t1,t2]ζk〉〈τζl, U[t1,t2]σζk〉 (121)
= tr(τU[t1,t2]σU
†
[t1,t2]). (122)
We recover expression (117) as claimed. A very similar derivation yields the inner product (115)
from the probability map for slice regions using Axiom (T3x) of the amplitude formalism. Thus,
consider a hypersurface Σ and the associated slice region Σˆ. Given generalized states σ, τ ∈ BΣ and
an orthonormal basis {ζk}k∈I of HΣ we have,
AΣˆ(σ ⊗ τ) =
∑
(k,l)∈I×I
ρΣˆ(ζk ⊗ ζ∗l )ρΣˆ(σζk ⊗ τζ∗l ) (123)
=
∑
(k,l)∈I×I
〈ζl, ζk〉Σ〈τζl, σζk〉Σ (124)
= tr(τσ) = Lτ, σMΣ. (125)
We obtain properties analogous to Axioms (T4) and (T3x) of the amplitude formalism. Formu-
lating these as axioms themselves can be done as follows:
(P4’) Associated to each regionM there is an unbounded positive linear map AM : B∂M → R called
the probability map.
(P3x’) Let Σ be a hypersurface and Σˆ the associated slice region. Then, the map L·, ·MΣ : BΣ×BΣ → R
given by Lb1, b2MΣ := AΣˆ(b1 ⊗ b2) is a positive-definite unbounded sharply positive symmetric
bilinear form and makes BΣ into a partially ordered unbounded inner product space.
In this way we have included the inner product on BΣ axiomatically, although we have not yet
codified its compatibility with the hypersurface decompositions of Axiom (P2).
The most remarkable analogy of the statistical setting with the amplitude formalism arises in the
composition properties of the probability maps. These turn out to be completely analogous to the
composition properties of the amplitude maps, codified in Axioms (T5) and (T5b) of Subsection 6.4,
and can be derived directly from the latter. We include the explicit demonstration here only for
the case of composition in the context of Axiom (T5b). Thus, consider a region M with boundary
decomposing as ∂M = Σ1 ∪ Σ ∪ Σ′ such that σ′ is a copy of Σ. Denote the gluing of M to itself
along Σ,Σ′ by M1 and suppose this is an admissible region. Suppose σ ∈ BΣ1 and let {ζ1,k}k∈I and
{ζk}k∈J denote orthonormal basis of the Hilbert spaces HΣ1 and HΣ respectively. Define ξkl to be
the operator on HΣ defined by ξkl(ζm) = δl,mζk. Then, using Definition (119) and Axiom (T5b)
we have,
AM1(σ) =
∑
k∈I
ρM1(ζ1,k)ρM1(σζ1,k) (126)
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=
∑
k∈I l,m∈J
ρM (ζ1,k ⊗ ζl ⊗ ζ∗l )ρM (σζ1,k ⊗ ζm ⊗ ζ∗m) (127)
=
∑
k∈I l,m,n∈J
ρM (ζ1,k ⊗ ζl ⊗ ζ∗l )ρM (σζ1,k ⊗ ξm,n(ζl)⊗ ξm,n(ζl)∗) (128)
=
∑
k∈I l,m,n,j∈J
ρM (ζ1,k ⊗ ζl ⊗ ζ∗j )ρM (σζ1,k ⊗ ξm,n(ζl)⊗ ξm,n(ζj)∗) (129)
=
∑
k∈I m,n∈J
AM (σ ⊗ ξm,n ⊗ ξ†m,n). (130)
Note that {ξkl}(k,l)∈J×J is an orthonormal basis of the complex Hilbert space of Hilbert-Schmidt
operators on HΣ with the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product (115). In expression (130) we can replace
this orthonormal basis by any other one. In particular we may choose a basis that consists of
self-adjoint operators only. This is then also an orthonormal basis of the real Hilbert space of
self-adjoint Hilbert-Schmidt operators. The composition properties of the probability maps can be
codified into axioms as follows,
(P5a’) Let M1 and M2 be regions and M = M1 ∪M2 their disjoint union. Then, for all σ1 ∈ B∂M1
and σ2 ∈ B∂M2 ,
AM (σ1 ⊗ σ2) = AM1(σ1)AM2(σ2). (131)
(P5b’) LetM be a region with its boundary decomposing as ∂M = Σ1∪Σ∪Σ′, where Σ′ is a copy of
Σ. Let M1 denote the gluing of M to itself along Σ,Σ′ and suppose it is a region. Then, for
any orthonormal basis {ξk}k∈I of the subspace of Hilbert-Schmidt operators of BΣ, we have
for all σ ∈ B∂M1 ,
AM1(σ) =
∑
k∈I
AM (σ ⊗ ξk ⊗ ξk) . (132)
We arrive at an axiomatic formulation of properties of quantum statistical field theory analogous
to the properties of quantum field theory encoded into the axioms of topological quantum field
theory and the amplitude formalism of Subsection 6.4. More precisely Axioms (P1), (P2), (P4’),
(P3x’), (P5a’), (P5b’) are analogs to Axioms (T1), (T2), (T4), (T3x), (T5a), (T5b) respectively.
As explained previously, there are no analogs of Axioms (T1b) and (T2b) as all structures in the
statistical setting are invariant under orientation change of hypersurfaces. At this time the attentive
reader will have noticed that the Axioms (P1), (P2), (P4’), (P3x’), (P5a’), (P5b’) can be obtained as
a simplification of the axioms of the positive formalism (Subsection 2.11) arrived at by taking away
the spaces of probes, merely retaining the null probes, i.e., probability maps. This also involves a
slight notational change by setting AM (σ) = J, σKM . Indeed, it was by following the steps outlined
in the present subsection that the positive formalism was originally discovered in the paper [13].
The derivation from first principles outlined in Section 2 as well as the realization that the positive
formalism can also describe classical theories came later [20].
The fact that the axioms of the present setting describe a more general class of theories than sta-
tistical quantum field theory reflects a loss of structure as compared to the axioms of Subsection 6.4.
To see this more clearly it is convenient to momentarily redefine the spaces BΣ to be the complex
vector spaces B(HΣ) of bounded operators on the corresponding Hilbert spaces HΣ. It is easy to
see that all constructions work with these spaces as well and we basically obtain a complexification
of the presented setting. In particular, the probability maps are complex valued maps that yield
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real or positive values on the subsets of self-adjoint and positive operators respectively. In fact, it
is natural to start working in this way and then realize that everything restricts accordingly when
restricting to the self-adjoint operators. An advantage of the complex setting is that we see more
structure: The spaces associated to hypersurfaces carry not merely a partial order and an inner
product but also an algebra structure. This algebra structure is something we (deliberately) loose
when transiting to the positive formalism. The real spaces of self-adjoint operators do in fact still
carry a shadow of this structure, namely they form Jordan algebras. We have not axiomatized this
either, however, as there is apparently no need for this structure in the present framework.
The construction outlined in the present subsection is also interesting from a purely mathe-
matical point of view. It can be understood as a modulus-square functor that takes an ordinary
topological quantum field theory (based on vector spaces with inner products) to a new type of
“positive” topological quantum field theory based on partially ordered vector spaces and positive
maps. More specifically, it replaces vector spaces on hypersurfaces by tensor products of these with
their duals associated to the orientation reversed hypersurfaces. For regions it replaces amplitude
maps with a product of an amplitude map with its version for the orientation reversed region. All
in all we are “gluing” or “tensoring” the original theory to an orientation reversed copy of itself.
Then, the inner product is used to restrict to the self-adjoint real subspaces and extract the partial
order structure. After the process, the orientations of the manifolds may be “forgotten”. To see
how this description corresponds to the one outlined above, note that the complex Hilbert space
of Hilbert-Schmidt operators on a complex Hilbert space H is canonically isomorphic to the (com-
pleted) tensor product H⊗H∗. Moreover, under this isomorphism the definition of the probability
map (119) in terms of the amplitude map takes the simple form, for ψ ∈ H∂M and η ∈ H∂M = H∗∂M ,
AM (ψ ⊗ η) = ρM (ψ)ρM (η) = ρM (ψ)ρM (ι∂M (η)). (133)
6.9 Measurement and quantum operations
We are now turning to the question of measurement in the statistical setting. The natural first step
is to reconsider the notions of measurement that we have already incorporated into the amplitude
formalism. We begin with the notion of boundary measurement as described in Subsection 6.5. Thus
consider a region M with subspaces A ⊆ S ⊆ H∂M of the boundary Hilbert spaces determining
preparation or knowledge (S) and the observation or question (A). As before, we encode S and A
in terms of their corresponding projection operators PS and PA. Comparing the definition (119)
of the probability map AM with formula (102) for the probability we obtain the extremely simple
and compelling result,
Π(A|S) = AM (PA)
AM (PS)
. (134)
This gives further justification for calling AM probability map. What is more, adapting notation
(identifying the probability map with the null probe) we recover precisely the probability (3) for
boundary measurements in the positive formalism (special case Q = ). Note also that 0 ≤
PA ≤ PS are positive operators, i.e., represent generalized mixed states in B+∂M . We find therefore
complete agreement between the notion of boundary measurement introduced in Subsection 6.5
and that of the positive formalism introduced in Subsection 2.6. In fact this allows us to adapt
the former to the latter and drop the restriction that the entries need to be projection operators in
favor of allowing arbitrary positive operators.
We proceed to consider observable maps and the generalized expectation values of Subsection 6.7
in the statistical setting. The role of the probability map (119) in the boundary measurement
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probability (102) suggests an analogous definition for observables with a corresponding role in
generalized expectation values (112). Given a region M and an observable map ρOM : H∂M → C we
define the expectation map AOM : B∂M → C as,
AOM (σ) :=
∑
k∈I
ρM (ζk)ρOM (σζk), (135)
where {ζk}k∈I is an orthonormal basis of H∂M . Given a closed subspace S ⊆ H∂M and the
corresponding projection operator PS this simplifies the formula for the generalized expectation
value (112) to the following expression,
〈O〉S := A
O
M (PS)
AM (PS)
. (136)
Expectation maps compose just like observable maps, satisfying properties analogous to Axioms
(O1), (O2a), (O2b) of Subsection 6.6. This can be demonstrated in a way very similar to the
corresponding demonstration for amplitude maps in Subsection 6.8. Also note that the probability
map can be viewed as a special expectation map. In this way we can completely encode the quantum
field theoretic notion of observable in the statistical setting. In fact integrating an axiomatization
of the expectation map with the axioms discussed in Subsection 6.8 yields an axiomatic system
almost exactly like the positive formalism (Subsection 2.11). In this we consider the expectation
maps to be analogous to probes by equating APM (b) with JP, bKM . This then brings into formal
coincidence the formula (136) for the generalized expectation value with the expectation value
(1) for a measurement induced by probes. However, crucial discrepancies remain. For one, the
expectation maps (135) generically yield complex and not real values, even applied to a self-adjoint
or positive operator. Related to this, they lead to actual probabilities or expectation values only in
special cases, as already discussed in Subsection 6.7. On the other hand, the expectation maps are
clearly not sufficient for expressing all possible measurements, in contrast to the role of the probes
in the positive formalism.
We proceed to review relevant aspects of the general theory of measurement in quantum theory.
To this end we return to the context of the standard formulation. That is, the spacetime regions of
interest are time intervals and the Hilbert spaces Ht for all equal-time hypersurfaces are identified
with “the” Hilbert space H of the “system”. We start by considering a measurement encoded
through an observable given in terms of a self-adjoint operator Oˆ : H → H. Let the spectral
decomposition of Oˆ be as follows,17
Oˆ =
∑
k∈I
λkPk, (137)
where λk are the pairwise distinct real eigenvalues and Pk the orthogonal projectors on the corre-
sponding eigenspaces with
∑
k∈I Pk = 1. According to the Lüders rule [68] an initial state σ ∈ B+
is transformed through the measurement as follows,
σ 7→
∑
k∈I
PkσPk. (138)
The probability Π of finding the value λn for the measurement outcome is,
Π = tr(PnσPn). (139)
17For simplicity we consider here only the case that Oˆ has a pure point spectrum.
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This supposes that the state σ is normalized to have unit trace, tr(σ) = 1. Otherwise we would
have to divide by the value of the trace to obtain the probability.
The super-operators B → B that describe any state change that may be effected through a mea-
surement or other physical process by coupling the system to another system are called quantum
operations. The type of measurement just discussed constitutes just one special class of measure-
ments that can be performed in quantum theory. Consequently, the super-operators of the form of
formula (138) represent only a special class of quantum operations. Clearly, a minimal requirement
for a super-operator to describe a transformation of states is that it needs to be positive, i.e., map
positive operators to positive operators. It turns out that the requirement for a quantum operation
is only slightly more stringent as was understood by Kraus around 1970 [69]: A quantum opera-
tion is described by a super-operator that is completely positive. Such a super-operator S can be
specified in terms of a set {Kk}k∈I of Kraus operators on H as acting on a state σ by,
S : σ 7→
∑
k∈I
KkσK
†
k. (140)
In addition, quantum operations are usually also required not to increase the normalization of
states, i.e., satisfy tr(S(σ)) ≤ tr(σ). This translates for the Kraus operators to the inequality∑
k∈I K
†
kKk ≤ 1. The special case tr(S(σ)) = tr(σ) for all states σ is equivalent to the condition∑
k∈I K
†
kKk = 1. A quantum operation is then called non-selective or a quantum dynamical map.
This is used to model a measurement process where no selection of the final state according to
measurement outcome has taken place. It also models physical processes that are induced from the
unitary evolution of a larger system that contains the system of interest.
Consider now a binary measurement with possible outcomes YES/NO. We are interested in the
probability for an affirmative outcome. There are two quantum operations associated to the mea-
surement. One is a non-selective quantum operation Q that describes merely the influence of the
measurement apparatus, i.e., it alters the dynamics due to the presence of the apparatus. The
other is a selective quantum operation P that filters out the final states corresponding to a negative
outcome. We can describe this with a set of Kraus operators {Ki}i∈I such that
∑
i∈I K
†
iKi = 1.
These yield the quantum operation Q. The quantum operation P is obtained by eliminating those
operators that collectively correspond to the negative result. We can describe this in terms of a
subset J ⊂ I of the index set. Note also that this implies P ≤ Q. The probability Π for an
affirmative outcome for an initial normalized state σ is,
Π = tr (P (σ)) = tr
(∑
i∈J
KiσK
†
i
)
. (141)
The quantum operation Q does not explicitly appear in this expression. For this reason its signifi-
cance is not necessarily emphasized in the literature. However, if we were to relax the normalization
conditions on the Kraus operators and on the states, the probability would take the more compli-
cated form,
Π = tr (P (σ))tr (Q(σ)) =
tr
(∑
i∈J KiσK
†
i
)
tr
(∑
i∈I KiσK
†
i
) . (142)
As a first step in returning to the spacetime setting developed in the present section we switch
to a view where the boundary of the time-interval region M = [t1, t2]×R3 which was the arena for
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the measurement processes just discussed is viewed as one hypersurface. The generalized boundary
state space is the tensor product B∂M = Bt1 ⊗ Bt2 . (Recall that this tensor product is defined as
the space of self-adjoint operators on the (completed) tensor product Ht1 ⊗H∗t2 .) Now, consider a
linear map S : Bt1 → Bt2 . This induces an unbounded linear map S′ : Bt1 ⊗Bt2 → R by dualization
of Bt2 (which is self-dual). Concretely, we have S′(σ⊗ τ) = tr(τ S(σ)). Now, we have the following
remarkable fact: The map S is completely positive if and only if the map S′ is unbounded positive,
see Proposition A.35 of the appendix. In the terminology of Subsection 4.1, complete positivity
turns out to be precisely the same as boundary positivity. In other words, an (unbounded) linear
map B∂M → R corresponds to a quantum operation (without the normalization condition) if and
only if it is positive. This prompts us to declare the concept of a (generalized) quantum operation
for any spacetime region M (not just time intervals) to be given by an unbounded positive map
B∂M → R. From here onward we take this, rather than the previously defined expectation maps
as the basic concept for describing measurements in the statistical setting. Note also that the non-
factorizing structure of quantum operations makes it clear that an adequately complete notion of
quantum measurement cannot be encoded into the amplitude formalism.
The normalization conditions for states and quantum operations in the standard formulation
are dependent on the restriction to time-interval regions. Thus, we need to drop them in the setting
of a more general spacetime system. That this is not necessarily a problem is illustrated by the
probability expression (142) which, as we have stated, is valid without the normalization conditions
imposed. Translating the quantum operations Q and P in that expression to their corresponding
maps Q′ and P ′ on the boundary state space yields,
Π = P
′(σ ⊗ 1)
Q′(σ ⊗ 1) . (143)
Here 1 is the identity operator on (the final copy of) the Hilbert space H. It encodes the state of
maximal uncertainty, also called maximally entangled state. Its physical meaning here is that we
do not assume any knowledge about the system or what happens to it after the measurement. Of
course, we could also assume such knowledge, i.e., impose post-selection in which case the boundary
state b ∈ B+∂M will not take the simple form b = σ ⊗ 1. (See also Subsections 4.3, 4.4 and 6.11.)
At this point it becomes plainly clear that up to a minor adjustment of notation we recover
precisely formula (1) for measurement probabilities in the positive formalism. Not only that, but
the notion of generalized quantum operation is precisely coincident with that of a primitive probe in
the positive formalism. More general (not necessarily probabilistic) expectation values are recovered
precisely as in the positive formalism via linear combinations of generalized quantum operations
respectively primitive probes. This leads to the notion of non-primitive probes also in the quantum
setting. By comparison with the probability maps of Subsection 6.8 it is clear that the composition
properties of quantum operations in time intervals generalize precisely to the spacetime composition
properties embodied in the Axioms (P5a) and (P5b) of the positive formalism, see Subsection 2.11.
Finally, identifying the probability maps as the null probes leaves us precisely with the axiomatic
system of the positive formalism.
We have thus succeeded in bringing quantum theory into a form that coincides precisely with a
special version of the positive formalism, including crucially its notions of measurement, probability
and expectation values.
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6.10 Towards a characterization of quantum theory
As already mentioned in Subsection 6.8 structure is lost in the transition from the amplitude for-
malism to the positive formalism. The primary structure in the standard formulation of quantum
theory is the complex Hilbert space of states. In the amplitude formalism such a complex Hilbert
space HΣ is associated to any hypersurface Σ. Each complex Hilbert space gives rise to the cor-
responding algebra of bounded operators B(HΣ). For the positive formalism we forget the algebra
structure and retain only the real subspace BΣ = BR(HΣ) of self-adjoint operators with its partial
order structure. Obviously, not every partially ordered vector space can be constructed in this way.
The question is thus as how to characterize the partially ordered vector spaces that originate in
this way. A partial answer was given by Kadison in 1951 [70], introducing the notion of anti-lattice.
An anti-lattice is a partially ordered set such that for any two elements a, b the following is true.
If there is a unique element min(a, b) which is maximal among those elements that are smaller or
equal to both a and b then a ≤ b or b ≤ a. In other words, min(a, b) only exists if it is forced to
exist due to a ≤ b (in which case min(a, b) = a) or b ≤ a (in which case min(a, b) = b). Recall that
in contrast, in a lattice min(a, b) always exist (compare Subsection 5.8). This justifies the name
“anti-lattice”. Kadison showed that the partially ordered vector space of self-adjoint operators on
a complex Hilbert space is an anti-lattice, compare Definition A.3 and Proposition A.16 of the
appendix.
Recalling corresponding comments on classical theory in Subsection 5.8 this yields a compelling
picture of classical and quantum theories as opposite extremes in a potential spectrum of theories
that fit into the positive formalism. The distinction emphasized here is through the properties of
the partially ordered vector spaces forming the spaces of generalized boundary conditions. One
extreme, a lattice structure, would correspond to classical theories. The other extreme, an anti-
lattice structure, would correspond to quantum theories.
One should take this picture with caution, however, especially on the quantum side. There
are partially ordered vector spaces that are anti-lattices, but that do not arise exactly in the way
described from a complex Hilbert space. Kadison himself showed in the mentioned article that
the self-adjoint elements of any von Neumann algebra with trivial center, called factor, form an
anti-lattice. A type I factor is the algebra of all bounded operators on a complex Hilbert space,
corresponding to the situation discussed, but there exist other types of factors (called type II and
type III). Kadison’s result was generalized by Archbold in 1972, showing that any C∗-algebra that
is prime yields an anti-lattice in this way [71]. (This includes the factors.) Not much seems to
be known about the existence of vector anti-lattices that cannot be obtained in this way. So, it
is unclear to which extent the anti-lattice property may be sufficient for qualifying a theory as
quantum. On the other hand, as the algebraic approach to quantum field theory shows [72], there
are good reasons for admitting at least certain spaces that do not arise from type I factors as state
spaces of quantum theories.
6.11 Time evolution
The natural home of both the amplitude formalism and of the positive formalism as developed for
quantum theory is a spacetime setting. Nevertheless, in developing these formalisms we have taken
recourse many times to a time-evolution setting as this is the home of the standard formulation
of quantum theory. In the present subsection we complement this by indicating how the time-
evolution perspective developed in Section 4 for the positive formalism in general specializes to
quantum theory in so far as this may not have become clear yet.
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For definiteness and simplicity we restrict to taking spacetime to be Minkowski spacetime in
a fixed inertial frame, written as R × R3. Associated to the equal-time hypersurface at time t we
have a complex Hilbert space Ht of (pure) states by Axiom (T1), see Subsection 6.4. As is usual in
the standard formulation of quantum theory we assume a natural identification of all these Hilbert
spaces with a single copy H, the Hilbert space of (pure states) of the system. In Subsection 6.2
we have described how the amplitude map generalizes transition amplitudes. We indicate here
how one could go the opposite way. Given a time interval [t1, t2] we define the time-evolution
operator U[t1,t2] : H → H via equation (93) from the amplitude map given by Axiom (T4). With
an orthonormal basis {ζk}k∈I of H we can also write this as,
U[t1,t2]ψ =
∑
k∈I
ρ[t1,t2](ψ ⊗ ζ∗k)ζk. (144)
We shall assume as usual that the time-evolution operator is an automorphism of the state space,
i.e., that it is unitary.
Transiting to the statistical setting, we have a state space B which is a partially ordered un-
bounded inner product space. This is the space BR(H) of self-adjoint operators on the complex
Hilbert space H. Its inner product is the (unbounded) Hilbert-Schmidt inner product, compare
Subsection 6.8. The time-evolution operator T[t1,t2] : B → B characterized by relation (35) is the
super-operator that was denoted by U˜[t1,t2] in Subsection 6.8, compare expression (117).
A super-operator is the quantum version of what was called a probe map in Subsection 4.1.
As already mentioned in Subsection 6.9 the complete positivity of a super-operator is precisely
equivalent to the boundary positivity of Subsection 4.1, i.e., to the primitivity of the associated
probe. That is, the notion of primitive probe coincides precisely with the standard notion of
quantum operation (but without the normalization condition). The state of maximal uncertainty
e ∈ B+ of Subsection 4.3 is precisely the state of maximal uncertainty of Subsection 6.9, i.e., the
identity operator 1 on the Hilbert space H. The normalization of states and forward causality
are implemented in the standard formulation of quantum theory precisely in the way described in
Subsection 4.4. Note in particular, that since the inner product on B is expressible in terms of the
trace (115), so is the normalization condition for states, taking for b ∈ B+ the familiar form,
1 = Le, bM = tr(1b) = tr(b). (145)
Thus, the property of a probe map to be normalization preserving or normalization decreasing is
in quantum theory usually called trace preserving or trace decreasing. By the implementation of
forward causality a quantum operation is usually required to be trace decreasing. If it is even
trace preserving it is also called a quantum dynamical map or a quantum channel. Essentially all
constructions of Section 4 apply to quantum theory in its standard formulation. This includes
the diagrammatic tools and the categorical viewpoint. This is not coincidental. The version of the
positive formalism of Section 4 is in large parts inspired by and modeled on the standard formulation
of quantum theory.
We add a remark on causality and observables. The non-selective probe map associated to a mea-
surement determined by an observable, expression (138), takes the same form under time-reversing
dualization. In particular, both this map and its dual are normalization preserving. Correspond-
ingly, the associated selective probe maps and their duals are both normalization decreasing. That
is, a measurement determined by an observable is automatically compatible both with forward and
with backward causality.
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6.12 Further related work
We have presented in this section the development of the (quantum) positive formalism as originat-
ing mainly from a formalization of quantum field theory. As we have seen, this development builds
on a lot of previous work, and especially heavily on the framework of topological quantum field
theory. However, it interweaves with and builds on previous work in many other areas as well. In
the following we expose relations to other work that is specific to the quantum setting and has not
been mentioned previously. For related work not specific to the quantum setting see Subsection 4.8.
We start with the categorical viewpoint. As already mentioned, the formalization of quantum
field theory in categorical language is at the core of the origins of topological quantum field the-
ory and dates from the end of the 1980s. The elaboration of a related diagrammatic language
dates from the same time. This was not appreciated at the time, however, in the quantum foun-
dations community. This changed only with the rediscovery of the categorical formalization and
associated diagrammatics in the time-evolution setting by Abramsky and Coecke [73]. They used a
Hilbert space formulation corresponding to what we have called the (time-evolution version of the)
amplitude formalism. They proposed to deal with measurements by using direct sums, with one
summand for each possible measurement outcome. The more natural setting for including measure-
ment processes, the statistical setting with density operators was formalized in categorical language
by Selinger [2], see also comments in Subsection 4.8. This corresponds to the time-evolution version
of the positive formalism. Remarkably, Selinger also introduced a functor from the Hilbert space
category to the density operator category, called the CPM construction. This is quite similar to a
time-evolution version of the modulus-square functor we have discussed in Subsection 6.8.
Hardy’s operator tensor formulation of quantum theory [74] can also be understood from the
categorical point of view, even though that is not made explicit in his paper. However, a version
of the corresponding diagrammatics is fully developed and used as a central tool for performing
calculations. Hardy also brings in a notion of locality and emphasizes that diagrams need not
be (temporally) foliated to be evaluated, thus moving in the direction of deemphasizing time.
However, a fixed causal structure on processes remains imprinted into this formalism due to the
normalization conditions implementing forward causality, compare corresponding remarks at the
end of Subsection 4.5.
A central feature of the general boundary formulation compared to the standard formulation of
quantum theory is that it removes a fixed notion of time as an essential ingredient. There are many
works in the literature that can be seen as steps in this same direction. A first step is to remove any
asymmetry under time reversal which the quantum theoretical measurement process superficially
seems to possess. As already mentioned in Subsection 6.5, Aharonov, Bergmann and Lebowitz
showed that the rules for calculating probabilities for outcomes of composite measurements are really
symmetric under time reversal once pre- and post-selection are properly taken into account [56].
This work provided the starting point for the two-time formalism of Aharonov and collaborators,
where an initial and final state are treated as a combined entity to achieve a time-symmetric
quantum formalism, see [75] for a review. This foreshadows considering the state space associated
to the boundary of a time-interval region as a single entity in the amplitude and positive formalisms.
This idea was also recently (and independently) explored by Popescu and collaborators [76]. It is
interesting to note in this context that states that would normally be described as mixed can appear
pure when considered in the full boundary state space. In the context of the Unruh effect this is
true for example for the Minkowski vacuum state as seen in Rindler spacetime as shown by Colosi
and Rätzel [63].
The quantum conditional state formalism proposed by Leifer and Spekkens [77] aims to isolate
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correlation from causation in quantum theory. In particular, it seeks a unified treatment for “exper-
iments involving two systems at a single time and those involving a single system at two times”. In
contrast to how this is achieved in the positive formalism this involves a wide ranging “quantum”
generalization of Bayesian inference. Also, it assigns Hilbert spaces to “elementary” spacetime
regions rather than to boundaries of such regions as in TQFT and the amplitude formalism. At
the moment this approach remains unfinished and its precise relation to the standard formulation
unclear.
Oreshkov and Cerf have recently sketched a formalism for quantum theory without predefined
time [78]. It is more complicated than the positive formalism in that it distinguishes states and
effects. Also states and effects are conceived of as pairs of objects analogous to the pair of selec-
tive and non-selective quantum operations for processes. Nevertheless, the resulting formulas for
probabilities in a closed diagram are essentially equivalent to those of the quantum version of the
positive formalism. Crucially, their formalism effectively implements the composition identity (16).
Also, the trace normalization properties for quantum operations are abandoned as they must be,
since they would fix a causal structure (compare Subsections 4.4 and 4.5). Interestingly, the authors
go on to propose a line of investigation to probe causal structure as emerging from (generalized)
quantum field theories through the dynamics as imprinted on what we would call the null probe
and boundary state spaces of small compact regions. It appears that a natural home for such an
investigation could be the positive formalism with its explicit spacetime locality properties.
7 Examples
The positive formalism is rooted via the preceding amplitude formalism in quantum field theory,
with already a rich history of development and applications, compare Section 6 and also remarks on
quantum gravity in Section 9. Via the modulus-square functor (Subsection 6.8) all these applications
carry over to the positive formalism. In contrast, applications in the foundations of quantum theory
and in quantum information theory are just beginning to be explored. We present in this section
two initial examples.
7.1 A hybrid: quantum teleportation
In the following we consider the famous quantum teleportation protocol [79] as formalized within the
time-evolution version of the positive formalism (Section 4). This formalization is not a feat unique
to the positive formalism. Rather, it can be accomplished by any sufficiently general version of the
convex operational framework, recall Subsection 4.8. We include it here to demonstrate explicitly
the applicability of the positive formalism to quantum information theory and in particular to
models that are hybrid, treating classical and quantum components in a unified way. To do so we
naturally incorporate notions of classical-quantum and quantum-classical channels [80].
We use the time-evolution version of the positive formalism as we also wish to implement full
forward causality via normalization conditions on probes, see Section 4. It is thus convenient to
use the directed version of the circuit diagrams. The circuit diagram for the quantum teleportation
protocol is shown in Figure 38. As usual, the boxes represent probes and the links state spaces. We
consider quantum systems given in terms of anN -dimensional Hilbert spaceH. Thus the generalized
state spaces B1,B2,B3,B4 (see figure) are all copies of the partially ordered inner product space
BR(H) of self-adjoint operators on H. Recall that the positive elements (proper states) in BR(H)
are the positive operators. Moreover, the inner product in BR(H) is the trace of the operator
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Figure 38: Directed circuit diagram for the quantum teleportation protocol. Solid lines represent quantum
systems, the dashed line a classical system. The quantum state φ is teleported from Alice to Bob using an
entangled EPR pair as a quantum resource and classical communication from Alice to Bob.
product, compare formula (115). We also recall that the state e of maximal uncertainty is the
identity operator in BR(H).
In contrast, Bc is a space of generalized states of a classical system. Since we want to teleport
states from a Hilbert space of dimension N , we need to transmit classical information equivalent to
the choice of one element out of N2 elements. That is, the relevant classical solution space L has
N2 elements which we label xij with i, j ∈ {1, . . . , N}. The space of classical generalized states Bc
is the partially ordered inner product space of real valued functions on L. Recall that the positive
elements (proper states) are the positive functions. Also, the inner product is the integral of the
product, compare formula (69). The natural measure here is the counting measure since L is a
finite set. Thus, integrals over L reduce to sums. Concretely, for b, c ∈ Bc,
Lc, bMc = ∫
L
b(x)c(x)dµ(x) =
N∑
i,j=1
b(xij)c(xij). (146)
Recall also that the state of maximal uncertainty ec is the constant function with value 1. It is
convenient to chose an orthonormal basis in Bc of characteristic functions for the points in L. That
is, we define χij : Bc → R via
χnm(xij) = δn,iδm,j . (147)
Note that these are normalized since Lec, χnmM = 1.
Fix an orthonormal basis {ζi}i∈{0,...,N−1} of H. Define the state ψnm ∈ H ⊗ H for n,m ∈
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{0, . . . , N − 1} by,
ψnm :=
1√
N
N−1∑
j=0
e2piijn/Nζj ⊗ ζj+m. (148)
Here j +m is understood modulo N . Note that these states form an orthonormal basis of H⊗H.
We denote the corresponding orthogonal projectors by Pnm ∈ BR(H ⊗ H). We use throughout
the natural isomorphism BR(H ⊗ H) = BR(H) ⊗ BR(H). We also define the unitary operators
Unm : H → H for n,m ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} by,
Unm : η →
N−1∑
j=0
e2piijn/Nζj〈ζj+m, η〉H. (149)
The quantum teleportation protocol works as follows (see Figure 38): En EPR pair of entangled
quantum states is created. This is the state P00 ∈ B2 ⊗B3. Note that this state is normalized, i.e.,Le2 ⊗ e3,P00M2,3 = tr2,3(P00) = 1, since the projector is one-dimensional. The state is sent to Alice
and Bob, with Alice receiving the B2-component and Bob receiving the B3-component. Now, Alice
receives an unknown state φ ∈ B1. Alice performs a measurement on the tensor product state in
B1 ⊗ B2. She discards the resulting quantum state, but sends the measurement outcome through
a classical system Bc to Bob. That is, Alice performs an operation A : B1 ⊗ B2 → Bc. Bob, who
might be at a considerable distance, receives the classical state from Alice in Bc. Depending on the
information contained in it, he transforms the quantum state in B3 resulting in an outgoing state
in B4. In particular, he performs an operation B : Bc ⊗ B3 → B4. If Alice and Bob perform the
correct operations, the resulting state is identical to φ.
We turn to define the operations A and B. From Alice’s perspective what she does can be
described as follows: She performs a projective measurement of the joint state in B1⊗B2 with respect
to the complete set {Pnm}n,m∈{0,...,N−1} of orthogonal one-dimensional projection operators. If the
outcome is along Pij she encodes this by sending the element xij in the classical “solution space”
L. However, since the outcome of the measurement is not certain, we need to describe it and
Alice’s behavior statistically. Thus, instead of outputting an element of L we will get a classical
statistical distribution, i.e., an element of Bc. If the outcome along Pij was certain, this would
be the normalized distribution supported on the single element xij , that is the pure state χij . In
general we get a mixed state. It is now straightforward to write down the operation A for any input
σ ∈ B1 ⊗ B2,
A(σ) =
N−1∑
n,m=0
Le1 ⊗ e2,PnmσM1,2χnm = N−1∑
n,m=0
tr1,2(Pnmσ)χnm. (150)
Note that A is normalization preserving,
Lec, N−1∑
n,m=0
tr1,2(Pnmσ)χnmMc = N−1∑
n,m=0
tr1,2(Pnmσ) = tr1,2(σ) = Le1 ⊗ e2, σM1,2. (151)
In the language of quantum information theory, A is an example of a quantum-classical channel.
Bob’s perspective is the following: He receives from Alice an element xij of L that indicates
that he should apply the unitary transformation Uij on the quantum state in B3, outputting to B4.
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Again we need to model this statistically with B transforming an input b⊗ σ ∈ Bc ⊗ B3 as,
B(b⊗ σ) =
N−1∑
n,m=0
b(xnm)UnmσU†nm. (152)
B is also normalization preserving,
Le4, N−1∑
n,m=0
b(xnm)UnmσU†nmM4 = Lec, bMcLe3, σM3 (153)
In the language of quantum information theory, B could be called a classical/quantum-quantum
channel.
The teleportation protocol thus results in the transformation B1 → B4 given by the composite
that can be read off from the diagram of Figure 38 as a directed circuit diagram (according to the
rules in Section 3):
φ 7→ B((A⊗ id3)(φ⊗ P00)). (154)
The validity of the protocol means that the right-hand side is equal to φ again. This is a straight-
forward calculation for which we refer the reader to the original paper.
Rather, we emphasize the applicability of the positive formalism to the present example from
quantum information theory, in particular, with quantum and classical components interacting.
More specifically we note that in the present unified perspective, the operations of Alice and Bob
are each described in terms of a single non-selective probe map that is normalization preserving.
7.2 Indefinite causal structure
In this subsection we consider an example with indefinite causal structure. Again, this example is
primarily presented to demonstrate the range of applicability of the positive formalism beyond the
standard formulation of quantum theory. The example was introduced in a ground-breaking paper
of Oreshkov, Costa and Brukner [81].
Consider two parties, Alice and Bob, in their respective laboratories, see Figure 39. The two
laboratories are isolated, except for an initial and a final time (in the respective laboratories reference
frame, not necessarily a global time) at which they may receive or send out a quantum state. Alice
receives a state through the system BA,in and later sends a state through the system BA,out. The
respective systems for Bob are BB,in and BB,out. Within each laboratory and for the duration of
the experiment quantum theory is valid as prescribed by the standard formulation. Now, instead
of assuming that Alice and Bob are timelike separated so that one can signal to the other, but not
the other way round, or that they are spacelike separated so that neither can signal to the other,
we want to leave any possibilities for interaction through the exterior spacetime region W (gray in
Figure 39) open. In particular, we do not equip W with any definite temporal or causal structure.
While this situation is outside of the convex operational framework and outside of the standard
formulation of quantum theory in particular, it fits straightforwardly into the positive formalism.
Consider a set of selective primitive probes {MA,i}i={1,...,nA} for Alice that represent alternative
outcomes for some experiment that Alice performs. The sum of these is the non-selective primitive
probeMA =
∑nA
i=1MA,i that represents the experiment without any assumption about the outcome.
Since we describe Alice’s laboratory in complete accordance with the standard formulation, the
probe map M˜A : BA,in → BA,out corresponding to the probe MA must be normalization preserving.
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Figure 39: Example with indefinite causal structure. Alice and Bob are in local spacetime regions with
definite time and causal structure. However, they interact with the exterior only at an initial and a final
time. They are surrounded by a region W without definite temporal or causal structure.
(The probe maps M˜A,i : BA,in → BA,out are then automatically normalization decreasing.) We
consider an analogous situation for Bob with selective primitive probes {MB,j}j={1,...,nB} summing
to a non-selective primitive probe MB =
∑nB
j=1MB,j with normalization preserving probe map.
The exterior region carries a single probe W . For this we assume no normalization condition as
there is no notion of causality we want to impose. Since this probe does not carry any outcome
we consider it non-selective, although we do not associate any condition with that except of course
that W is primitive, i.e., positive.
The probability Π(i, j) for a measurement outcome i ∈ {1, . . . , nA} for Alice and j ∈ {1, . . . , nB}
for Bob is given by expression (1) of Section 2. In this case, P and Q are composite probes and
there is no explicit appearance of a boundary condition since combining the regions of Alice, Bob
and the exterior does not leave any external boundary, compare Subsection 2.13. Thus we get,
Π(i, j) = W MA,i MB,j
W MA MB . (155)
Choosing an orthonormal basis {ξkA,in}k∈IA,in of the state space BA,in and correspondingly for the
other states spaces, we can write all probes in terms of (multi-)matrices. For the probe W the
corresponding matrix can be written as,
Wˆ klmn = JW, ξkA,in ⊗ ξlA,out ⊗ ξmB,in ⊗ ξnB,outK, (156)
and similarly for the other probes. Expression (155) for the probability Π(i, j) can then be written
as a contraction of matrices, recall the example in Subsection 2.12. Wˆ klmn recovers precisely the
process matrix that Oreshkov, Costa and Brukner invented to describe the present example outside
of the standard formulation. (They also imposed an extra condition on Wˆ klmn that amounts to the
denominator in expression (155) being equal to 1 for any possible normalization preserving primitive
probes MA and MB .) The main aim of their paper was to start a classification of possible process
matrices with respect to their causal behavior. In particular, they derived an inequality that could
be violated only if Alice and Bob would be neither spacelike nor timelike separated in the sense
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of the standard formulation. Remarkably, they found a process matrix violating the inequality,
possibly even in a maximal way. We refer the interested reader to the original paper.
In the context of fixed global causal structure we can of course also have bidirectional signaling
between two adjacent regions if these are separated by a timelike hypersurface. A state space for a
timelike hypersurface was introduced in quantum field theory for the first time in [82]. It plays a
prominent role in a novel version of the S-matrix, where particles (and thus quantum information)
flow into and out of the interior of spacetime through an asymptotic timelike hypercylinder [59].
All this is done in the amplitude formalism described in Section 6 of the present work, see in
particular the remarks at the end of Subsection 6.5. It carries over to the positive formalism via
the modulus-square functor, compare Subsection 6.8.
8 Refinements
8.1 Instruments and expectation values
In the development of the positive formalism as well as in examples we have mostly focused on
probes that implement measurements with two or a finite number of possible outcomes. However,
outcomes of realistic measurements often lie in a continuum. We have covered this case to some
extent with the non-primitive probes that give rise to expectation values, compare Subsection 2.7.
However, this represents only one rather limited way to implement such measurements. Also, our
discussion lacked precision. We shall remedy these defects in the present subsection.
In the standard formulation of quantum theory, there is a notion of instrument that formalizes
measurements with outcomes in arbitrary measurable sets [31]. It is quite straightforward to adapt
this notion to the positive formalism. Let M be a region, X be a set and N a σ-algebra of subsets
of X.
Definition 8.1. An instrument is a map I : N → P+M with the following properties:
• I(∅) = 0.
• Given a sequence {En}n∈N of disjoint elements of N and any b ∈ B+∂M we have:
JI(⋃
n∈N
En), bKM = ∑
n∈N
JI(En), bKM (157)
Note that both sides of the equation (157) are positive, but may be infinite, recall Subsec-
tion 2.14. For fixed b ∈ B+∂M we define Ib : N → [0,∞] by Ib(E) := JI(E), bKM . This is then an
ordinary measure on (X,N ).
The notion of instrument also comes with the idea that I(X) is non-selective, while I(E)
for E ⊂ X is selective. In the general positive formalism we have no mathematical condition
that imposes non-selectiveness. In the time-evolution version (Section 4) however, this can be
implemented by requiring the probe map of I(X) to be normalization preserving. This is also how
non-selectiveness is implemented in the conventional definition of instrument.
The probability Π(E) for the outcome of a measurement to lie in the set E ⊆ X given boundary
condition b ∈ B+∂M is,
Π(E) = JI(E), bKMJI(X), bKM . (158)
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For the case X = R we can also give a precise construction of the non-primitive probe P that yields
the expectation value of the measurement. Given b ∈ B+∂M , this is determined by the integral,
JP, bKM = ∫
X
xdIb(x). (159)
The previous considerations also suggest a hybrid, i.e., partly classical, partly quantum device.
This generalizes both a quantum-classical and a classical-quantum channel [80]. Define Bc,∂M to be
the space of real valued measurable functions on X. By adding a measure µ on (X,N ) this becomes
a partially ordered (unbounded) inner product space, compare Proposition A.31 of the appendix.
We enlarge the space of generalized boundary conditions of M by this classical component. That
is, the new space of generalized boundary conditions is B∂M⊗Bc,∂M . We define the primitive probe
Q in M by the equation, for any b⊗ c ∈ B∂M ⊗ Bc,∂M ,
JQ, b⊗ cKM = ∫
X
c(x) dIb(x). (160)
Note that I can be recovered from Q as follows. For a measurable set E ⊆ X let χE denote its
characteristic function. Then, JI(E), bKM = JQ, b⊗ χEKM . (161)
It turns out that both hybrid devices employed in the quantum teleportation example of Subsec-
tion 7.1 are of this type. We leave the details to the reader.
8.2 Quantum field theory
In the realm of quantum physics the most comprehensive and successful theories that we use to
describe nature at a fundamental level are quantum field theories. For a version of the positive
formalism to be taken seriously as a foundation of quantum theory it is thus crucial that it may
serve as a basis for quantum field theory at least as well, but preferably better, than the standard
formulation of quantum theory. While there is ample evidence for this (see Section 6), the amplitude
formalism (and thus potentially also the positive formalism) as presented in Subsections 6.4 and
6.6 does not yet provide a satisfactory axiomatization of quantum field theory. Some necessary
refinements were left out for simplicity, others remain to be addressed in future work. We provide
a brief discussion of some relevant issues.
The fact that amplitude maps are generically unbounded and defined on dense subspaces of
state spaces only was mentioned at the end of Subsection 6.2 and has been satisfactorily addressed
in the literature [11, 40, 12]. Another place where a weakening of the axioms is in order turns out
to be the gluing rule (99) of Axiom (T5b). Here, an additional scaling factor depending only on
geometrical data needs to be introduced [11, 40, 12]. This is called a gluing anomaly [51]. As a
consequence, the positive formalism also acquires a gluing anomaly [13].
In standard quantum field theory the choice of vacuum plays an important role in the con-
struction of the Hilbert space of states. This vacuum encodes asymptotic boundary conditions
of fields at infinity and is thus a global object that cannot be satisfactorily localized on pieces of
hypersurfaces. Consequently, the standard construction of Hilbert spaces of states as well as the
hypersurface decomposition rule of Axiom (T2) does not generalize to bounded hypersurfaces. One
may avoid this issue by using local vacua on hypersurfaces, recovering also Axiom (T2).18 However,
18In geometric quantization the vacuum is encoded on a hypersurface in terms of a complex structure [83]. Replacing
a global vacuum with a local vacuum means then replacing a non-local complex structure with a local one.
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the issue of relating the local vacua to a global vacuum remains. A fully satisfactory solution of
this issue may require replacing Hilbert spaces with a more suitable notion of state space. It might
also be convenient to address this issue directly at the level of mixed state spaces, i.e., at the level
of the positive formalism, see also Subsection 8.3.
Related to this, there is usually a notion of vacuum state as a distinguished element of the Hilbert
space of states in quantum field theory. With one Hilbert space per hypersurface in the amplitude
formalism the natural question arises what plays the role of this vacuum state. It turns out to be
natural to define one such vacuum state per hypersurface and relate these states in an axiomatic
way through vacuum axioms [9, 11, 40]. These axioms can be straightforwardly translated into the
positive formalism.
A more severe modification of the hypersurface decomposition rule (Axiom (T2) or (P2)) arises
in the presence of gauge symmetries in field theory. Classically, one associates there to hypersurfaces
germs of solutions modulo gauge transformations. However, these gauge transformations need to be
fixed on the boundaries of the hypersurface (also known as corners). As a consequence, if the gauge
symmetry is non-abelian, there are fewer gauge transformations on a hypersurface decomposed
into pieces than on the undecomposed hypersurface. Upon quantization this results in the tensor
product of the Hilbert spaces of the pieces to be larger than the Hilbert space of the undecomposed
hypersurface. The map τ in Axiom (T2) is then no longer an isomorphism, but a partial isometry.
This is well understood in 2-dimensional quantum Yang-Mills theory [84]. The situation might be
more complicated in higher spacetime dimensions. A corresponding modification of Axiom (P2)
arises both in classical gauge theory as well as in quantum gauge theory. In the latter case this is
induced by the functorial transition from the amplitude to the positive formalism.
Recall that in Subsection 2.13 we considered a version of the positive formalism where the notion
of spacetime hypersurface is abstracted, replaced by a mere relation (represented by a link) between
processes (which in turn abstract spacetime regions). It is at this point that we can clearly see that
this abstraction, while completely compatible with the positive formalism as presented in Section 2,
is untenable in general. It is precisely the refinements of Axioms (T2) and (P2) with their inclusion
of lower dimensional topological information (in terms of corners) that present an obstruction to
this abstraction. It is thus only in sufficiently simplified models of physics that we may expect this
abstracted version to hold. For more fundamental models, in particular involving quantum field
theory or gauge symmetries we need the additional structure provided by the spacetime system.
8.3 Fermions
In the quantum realm we have so far not made any distinction between bosonic and fermionic
degrees of freedom. In fact, all of our treatment up to this point applies in the presented form
only to bosonic quantum theory. In fermionic quantum theory the Hilbert spaces of states become
graded. They decompose into a direct sum of an even and an odd sector, depending on the number
of fermions. Associated to this is a superselection rule that imposes the preservation of these
sectors [85]. This is obeyed in particular by the unitary time-evolution operator. Correspondingly,
the amplitude map becomes a graded map. This simply means that it vanishes on the odd part
of the state space. Implementing the grading in Axioms (T1) and (T4) of topological quantum
field theory (Subsection 6.4) is straightforward. The “anti-commuting” nature of fermions becomes
evident when considering Axiom (T2). Here, we need to postulate that the τ -maps for different
orderings of the same decomposition are related by a minus sign if the permutation relating the
orderings is odd. It turns out that there is one more place where a consistent fermionic theory
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needs a grading. This is the map ι of Axiom (T1b). Rather than a conjugate linear isometry this
becomes a conjugate linear graded isometry. This means in particular that the map ι inverts the
sign of the inner product on the odd sector of the state space. This has far reaching consequences.
State spaces are no longer Hilbert spaces, but Krein spaces. These are complete inner product
spaces that can be decomposed into a direct sum of a positive-definite and a negative-definite part.
The reader might wonder why only Hilbert spaces, but not Krein space are mentioned in text
book treatments of fermionic quantum (field) theory. The reason is that the hypersurfaces relevant
for the construction of the state space in the standard formulation of quantum theory are exclusively
spacelike hypersurfaces. On these the standard fermionic theories (such as the Dirac theory) turn
out to lead to state spaces with definite signature. Moreover, there is need for only one global choice
of time orientation for all spacelike hypersurfaces making the signatures on them equal. Positive
signature is the conventional choice.
The amplitude formalism of fermionic quantum theory was developed and justified in detail
in the paper [86]. This also includes a corresponding treatment of “classical” fermionic theory
and a method of quantization. Moreover, the rule (100) for extracting probabilities of boundary
measurements is adapted to the fermionic case by enforcing superselection rules. The transition to
the statistical setting is achieved in essentially the same way as in the bosonic setting, but suitably
taking into account gradings and superselection rules. A first version of the positive formalism for
fermionic theories was provided in the paper [13]. However, a flaw of that version was that spaces
of generalized boundary conditions had to be taken to be complex rather than real. A real and
more definitive version was provided in the paper [87]. The latter paper also proposes for fermionic
theories a partial solution of the problem of global vacua (see Subsection 8.2) by making use of the
positive formalism. A generalization of the notion of probe to the fermionic setting has not been
formally written down, but is straightforward.
8.4 Abstracting boundaries
From a strictly operationalist perspective the prominent role that boundary conditions play in the
development of the positive formalism as laid out in Section 2 might seem less than satisfactory.
Rather than introducing boundary conditions early on it might be more desirable to derive them as
auxiliary objects with the probes taking the primary role. For example, although the composition
map for probes is mentioned already in Subsection 2.2, just before the introduction of boundary
conditions, a concrete form of this map is then derived using pairings with boundary conditions in
Subsection 2.10. Here one might try to take instead the composition maps of probes as fundamental
and use these to derive the spaces of boundary conditions. As for the parings used to predict
probabilities as in expression (1), we can here replace boundary conditions by probes associated to
all of the exterior as a region, compare Subsection 2.13.
In the amplitude formalism for quantum field theory the analogue of taking the composition
map for probes as fundamental would be taking the composition map for observables as fundamen-
tal (compare Subsection 6.6). This would bring the formalism closer to the factorization algebra
approach to quantum field theory, where this composition map is the central structure [88].
It is natural to wonder whether we can abstract or generalize the spacetime setting of the
positive formalism. Spacetime regions serve to distinguish the physics in the interior from the
exterior in order to be able to focus on the former. Are there other useful ways that we can
distinguish part of the physics from the rest? As in Subsection 2.13 lets call such a part a process,
although subsystem seems also somewhat appropriate. Correspondingly, hypersurfaces are the
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arena for communication or interaction between regions. Let us refer to possible generalizations
as interfaces between processes. Depending on the context it is these interfaces rather than the
processes that may be thought of as subsystems. Thus, in the spacetime setting, regions are the
carriers of processes while hypersurfaces are the carriers of interfaces. As already remarked in
Subsection 2.13 it is straightforward to consider a version of the positive formalism where there is
no mention of spacetime at all. The axioms (Subsection 2.11) would be formulated purely in terms
of processes and interfaces, with the tensor product rule of Axiom (P2) for combining interfaces.
There would be no bounds on what the physical implementation of these notions could be. While
this “completely abstract” positive formalism appears quite appealing at first sight it also has some
serious limitations. As already mentioned in Subsection 2.13 the locality principle is very valuable
in constraining the possible communications or interaction between processes. What is more, as
discussed in Subsection 8.2 we know this abstract setting to fail in quantum field theory (and
probably also in classical gauge field theory). This is because it misses lower dimensional data of
the spacetime setting on the connectivity of the hypersurfaces, i.e., on corners.
It is instructive to recall the place of the standard formulation of quantum theory in this light.
This corresponds to the setting described in Subsection 4.5. We start with a spacetime that has a
global time variable and use the latter to foliate spacetime into spacelike hypersurfaces. We then
restrict the spacetime system to these particular hypersurfaces and the regions that are bounded by
pairs of them. After this “time rigidification” we abstract space and allowing interfaces (here also
identified as subsystems) to be combined in “space” freely via the tensor product of Axiom (P2).
The present perspective makes it particularly clear how an absolute notion of time is baked into
the standard formulation of quantum theory and why it is necessary to go to spacetime in order to
remove it.
The question remains as to the prospect of other useful arenas where processes and interfaces
encode neither the spacetime system nor the absolute time/abstract space setting, but carry more
structure than the purely abstract setting. An intriguing proposal in this direction was made
recently by Hardy in the context of classical general relativity [89, 90]. To this end a number of
scalar fields are introduced that are local functions of the metric and possibly of additional fields.
Then theWS-space is introduced as the space of values of these fields, i.e., this is in general some Rn.
(“WS” stands for Westman-Sonego [91].) The scalar fields could encode quantities that are directly
measurable, making WS-space operationally much more accessible than spacetime. A solution of
general relativity (and other fields) then gives rise to a submanifold in this WS-space. If the scalar
fields are sufficiently regular, moving a small distance in spacetime should correspond to moving
a small distance in this submanifold in WS-space. That is, a notion of spacetime locality should
be inherited by WS-space. Also, WS-space is inherently invariant under gauge transformations.
The core of the proposal is now to replace spacetime regions and hypersurfaces with regions and
hypersurfaces in WS-space as the arena for processes and interfaces. This appears to be much more
promising than setting up the positive formalism directly in spacetime for obtaining a manageable
and useful description of classical statistical general relativity. This is also intended as a possible
stepping stone towards an approach to quantum gravity.
9 Conclusions and discussion
The positive formalism presented in this paper as a novel framework for physical theories arises
from a convergence of and acts as a unifier for different ideas and approaches in diverse fields. Thus,
the present paper (or parts thereof) can be read from different perspectives and for various different
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purposes.
In one reading the emphasis is on the positive formalism as a first-principles approach to physics.
The focus is thus on the derivation in Section 2 of the positive formalism from the simple principles
of locality and operationalism with only a minimum of empirical input. It is particularly remarkable
that the composition law as expressed in equation (16) or Axioms (P5a) and (P5b) can be obtained
in this way. This arose originally in a completely different way, as an abstraction of the path
integral in quantum field theory, see Subsection 6.3. In fact, the full axiomatic system of the positive
formalism (Subsection 2.11) closely mirrors that of topological quantum field theory (Subsection 6.4)
which arose as an abstraction of quantum field theory.
Another reading focuses on the convex operational framework or framework for generalized prob-
abilistic theories. This is recovered in Section 4 from the positive formalism by specializing to a
time-evolution setting. It requires as additional ingredients the notion of a state of maximal uncer-
tainty and normalization conditions that implement causality. This derivation from an originally
spacetime local framework sheds new light on the convex operational framework. Thus a neces-
sary self-duality identifying states and effects (final states) arises as well as a uniform treatment
of composition, be that of different systems or of one system at different times, as anticipated in
the literature (see references in Section 6.12 for the quantum case). This also results in a notion
of boundary positivity for dynamical maps that is stronger in general than mere positivity and re-
covers in the quantum case precisely complete positivity. Note that the requirement of complete
positivity in quantum theory is conventionally obtained in a rather different way, by considering
the possible dynamics induced by coupling to another system. The original spacetime perspective
also clarifies the notion of state. A state is thus just a special kind of boundary condition (in the
language of Section 2), parametrizing possible interactions between adjacent spacetime regions, in
this case the past and the future. It is only thanks to the peculiar feature of a dynamical one-to-
one correspondence between data on different spacelike hypersurfaces in our usual physical theories
that we can use states as records of the past (or future if we so choose). The evolution of a state
when a measurement is performed may thus be viewed as a Bayesian updating of this record, see
Subsection 4.2.
We focus now ont the two ingredients of the convex operational framework that we did not
obtain in Section 4 from the spacetime version of the positive formalism. One is the notion of
state of maximal uncertainty (Subsection 4.3). This can be generalized in an obvious way to the
spacetime version of the positive formalism by postulating such a state in every space of boundary
conditions, behaving under composition as prescribed by equation (54). The reason we choose not
to introduce this notion in the spacetime setting was the apparent lack of need for it. In contrast,
the time-evolution setting exhibits a clear utility for this notion in describing a large class of mea-
surements. The second ingredient are the normalization conditions on probe maps that implement
forward causality (Subsection 4.4). As explained at the end of Subsection 4.5 these cannot be lifted
to the spacetime version of the positive formalism as their consistency depends on a partial order
of probes (usually) with respect to a background time. However, at least when modeling funda-
mental physics, the dynamics in the form of the null probes should contain any causality properties
the theory in question might exhibit, without the need for additional normalization conditions.
Indeed, this is precisely the case in quantum field theory when encoded in the amplitude formal-
ism (Section 6). There remains a question what primitive probes modeling measurement processes
should be allowable in general, but it is plausible to think that this may depend on the theory
under consideration. Conversely, the normalization conditions in the time-evolution version of the
positive formalism as in the standard formulation of quantum theory should perhaps be thought of
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as capturing a key feature of the underlying microphysics without imposing the need to model the
latter in detail.
Classical physics is put at the center in another reading of this work focusing on Section 5. The
implementation of our present notion of locality leads to an axiomatization of classical field theory
(Subsections 5.3 and 5.4) that is not in terms of sections of vector bundles (fields) and partial
differential equations (PDEs), but spaces of local solutions associated to regions and hypersurfaces.
This has proved useful in (and indeed was developed for) the context of quantizing a classical theory
with the target quantum theory formulated in the amplitude formalism (Subsections 6.4 and 6.6)
[11, 40, 12, 86]. This axiomatization poses a very interesting mathematical question: Under what
circumstances or with which additional data can a classical field theory in conventional form (bun-
dles, sections and PDEs) be reconstructed from this axiomatic data? Generalizing from ordinary to
statistical field theory in this formulation leads to the positive formalism (Subsections 5.5 to 5.7).
Note that the reconstruction of the ordinary theory (in terms of the Axioms of Subsection 5.3)
from the statistical theory (in terms of the Axioms of Subsection 2.11, without non-null probes) is
comparatively straightforward. Roughly speaking, the elements of a solution space are recovered
from the space of statistical distributions over it as the pure or extremal elements, that is, the
delta-distributions.
While the traditional time-evolution framework will be sufficient for most purposes in handling
statistical field theory there are potentially interesting situations which are outside its scope. Indeed,
special relativistic generalizations of notions of statistical field theory are poorly explored, while
general relativistic generalizations are basically non-existent. The latter involve the famous problem
of how to compare different spacetimes (metrics), let alone integrate over some set of them. With the
positive formalism a statistical treatment of general relativity or other theories with a dynamical
metric could be attempted at least in principle. Thus we would have to consider the spaces of
solutions of the Einstein equations in regions and on hypersurfaces that are differentiable manifolds,
in the simplest case the 4-ball. Crucially we would limit these manifolds to be compact. Then we
would consider the corresponding spaces of statistical distributions etc. Of course this still sounds
like a formidable task and one could likely only make headway with severely restricted classes
of solutions. Also diffeomorphism will enter as gauge symmetries (see Subsection 8.2 for some
comments on gauge symmetries in the quantum case). There is a potentially much more accessible
approach at a statistical treatment of general relativity or similar theories, however. This is via a
version of the positive formalism with suitably modified notions of region and boundary proposed
by Hardy, see Subsection 8.4.
In a further reading this paper is about a generalization of the standard formulation of quantum
theory. As such it provides a milestone in the programme of the general boundary formulation of
quantum theory. This reading is focused on Section 6, part of which reviews previous steps in that
programme. The key innovation compared to the paper [13] where the positive formalism was first
proposed is the generalization of the notion of quantum operation, see in particular Subsection 6.9.
With this ingredient the positive formalism incorporates all relevant aspects of quantum measure-
ment theory, the latter being laid out and clarified through Sections 2 and 4. The general boundary
formulation may thus be seen to provide a formulation of quantum theory more fundamental than
the standard one. Of particular relevance is its timelessness manifest in both the amplitude and
the positive formalism. That is, in contrast to the standard formulation no predetermined notion
of time (but merely a weak notion of spacetime) is necessary to make sense of the formulation
and establish its relation to the real world. Crucially, this removes the apparent incompatibility
between general relativity where the split between space and time is dynamical and quantum the-
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ory which traditionally has been identified with its standard formulation that depends on a fixed
notion of time. Hopefully, this will clear the way for a fresh attack on quantum gravity with a
firmer conceptual basis, compare also the respective comments in the introduction and below.
Reflecting from the present perspective on the notion of quantization brings into focus a curious
fact. In the standard formulation, a quantization prescription usually converts a classical theory
expressed in terms of a phase space and observables as functions into a quantum theory in terms
of a Hilbert space and observables as operators. This is illustrated by the downward arrow on the
left hand side of Figure 1. However, the classical and the quantum theory are conceptually and
mathematically much closer to each other in the statistical setting. This is the convex operational
framework depicted on the right hand side in Figure 1. One might thus expect that it would be more
natural to set up quantization prescriptions directly within this framework. One the level of state
spaces elements of such a direct route exist in the literature. For example, in algebraic quantum
field theory (AQFT) one may start with a classical algebra of observables, deform this into a non-
commutative ∗-algebra and then declare the state space to be the space of positive functionals on
this algebra. This is then directly the space of mixed states.19 Also note that the (undeformed)
algebra of observables is more or less the same as the algebra of statistical distributions. On the
other hand, it seems that a direct route from classical observables to quantum operations has not
been explored at all in the literature.
The interest in a direct quantization route in the convex operational framework is somewhat
limited by the fact the usual quantization prescriptions followed by the transition from the Hilbert
space to the density operator framework work well enough for most purposes. It should be men-
tioned, however, that this transition (indicated by the arrow labeled modulus-square functor in
Figure 1) is functorial on state spaces and time-evolution operators, but not on observables. How-
ever, there is a standard procedure for converting observables to quantum operations “by hand”
using the spectral decomposition (as exhibited in Subsection 6.9). The situation with respect to
quantization looks similar for the space-time frameworks depicted in Figure 2, except that it is
much less explored in general. Again, the modulus-square functor (indicated in Figure 2) only
transports spaces of boundary conditions (state spaces) and their dynamics, but not observables.
In this case, however, there is no analog of a spectral decomposition and thus no general way to
convert a local observable into a local probe. This makes the necessity of a quantization prescription
working directly within the positive formalism much more urgent.
In this respect the origin of the composition rule in the amplitude formalism from the quanti-
zation via the path integral (Subsection 6.3) is suggestive. Is there a path integral for the positive
formalism which has a similar composition rule (Subsection 6.8)? Of course, using the modulus-
square functor (Subsection 6.8), the probability maps of the positive formalism can be obtained as
double path integrals over two copies of configuration space on the boundary. However, one might
hope for a single path integral, perhaps over the first jet bundle rather than over configurations.
The positive formalism opens a new perspective in particular for quantum field theory. On
the one hand, the Segal approach of encoding quantum field theory as a TQFT, i.e., in the am-
plitude formalism, still faces significant challenges. In particular, for theories of physical interest
a sufficiently general implementation of state spaces on hypersurfaces that have boundaries has
not yet been achieved. It has been suggested and in fact demonstrated for free fermions that this
problem can be at least partially solved by working in the positive formalism instead [87]. On the
19There are important differences to our present setting. Most importantly, the algebra should be associated to a
hypersurface rather than to a region as in AQFT. On the other hand, the time slice axiom of AQFT itself points to
the possibility of replacing the region with a hypersurface.
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other hand, the positive formalism equips quantum field theory with a notion of local measurement
via probes (Subsection 6.9), going far beyond the limitations of the S-matrix. This should impact
in particular the field of relativistic quantum information theory. Of course, local measurements
have been discussed previously in quantum field theory. However, this had to be done either by
recurring to the standard formulation and thus loosing manifest locality (e.g. [92]) or by explicitly
modeling the measurement device as an additional quantum system (e.g. the Unruh-DeWitt detec-
tor [93, 94]). Constructing probes that model local measurements in quantum field theories is a
completely new challenge and it is not clear what is the best way to accomplish this. Given that we
have local observables in quantum field theory, one way would be to try to apply the recipe from
the standard formulation that converts observables into quantum operations. That is, as already
mentioned above, we use the spectral decomposition of the observable expressed as a hermitian
operator on the standard Hilbert space (compare Subsection 6.9). However, for the standard field
operators this is not quite straightforward due to their continuous spectrum and unboundedness
and any regularization to make this work might mess with locality. Also, it remains to reexpress
the obtained quantum operation in a manifestly local way, i.e., restrict it to a compact region. A
more desirable way might be a direct quantization prescription as discussed above.
The possibility to model within the convex operational framework hybrid theories that have both
classical and quantum components is well known. An example are the notions of classical-quantum
and quantum-classical channels in quantum information theory (compare also Subsection 7.1). The
positive formalism offers the novel possibility to go beyond this non-relativistic setting and construct
hybrid theories in a genuinely field theoretic setting. No recipe for doing this exists as yet, but an
understanding of direct quantization within the positive formalism would most likely help, compare
previous remarks.
It is worth noting that key concepts that later became part of the general boundary formulation
have influenced thinking on quantum gravity for some time. Recall from Section 6 that topological
quantum field theory (TQFT) arose at the end of the 1980s as an abstraction of quantum field
theory. This was notably the origin of the notion of locality as used in the present paper. In
the wake of these developments Witten showed that quantum gravity in 2 + 1 dimensions can
be formulated as a TQFT, which is moreover a solvable model [95, 96]. This sparked considerable
interest in trying to construct also 3+1-dimensional quantum gravity as a TQFT. At the same time
the constructions of TQFTs in terms of state-sum models emerged as an approach to topological
invariants in low dimensions [97]. It was then realized that the much older work of Ponzano and
Regge [98] could be interpreted as such a state-sum approach to 3-dimensional quantum gravity.
Ooguri formulated 4-dimensional BF -theory as a TQFT in terms of a state-sum model [99]. Since
gravity in 4 dimensions can be obtained from BF -theory by imposing additional constraints, this
model has been taken as a starting point for developing state-sum approaches to quantum gravity.
It was also realized that such state-sum models, more specifically called spin foam models [100]
also arise in loop quantum gravity [18, 19]. However, the physical interpretation of these models is
completely different in the latter case, where they are used to calculate a Hamiltonian constraint.
Recall that loop quantum gravity is an approach based on the standard formulation of quantum
theory, as already mentioned in the introduction. Using spin foams in the sense of the path integral
and TQFT as models for quantum gravity is thus also called the spin foam approach to quantum
gravity [101].
Recall from Subsection 6.4 that TQFT in itself is merely a mathematical framework without
any rules for extracting measurable quantities. Thus, none of these models based merely on TQFT
has any physical content until such rules are specified. As already discussed in the introduction,
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the operational framework of the standard formulation (including transition probabilities and ex-
pectation values of observables) is not applicable and neither is the S-matrix of quantum field
theory. Precisely this situation provided a major motivation for the development of the general
boundary formulation [102]. Thus, in 2005 the notion of boundary measurement as reviewed in
Subsection 6.5 was introduced [9], generalizing transition probabilities of the standard formulation
to a setting without background time. Since this does not require any additional mathematical
structure it provides at least one notion of measurement to this large class of models. For very
brief remarks on how this might be used to describe scattering processes in quantum gravity see
[58]. While a notion of observable analogous to that of quantum field theory can also be introduced
(Subsection 6.6), its potential use for extracting measurable quantities in quantum gravity is much
more limited than in quantum field theory as we have explained in Subsection 6.7.
The results of the present work suggest a different route: Encode quantum gravity in the
positive formalism. Fortunately, it is quite straightforward to transport models from the amplitude
formalism, i.e., based on TQFT, to the positive formalism. This is done via the modulus-square
functor as described in Subsection 6.8. Thus, a large class of models becomes available essentially
immediately. However, these models have to be considered incomplete now as it remains to construct
for them relevant probes or generalized quantum operations that encode local physical measurements.
One would hope that these could be obtained by some kind of quantization prescription, see previous
comments.
Symmetries have always played an important role in physics. In the present context it is natural
to ask in particular for the potential role of spacetime symmetries that act on a spacetime system
(Subsection 2.1). In the amplitude formalism these have played a very important role already for
some time in conformal field theory, in particular in Segal’s approach [50, 7]. A basic and generic
discussion of spacetime symmetries leading to representations on spaces of states and amplitudes
can be found in Section 6 of [9]. This can be transferred almost one-to-one to the positive formalism.
In another reading of this work the focus is on viewing the development of the quantum version
of the positive formalism as a partial reconstruction of quantum theory. Thus Section 2 represents
a derivation of most of the structure of quantum (but as it turns out also classical) theory from
first principles. The only additional purely “quantum” ingredient concerns the precise nature of
the partially ordered vector spaces of boundary conditions. Adhering strictly to the standard
formulation of quantum theory we have to take these to be the spaces of self-adjoint operators
on complex Hilbert spaces. If we are more ambitious we might try something more general, such
as more general anti-lattices, recall Subsection 6.10. In any case, adding the postulate of such
a mathematical structure to complete the reconstruction seems rather ad hoc. An operational
distinction of quantum theory would be much preferable. In contrast, almost all the structure
including the axioms governing the dynamics (Subsection 2.11) as well as the rules for predicting
measurable quantities appear already in Section 2. In particular, there is no need to postulate
the Born rule, Lüders rule etc. These all come out given that we add the mentioned “quantum”
ingredient. Section 6 then serves mainly to verify that we really obtain quantum theory and recover
its standard formulation.
With respect to singling out quantum theory among general probabilistic theories the difference
between working in the general positive formalism of Section 2 or in the convex operational frame-
work of Section 4 appears to be of minor significance. After all, the state spaces of the latter, whose
detailed structure is crucial here, are merely special instances of the spaces of boundary conditions
of the former. Thus, one might hope to import approaches from the considerable literature on oper-
ational reconstructions of quantum theory, which are mostly formulated in the convex operational
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framework. Instead of providing a long list of references we point the interested reader to the recent
book [103] and references therein.
With the positive formalism, the general boundary formulation may be claimed to provide a
formulation of quantum theory that is more general and fundamental than the standard formula-
tion. It is thus natural to ask if it implies any new insights into the nature of quantum theory and
its interpretation. The implications seem to be mostly negative. That is, it appears to provide
much clearer indications as to what quantum theory is not (but might have been given merely
the standard formulation) rather than what it is. Let us start with the “collapse of the wave-
function”. Firstly, the observation of single definite measurement outcome is nothing mysterious
in our framework. To the contrary, this is part of the very definition of a measurement process
in an operational setting. This applies equally to classical and quantum physics. Secondly, the
“instantaneous” modification or “collapse” of a state in a measurement arises merely as a Bayesian
updating of knowledge as explained in Subsection 4.2. Again, there is no difference in principle
between quantum and classical (statistical) physics here, except that in the latter case one can in-
terpret this knowledge as knowledge about a “true state” (classical solution, point in phase space).
Up to this point, our comments are equally applicable within the long established convex opera-
tional framework and as such nothing new. In the face of this, one might still be tempted to not
exclude the possibility that when restricted to pure states the collapse might represent an actual
physical process. However, in the positive formalism no such collapse can be associated with a
measurement process in general. The collapse, even as a Bayesian updating, is entirely an artifact
of the choice to describe dynamics and measurement in our theories exclusively in terms of states
that evolve between spacelike hypersurfaces. There is nothing that collapses in the general mea-
surement formulas (1) or (3). Of course, we can always apply Bayesian reasoning and updating
when considering multiple measurements taking place. However, although the measurements might
be precisely localized in spacetime, the updating or “collapse” of our knowledge as we take into
account additional measurement results cannot in general be localized in spacetime in any sensible
way. To put it differently, the existence of a physical collapse would definitely falsify the positive
formalism as a framework for quantum theory, as well as the amplitude formalism and probably
also much of standard quantum field theory.
To further illustrate the absurdity of the physical collapse idea in the present framework consider
an alternative “space-evolution” scenario. Instead of spacelike we choose parallel timelike hyper-
planes parametrized by one spatial coordinate to describe the dynamics of a theory, but otherwise
follow closely the development of the time-evolution framework in Section 4. This is entirely legit-
imate in the positive formalism (as in the amplitude formalism) and moreover, there are certainly
simple quantum field theories whose dynamics do give rise to a one-to-one correspondence between
data on parallel timelike hyperplanes [82]. “Evolution” is now in one particular spatial direction
and space and time labels on the axes in the figures of Section 4 have to be exchanged. Interpreting
the Bayesian updating of Subsection 4.2 as a physical collapse, this would have to take place on a
plane in space and at all times. Certainly, nobody would entertain such a proposal.
We proceed to make some comments on interpretations associated with the names universal wave
function, relative state and many worlds, originating with the work of Everett [104, 105]. Central to
these interpretations is the claim that no special notion of measurement is necessary, but that states
and their unitary evolution are sufficient to provide a complete description of quantum theory. As
a first step, any measurement is described not in terms of quantum operations, but by coupling an
additional system that describes the measurement device explicitly in terms of unitary dynamics.
How this can be done was already shown by von Neumann [106]. Given an initial pure state, the
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final state of such a “measurement” is a pure state that can be written as a superposition of states,
each of which can be identified with the occurrence of one particular measurement outcome. Of
course the final state in itself does not contain the information on how it should be decomposed
into this particular superposition. Also, extracting probabilities for measurement outcomes still
requires special rules distinct from those of unitary evolution. These issues aside (which have been
amply discussed in the literature [107]), let us nevertheless think of the summands in this special
decomposition of the final state as branches of the wave function, describing different alternative
worlds. Each measurement makes the branches branch further etc. The statement is then that the
world we experience corresponds to one of those branches. Similar remarks apply here as those
that we have already made when discussing the collapse. The branching has nothing to do with
the measurement process itself, but arises merely from a particular choice of describing it in terms
of states that evolve in time. Consider by contrast the space-evolution scenario we have outlined
above. In this scenario we could equally talk about a branching, except that our world would
exhibit branching in a particular spatial direction. We could then claim with equal justification
that the world we experience corresponds to one of those spatial branches. Certainly, nobody would
propose this version as the basis for a sensible approach to quantum theory. What is more, absent
a specific temporal or spatial evolution picture, there is no notion of branching attributable to a
measurement process at all.
As concerns hidden variables theories, these have been shown by Bell [108] to require non-
locality to be compatible with the violations of Bell’s inequalities which have been demonstrated
in numerous experiments testing quantum theory.20 While non-locality is compatible in principle
with the standard formulation of quantum theory, it is not compatible with Segal locality and thus
would contradict the general boundary formulation and the positive formalism more generally. This
is independent of the well known conflict of non-locality with special relativity.
On the positive side, an interpretation of quantum theory that embraces the view of state change
in a measurement as a process of Bayesian updating (compare Subsection 4.2) is QBism [110].
One lesson to be drawn is that the special role of states, i.e., boundary conditions associated to
spacelike hypersurfaces, compared to boundary conditions associated to other hypersurfaces is an
artifact of the limitations of the standard formulation. Thus, any interpretation of quantum theory
that relies on a special status of states is potentially in conflict with the positive formalism. This
is particularly the case if an analogy is drawn between the notion of pure state in quantum theory
and in classical theory, where it can be brought into correspondence with a global solution.
With respect to the unresolved issues of quantum theory we do not pretend to offer any new
insight with the present work. Rather, quantum theory in the general boundary formulation just
inherits these issues from quantum theory in the standard formulation. But perhaps it can con-
tribute to clear the view as to what the issues are and what they are not. Any operational approach
to fundamental physics must face a core issue. That is, a measurement may be modeled in two
fundamentally distinct ways. Either we consider it as a means to extract observable quantities
from the theory. In this case we use the operational structure of the framework to encode the
measurement as an “external” intervention. Or we consider the measurement as just any other
physical process, i.e., as part of the dynamics of the (fundamental) theory considered. In this
case we loose the direct, operational access to the measurement results. This dichotomy is quite
unsatisfactory unless we can establish a precise correspondence between these two fundamentally
distinct ways of modeling measurement. In a limited sense such a correspondence was described
20There remains a small and more exotic group of local hidden variable theories claimed to be not ruled out by
Bell’s argument, including super-determinism [109].
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for quantum theory already by von Neumann [106]. Namely, given a measurement determined by
an observable, we can construct an additional system coupled to the original system that acts as a
recorder of the measurement outcome in such a way that the joint system evolves unitarily. Later,
the implementability of a measurement in terms of a unitarily coupled system was precisely the
origin of the requirement of complete positivity for quantum operations [69]. The price to pay is
that the additional system needs special boundary conditions. The necessity for these boundary
conditions is clear when want to select a certain measurement outcome. However, even when no
outcome is selected, i.e., we merely want to model the presence of the measurement apparatus,
special boundary conditions need to be imposed. Stated differently, not only any selective, but
also the non-selective quantum operation for a non-trivial measurement must be non-unitary. This
precludes to a large extend the possibility to trade operational for non-operational descriptions of
measurement in quantum theory.
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A On partially ordered vector spaces
We collect in this appendix some mathematical definitions and facts relevant for the present article.
Mostly these concern partially ordered vector spaces and related notions as well as the special case
of the space of self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space. We refer the reader for reference to text
books such as the ones of Jameson [111] and of Alfsen [112]. Also the book by Schaefer [113]
contains a section on partially ordered vector spaces.
Definition A.1. A partially ordered set is a set S with a binary relation ≤ satisfying (a) a ≤ a for
all a ∈ S (reflexivity), (b) a ≤ b and b ≤ a implies a = b for any a, b ∈ S (antisymmetry), (c) a ≤ b
and b ≤ c implies a ≤ c for any a, b, c ∈ S (transitivity).
We write b ≥ a equivalently for a ≤ b. Also a < b means a ≤ b and a 6= b. Similarly a > b
means a ≥ b and a 6= b.
Definition A.2. Let S be a partially ordered set. Let a, b ∈ S. An element c ∈ S is called a
minimum of a and b if c ≤ a and c ≤ b and for any x ∈ S with x ≤ a and x ≤ b we have x ≤ c.
Similarly, an element c ∈ S is called a maximum of a and b if c ≥ a and c ≥ b and for any x ∈ S
with x ≥ a and x ≥ b we have x ≥ c.
Definition A.3. Let S be a partially ordered set. If for any pair of elements a, b ∈ S there exists a
minimum and a maximum then S is called a lattice. On the other hand, if for any pair of elements
a, b ∈ S a minimum or a maximum exists only if a ≤ b or b ≤ a then S is called an anti-lattice.
Definition A.4. Let V be equipped with the structures of a real vector space and of a partially
ordered set. We say that the structures are compatible iff (a) for any a, b, c ∈ V with a ≤ b we have
a + c ≤ b + c and (b) for any a, b ∈ V with a ≤ b and λ > 0 we have λa ≤ λb. We then call V a
partially ordered vector space. We say that v ∈ V is positive iff v ≥ 0 and denote the set of positive
elements by V +.
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Definition A.5. Let V be a real vector space. A subset C ⊆ V is called a convex cone iff (a) for
any a, b ∈ C we have a + b ∈ C and (b) for any a ∈ C and λ ≥ 0 we have λa ∈ C. If moreover,
C∩−C = {0} then C is called a proper cone. On the other hand, a convex cone is called a generating
cone iff V = C − C.
Proposition A.6. If V is a partially ordered vector space, then the set V + of positive elements
forms a proper convex cone. Conversely, If V is a real vector space with a proper convex cone
C ⊆ V then this makes V into a partially ordered vector space by declaring a ≤ b iff b− a ∈ C for
any a, b ∈ V .
Definition A.7. Let V be a partially ordered vector space. V is called Archimedean ordered iff
for any v ∈ V the existence of w ∈ V + with v ≤ λw for all λ > 0 implies v ≤ 0.
Definition A.8. Let V be a partially ordered vector space, a, b ∈ V with a ≤ b. The set [a, b] :=
{v ∈ V : a ≤ v ≤ b} is called the order interval determined by a and b.
Definition A.9. Let V be a partially ordered vector space. The finest topology that makes V into
a locally convex topological vector space and is such that all order intervals are bounded is called
the order topology.
Definition A.10. Let V be a partially ordered vector space. An element e ∈ V is called an order
unit iff for any v ∈ V there exists λ > 0 such that v ≤ λe.
Definition A.11. Let V be a partially ordered vector space with an order unit e ∈ V . We define
the order-unit seminorm for v ∈ V by,
‖v‖ := inf{λ > 0 : v ∈ [−λe, λe]}. (162)
Proposition A.12. The topology generated by the order-unit seminorm is the order topology.
Proposition A.13. If the order is Archimedean the order-unit seminorm is a norm.
Remark A.14. The simplest example of a partially ordered vector space is the space R of real
numbers with the standard order. R has generating cone, is Archimedean ordered, is a lattice and
taking the order unit to be 1, the order-unit norm coincides with the absolute value.
Proposition A.15. Let L be a set and F (L) denote a real vector space of real valued functions
on L. Then, F (L) is a partially ordered vector space where for f, g ∈ F (L) we have f ≤ g iff
f(φ) ≤ g(φ) for all φ ∈ L. Moreover, F (L) is Archimedean ordered. If F (L) is closed under taking
the positive and negative part of functions it is a lattice. If F (L) consists of bounded functions
only and contains constant functions, the function e(φ) := 1 for all φ ∈ L is an order unit. The
corresponding order-unit norm in this case is precisely the supremum norm, for f ∈ F (L),
‖f‖ = sup{|f(φ)| : φ ∈ L}. (163)
Proposition A.16. Let H be a Hilbert space and BR(H) the real vector space of bounded self-adjoint
operators on H. The cone B+(H) ⊆ BR(H) of positive operators is generating and makes BR(H)
into a partially ordered vector space. BR(H) is Archimedean ordered and is an anti-lattice. The
identity operator 1 ∈ B+(H) is an order unit. The associated order-unit norm coincides precisely
with the operator norm on H, for A ∈ BR(H),
‖A‖ = sup{‖A(ψ)‖H : ψ ∈ H, ‖ψ‖H = 1}. (164)
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Definition A.17. Let V and W be partially ordered vector spaces and f : V → W a linear map.
We say that f is positive linear if and only if f maps positive elements to positive elements.
Proposition A.18. Let V and W be partially ordered vector spaces and f : V → W a positive
linear map. Then f is continuous with respect to the order topologies of V and W .
Definition A.19. Let V,W,X be partially ordered vector spaces and f : V ×W → X a linear
pairing that maps products of positive elements to positive elements. We then say that f is positive
bilinear. Suppose moreover that given any a ∈ V the inequality f(a, b) ≥ 0 for all b ∈ W+ implies
a ≥ 0 and that given any b ∈ W , the inequality f(a, b) ≥ 0 for all a ∈ V + implies b ≥ 0. We then
say that f is sharply positive.
Remark A.20. Note that sharp positivity implies non-degeneracy.
Definition A.21. A partially ordered vector space V equipped with a positive-definite sharply
positive symmetric bilinear form V × V → R is called a partially ordered inner product space.
Proposition A.22. Let H1, H2 be Hilbert spaces. Let H1⊗H2 denote the completed tensor product
Hilbert space. Consider the map BR(H1)×BR(H2)→ BR(H1⊗H2), defined in the obvious way. This
map is injective and sharply positive bilinear. Moreover, restricting to Hilbert-Schmidt operators
the subspace spanned by the image is dense in the Hilbert-Schmidt topology.
An accurate mathematical description of physical systems with infinitely many degrees of free-
dom frequently requires the use of linear maps that are not everywhere defined, especially in quan-
tum field theory, but also in classical field theory. This is usually handled using topology by e.g.
restricting such maps to dense subspaces. The present order theoretic setting offers a simpler and
more elegant approach by exploiting positivity. To this end we recall that we can do addition and
positive scalar multiplication in [0,∞], the positive real numbers with positive infinity added. We
define in addition to the usual operations,
0 · ∞ =∞ · 0 = 0 (165)
λ · ∞ =∞ · λ =∞ ∀λ ∈ (0,∞] (166)
a+∞ =∞+ a =∞ ∀ a ∈ [0,∞]. (167)
Definition A.23. Let V be a partially ordered vector space with generating cone V +. We say
that a map f : V + → [0,∞] is unbounded positive linear iff
f(λa) = λf(a) ∀ a ∈ V +,∀λ ∈ [0,∞) (168)
f(a+ b) = f(a) + f(b) ∀ a, b ∈ V +. (169)
If the image of f does not contain ∞, we also say that f is positive linear.
Remark A.24. It is easy to see that the notion of positive linearity of Definition A.23 is equivalent
to that of Definition A.17 by canonical restriction or extension of f . For this the generating property
of the positive cone V + is essential. We shall freely use this equivalence without necessarily making
explicit the restriction or extension involved.
Proposition A.25. Let V be a partially ordered vector space with generating cone V + and f :
V + → [0,∞] an unbounded positive linear map. Let W+ := f−1([0,∞)) and set W := W+ −W+.
Then W is a partially ordered subspace of V with W+ = V + ∩W its cone of positive elements
which is generating. The restriction of f to W+ and subsequent extension to W is positive linear.
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For the present paper the most important application of unbounded positivity arises in the
notion of unbounded positive bilinear maps.
Definition A.26. Let V , W be partially ordered vector spaces with generating cones. We say that
a map f : V + ×W+ → [0,∞] is unbounded positive bilinear iff
f(λa, b) = f(a, λb) = λf(a, b) ∀ a ∈ V +,∀ b ∈W+,∀λ ∈ [0,∞) (170)
f(a+ b, c) = f(a, c) + f(b, c) ∀ a, b ∈ V +,∀ c ∈W+, (171)
f(a, b+ c) = f(a, b) + f(a, c) ∀ a ∈ V +,∀ b, c ∈W+, (172)
If the image of f does not contain ∞, we also say that f is positive bilinear.
Proposition A.27. Let V , W be partially ordered vector spaces with generating cones and f :
V + ×W+ → [0,∞] an unbounded positive bilinear map. We say that given a ∈ V and b ∈ W ,
f(a, b) is well-defined if there exist a+, a− ∈ V + and b+, b− ∈ W+ such that a = a+ − a− and
b = b+− b− as well as f(a+, b+) <∞, f(a+, b−) <∞, f(a−, b+) <∞ and f(a−, b−) <∞. In that
case we declare the value of f(a, b) to be f(a+, b+)− f(a+, b−)− f(a−, b+) + f(a−, b−). If f(a, b) is
well-defined, its value is unique. Moreover, this value coincides with the (extension of) any positive
bilinear restriction of f .
Definition A.28. Let V , W be partially ordered vector spaces with generating cones and f :
V +×W+ → [0,∞] an unbounded positive bilinear map. Suppose that for any a ∈ V the inequality
f(a, b) ≥ 0 for all b ∈ W+ where it is well-defined implies a ≥ 0 and that for any b ∈ W , the
inequality f(a, b) ≥ 0 for all a ∈ V + where it is well-defined implies b ≥ 0. We then say that f is
sharply positive.
Definition A.29. Let V be a partially ordered vector space with generating cone and f : V + ×
V + → [0,∞] an unbounded positive symmetric bilinear map. We say that f is positive-definite if
and only if f(a, a) > 0 for all a ∈ V \ {0} whenever f(a, a) is well-defined.
Definition A.30. A partially ordered vector space V equipped with a positive-definite unbounded
sharply positive symmetric bilinear form V +× V + → [0,∞] is called a partially ordered unbounded
inner product space.
Proposition A.31. Let L be a measure space with measure µ. Let F (L) denote a partially ordered
vector space of real valued measurable functions on L with generating cone. Then, a positive-definite
unbounded positive symmetric bilinear map F+(L) × F+(L) → [0,∞] is given for all b, c ∈ F (L)
by,
(b, c) 7→
∫
L
b(φ)c(φ) dµ(φ). (173)
If F (L) is closed under taking the positive and negative part of functions it is a lattice and sharp
positivity is also satisfied. In particular, F (L) becomes in this way a partially ordered unbounded
inner product space.
Remark A.32. A maximal subspace of F (L) such that (the extension of) this pairing is positive
linear is the subspace of square-integrable functions. The pairing is then precisely the usual inner
product on the space of square-integrable functions. Another choice yielding a positive linear
pairing arises from pairing essentially bounded functions with integrable functions. The latter is
also precisely the class of functions that can be paired with non-zero constant functions such as the
unit function chosen as order unit in Proposition A.15.
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Proposition A.33. Let H be a Hilbert space. The trace defines a positive-definite unbounded
sharply positive symmetric bilinear map B+(H)× B+(H)→ [0,∞] via,
(a, b) 7→ tr(ab). (174)
In particular, BR(H) becomes in this way a partially ordered unbounded inner product space.
Remark A.34. A maximal subspace of BR(H) such that (the extension of) this pairing is positive
linear is the space of (self-adjoint) Hilbert-Schmidt operators. It is then precisely the Hilbert-
Schmidt inner product. On the other hand, if we only restrict one of the two spaces in the pairing,
a maximal subspace of BR(H) such that (the extension of) this pairing is positive linear is the space
of (self-adjoint) trace class operators. In particular, the latter is also the maximal subspace that
can be paired with the unit operator 1.
Proposition A.35. Let H1, H2 be Hilbert spaces. Let S : BR(H1) → BR(H2) be a positive linear
map between the corresponding partially ordered vector spaces of self-adjoint operators. Then, S is
completely positive iff there exists an unbounded positive linear map S′ : B+(H1 ⊗ H2) → [0,∞]
such that for all a ∈ B+(H1) and b ∈ B+(H2) we have
S′(a⊗ b) = tr(S(a)b). (175)
The map S′ is unique if it exists.
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